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BUSINESS CARDS.

resumed the practice of his profession at

C.

Portland Pier ask

ANDREWS,

MAINE.

Marine Risks Onlv

lUi,

v

—

ON

MANUFACTURER

OF

50 Market Street. Printers Exchange,

PORTLAND, MB.
o.

P.

9th, 1875,

further information,
tions, etc, Address,

I

to

as

Expenses, Regula-

febOtf

Stevens Plains, Feb. 1875.

d&wly

DUNCAN, SHERMAN & CO.
BANKERS

Is«no CIRCULAR NOTES a.id LETTERS OF
CREDIT for TRAVELERS IN EUROPE AND THE
EAST, available in all tlie principal cities; also for
TELEuse in tla United States, West, Indies, Ac.
GRAPHIC TRANSFERS to LONDON, PARIS,
HAVANA.
MEXICO, CHINA, JACALIFORNIA,
PAN, etc. Accounts of Banks, Bankers and others
ja7eodly
received.

MEETINGsT"

ANNUAL

Commission & Forwarding Merchants
Petroleum, Grain nnd other Charters,
Negotiated. Fieight Engagements made
for all parts of the world.
Marine Insurance effected in reliable
Offices.

MAN

L’FACTUREES

OV

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
A Icon’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators. Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.

INJECTOR

BIIIi'8

FOR

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MA-HSTK.
FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse
power, built to

order.

•pit

5romptly

"IgtCBlMACHEB.

CARD.
A
Mr. Wm.
I take great pleasure in recommending
Schumacher as one of the best house decorators ever
\\ m. ScbuMr.
that
doubt
no
have
and
n Portland,
him dura- |
macher will execute all work entreated to
bly. tastily and
^ SCHUMACHERj
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
no21tf

satisfy.

HOOPER,
LSTERER
HO
3?
U
j. H.

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,
MANUFACTURER OF

Lounges, Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
EnHe Do no ugh Patent Bed Louage*,
ameled Chain*,
done. Furniture
gyAll kinds of repairing neatly oct5691 T&Stl
oxed and matted.

Suits,

FRESCO PAINTER,
STREET,

door

CO.,

d&w2w

Sc

Rooms To Let.
unfurnished front

Stables 28 Franklin St,

Opposite Lincoln Park, Portland, Me.
association with
of the
formed
best buyers of horses in the country, whereby I
HAVING
the
tresh
receive
shall

STREET,

jalii

Ja4tf

WITH
and unfurnished.

I I

Gentlemen

ST.,

Quality,

yers, doctors, tailors

I

Connsellor

TO WOOL DEALERS & PULLERS.

Law.

at

collections promptly attended to by
LEIGHTON, Constable and Bill Collector.
All

A.

E.

_

charleOTkimrall,
architect,
1-2

MIDDLE

STREET,

ample supply of water, buildings admirably
lor the business of Wool pulling and
tanning,
heated with steam. Also buildings for the workmen adjacent to .be factory.
All of North Eastern
Maine here finds its Market, and it is considered in
all respects the best point in Maine lor the Wool
business. For particulars apply to
MOSES G1DDINGS, Executor.
mal8d&wtf
an

YEEMOSTjCOPPERAS.
BEST QUALITY GUARANTEED.

(Boyd Block,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.
flans, Detail., Superintendence, etc-,
rlptlon of building.

new a pointed establishment of
Humphry of Bangor, Maine,
sale, consisting cf a large lot oe land,

adapted

MIDDLE ST.tltl
__„

large and
the late Chapin
THE
is offered for
with

ALWAYS FOR SALE
—

for every

de

Commissioners’ Notice.
the
undersigned having been appointed byCum

may

MICAH STOCK BRIDGE,
March 11th, 1875.

Freeport,

} Commissioners.

deod&w3wl0

FOR

SALE.

SI MON TON

Commercial St. Hrlyoke’r Wkm t.

deodtf

Jal2

Cheapest Book Store in

the

World,

always he found atj

Johnson’s,

A.J, FULLER,

FOR SALE.
One of the
best lumber stands in the oily of BostOD; an old establishment with a good trade that can be relied upA small stock ot lumber now on hand which can
on.
be purchased at the market prices. The wharf is one
of the best and most convenient in the city; a very
unusual opportunity to obtain
low rent. This is an
The present owner is
a
good paying business.
Twii/ed to eo South on account of the health of his
address K. M,

particulars

uiasaun

to'coat.

100,000 Books without regard
Clocks, Watcher and Jewelry cheap.
Bepairing and Cleaning well done and

eodlt

To Let.
Office oyer our Store recently occupied by
John Winslow Jones. Apply to

THE

RYAN & KELSEY,
No. 161 Commei cial St.

To Let.
furnished and unfurnished rooms to let.
NO. 11 MYRTLE ST.
d2w*

ROOMS.

L.

good rooms, connected, furnished or unfurnished. to let with board at 203 Cumberland St.,
corner Franklin, also single rooms to let at same

TWO

HUMPTY DUMPTY IN PERSON
Whose success has never been equaled in the Annals
The throngs of people
of American Amusement.
attest
nightlv assembled for the past number of yearsthe
unand
hearty laughter,
bv their lavish applause
diminished popularity of the American Grimaldi.
he
will
his
own
appear in
Surrounded by
touncil,
Oomic Trick Pantomime of

his

HUMPTY MTUIPTY
A Full
PANTOMIMIC
COMPANY.
45 PEOPLE

SPERM, LARD,

'r’l
if8.

See hills of the day tor further particulars.
Seats secured three days in advance at Box Office,
H. E. PARMELEE, Business Agt.
Music Hall.
York.

OILS.

dem

A
mat*lm

COAL CONSUMERS.
Tlic

Office 123 Commercial Street.
This Barr is so constructed that !t will never warp,
and hence its durability is unquestionable, and by
an arrangement tor introducing the air through the
fire to unite with the gases on the top of the coal
produces perfect combustion, thereby saving at least

so

to furnish the very hest quality
Cake in small or large quantities

prepared

at the shortest j>ossible notice.
Abo plain and iancy cakes that can’t be neat.
Candy of our own and Boston manufacture, warranted pure.
Oysters served at all hours of day and evening.
Hot Biscuit furnished at two hours nolice.
Druggists’ Chocolate Drops of our manufacture at

S. A. ULMER & SON.
#6J Congress Street.

TUBS
Butter.

To Eet
Pine Street. Key

febl3dtf

83

BU111M H AMI’S

COPIES

FOB

SALE BY

I S3 FORM STREET.
dtt

dec8

colors.

MADE.

Messrs, Mowe, Cole & Benson,
AT

will continue the

same

respectfully solicits

in all itshrancbes, and hereby
the patronage of the public.

dim

Painters amt Housewives!
You can get

GOOD
at

AND

Brushes
—

BARGAINS

188 FORE STREET.

Henry T. Carter & Co.,
formerly carter, white & CO.

SHEPHERD dr CO.,
Wholesale Fancy Goods,

feb25

SOS. 121-123 MIDDLE STREET,

dtf

William

H.

Somers,

Below /he Post-Office*

SILK HAT MANUFACTURER

Inquire of SHEPHERD & CO., LAMB & FARNSWORTH, next door, or H. E. THOMPSON, Lowell,
Mass,, Box 117
ja20tf

NO. 243 MIDDLE STREET.

To Let.
February first the Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
ST. JOHN SMITH.
jalldtf

day admitted as a partner
MR. HENRY BAKER,
Has this

under the firm

ABOUT

To Let
double Brick House, ten r*>oms
Pleasantly situated on Danfortb Street, No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
dtf
Portland, Sept., 30,1874

ONE

half of

a

Win.

H.

name

and style of

SOMERS

&

CO..

Mr. Baker has had long experience as a Hatter,
having been for the past twenty-five years foreman
for .John G. Hayes. We should be pleased to see
all his old frieuds and as many new ones as will favor
us

with

a

call.

Particular attention paid to all kinds of
work both new and old.
malleod2w
Portland, Maine, Feb. 6, 1875

Good

Warranted.

ALBERT COLBY’S SOWS,
ag5tl

Publisher* and

Something

Booksellers.

New.

send

your address to 87 Spring St„ and
LADIES
have the agent of the Ladies’ Easy Cutting and
Work
room.

Table call and show this gem of the work
marietf

NOTICE.

WE

COLLARS AND CUFFS,
for the City ot Portland.
at our lowest

They will supply the trade

»nc®8^EBS0N

Boston, Jan. 1st, 1875.

LELAND & CO.

Ja7d3mood.

IN

BOSTON.

CORNER STORE*
Has large rooms in rear. At low rent. Store constock and fixtures. If applied for at once
tains
will be sold far below cost as the occupant is in illBOX 2217,
health. Address

good

inarl7d2tW«SS

Boston Post Office.

under oath to return verdicts in accordwith the law and evidence.

!

In the French Assembly Thursday, a motion to adjourn to-day until May 5 was adopt
ed, and provision was made for the appointment of a permanent committee of twenty
deputies to sit during the recess. A motion
that the seuate hold its sessions in Versailles
‘Ri'Usnn.

of

for a man and wife to take
Workhouse and Farm in the
will be received by the Overseers of
town until the 5tb day of April next.

said
Deering, March 15,1875.

marl7dtd

PRINTING of every description neatly
executed at this office.

JOB

a

railiral

mpmhpr

for the department of the Seine, m*le a
strong appeal for the restoration of Paris to
its position as the capital of France, but the
motion was adopted by a vote of 371 yeas to
312 nays. The proposition to suspend the
supplementary elections to fill vacancies in
the Assembly was introduced and referred to
The ministers declined to exa committee.
press their views on the question of dissolu-

*__

The Bouaparlists appear to be working
hard to educate the people of France—in Bonapartism. The prefect of police for the Department of the Seine reports the list of
publications issued in 1874.

From this list it seems that 310,000 copies of
forty-two books or pamphlets were published,
and
67.000 copies of five illustrated works,
of the
a
of
chromo-lithograph
300.000 copies
These publications
young Prince Napoleon.
dishave been chiefly distributed in the rural
tricts of France.
__

Pennsylvania legislature affords a fine
opportunity for comparisons and contrasts.
The house is
The seuate is Republican.
*

The

Democratic. The senate has attended strictidle hours have
ly to business, and its only
been those in which it was waitiug to pass up
house was conon measures over which the
suming valuable time in wrangling. The
squabbles,
house has passed the session in
in the consideration of partisan measures, in
disorderly scenes which put to shame the
worst performances of a French Assembly.
South

Caboeina is

a

Republican state,

negro vote. It has a Governor who does not hesitate to expose frauds,
own party.
even when committed by his

the
charge
APPLICATIONS
Deering

town of
the Poor in

are

controlled by the

NOTICE !

APOTHECARY STORE FOR SALE

this day appointed Messrs. Chadbouin
& Kendall, Sole Agents for the sale ot all our
eading styles of
have

the above,

Bonapartist

salesroom,

our

Jobbing House,
OVER

as

tion.

dtf

First-class

COLE.

feb24

Superior

We have been

dice-shake.

to make these remarks because such

nroa

—

ALBERT

FOX,

a

have the

ance

LUMBER BUSINESS

—

a

chance of

are

S"

the
The undersigned having this day purchased

Middle St.

_LET.

ever

they

bringing juries and
courts into contempt, and because it is high
time that jurors are made to believe that they

darlR

144 Pine
repaired.

Ja27

pleasant

impelled

J. U. P. BURNHAM,
eodly
NOTICE

economical

small sum, rather

delusion that

this

verdicts

To Let.

•“

D, B. RICKER & CO.,

in

more

than to go into court where a large verdict is
It is
a certainty against law and evidence.
said that the verdict of the average jury is
very much like a decision made upon a game
of chance. But when cities and other corporations are a party there is too often not even

IN

or

_

man

ies is so well confirmed that our officials have

Rooms,

plain

In other words, had it been a case

long ago decided that it is
to settle unjust claims for a

MARKET SQUARE,
All Sizes, from Card to life,
finished in the

the ver-

against another,the verdict would
for the respondent.
have been returned
This tendency of jurors to do iujustice to citof one

dtf

very best manner,

the acts of a majority of legislation it is too
frequently the object of the organs of a minoiity to indulge in mere fault-finding for the
purpose of making political capital. Rut in
this instance the burden of complaint is made
up of testimony from friend and foe, and the
acquiescense in the verdict of condemnation

is almost unanimous. The failure of the Democratic party to administer tbs government
was never more^sigually manifested than in
the acts of the majority in the Assembly.—

Philadelphia Press.
The express companies will find that in
procuring the amendment to the new postal
jaw which increases the rate

third-class

on

matter to one cent per ounce,
rather “smart” than wise.

considerable

more

they have been
They will get
business for a few mouths,
packages that have been

by carrying small
sent by mail, but the iuconvenieuce of the
new regulation will be so generally felt, that
there will be an irresistible popular demaud
for the passage of a bill, ill the first part of
the December session, which will cut more
seriously into the express business than any
law heretofore in force.—N. Y. Mail

Says

floating

a

item:

“Every species

of

snake may be permanently driven away from
an infested place by
planting geraniums.” Iu
this connection would it be deemed impertinent in us to suggest to the editor of the Courier-Journal that he plant a few geraniums in
his boots.—St. Louis Republican.

The Proud lady of Stavoren.
The following, from the Boston Advertiser,
will be of interest to many Portland people:
The first thing in the new Bumber of Scribner’s Monthly is a flue legendary poem by
Elizabeth Akers Allen, entitled The Proud
Lady of Stavoren. The story relates that five
or six
hundred years ago there was ou the
Zuyder Zee of the Netherlands a prosperous
fleets went over every sea. She was proud of
many things, but ch efly of the magnificent
entertainments she provided tor guests. One
day she entertained a traveller strauger, who
came to behold her splendor, haviug heard of
it from afar. She made him welcome, but he
did not praise her feast. At last she asked
him if he was pleased:
“Only he said, “in the halls of kings,
Have I seen so costly and beautiful things—
Never a richer feast than this,
Or greater grandeur and plenteousness;
Yet here m your regal banquet-hall
You lack the thing that,is best of all.”
He drained the cup to the latest sip.
Then wiped the stain from his bearded lip,
And rising, bowed wirh a smile benign,
As he had ended both words and wine;
But his speech was gall to the Proud Lady
lu her palace in fair Stavoren.
What this best thing was he would not say,
and the proud lady despatched her ships
through the world, instructing the captains to
spare no pains to find it:
Up and down in their puzzling quest
Sailed her galleots east and west,
Till once it happened, by f >rtune’s freak,
The Admiral’s vessel sprung aleak,
And all the store of their wheaten flour
Was soaked by the water and spoiled and sour;
All things else had escaped the brine,—
Meat, and oil, and cheese and wine;
Fruits and swee* meats the table spread,
But how they sutiered and longed for bread!
The plainest, commonest food on earth
Gained, by its absence, a priceless worth,
And they envied ihe poorest child on land
The hard brown crust hi hi9 dingy hand.
The Admiral pondered—and slowly * rought
Out of his musings a brilliant thought;
His doubts

departed,

his vision

cleared,

And straight to a BaLic port he steered,
Purchased a cargo of finest wheat,
And sailed away with his clumsy fleet
To fair Stavoren’s strong sea-wall;
Then sought the Lady’s audience hall,
Thinking to set her mind at rest,
And happily end her weary quest.
He told of the hungry sailors’ pain,
The ruiued flour and the purchased grain.
“Not a man of us all,” said he,
“But would have emptied into the sea
All the dainties we ha 1 in store
For a thing we never had prized before.

ADVANCE

Who dines

on

sweets may be

were

wiriintu,

iiuu

Georgia is a white man’s state. Its State
treasurer has shown the most culpable neglithe loss of many
gence, and has occasioned
thousands of dollars. But he is sustained by
the majority party. Note the contrast.

explanations

come when it is too late—when
she is gone; aud he thinks on the whole, she
never rightly understood or
appreciated him.
The story of her death is
very tender and
here it ought properly to end. Her
suffering
would have seemed
unnecessary and imaginary
if at this crisis (when a man is a widower for
the first time, it can probably be called a
crisis)
be had not offered himself to his cousin and
married her as soon as our eyes were
dry over
the death of his beautiful wife. Alas! “Such is
lite and such is m an.”

French Revolution and First 'Empirr.
By William O’Connor Morris. One of the “Ep.
ochs of History.” New York: Scribner, Armstrong <& Co. For sale by Loring, Short & Har-

The

mon.

Each succeeding
History” contains

volume of the “Epochs of
added feature of interest. The-first volume of the series, that on
the “Protestant Revolution," seemed wellsome

a perfect historical
sketch. Bat those
that have been published since have had their
value increased by some new thing in the way
of arrangement, or maps, or notes. The

nigh

“French Revolution” contains an appendix
the bibliography of tbe subject and

upon

course of study, by President White of Cornell University, valuable and interesting for
reference aDd information.
The history itself is of course fn a degree in
outline, imiv m a torj rtf ftotail
a

....

nanoa.

sity omitted.

But we venture to say that
readers will gain a better idea of the
period
from this so-called sketch than from almost
any of the more pretentious works. The
proper proportion of tbe events of the time is
admirably kept, nothing of importance is
omitted, and the author strives to put before
us the causes of
things and the motives of
men.
The work is written in tbe broadest
and most catholic spirit, and is a model of

judicial treatment. It is remarkable how
much can be said and well said too, in a volume of
this size. The “French Revolution”
and tbe other books of this series as well are
to be

heartily commended.

Little Classics. Edited by RSssiter Johnson
tune Seven. Romance.
Boston: J. R. Osgood & Co. For sale by Bailey & Noyes.
As soon as one reads a volume of the "Little
Classics” one is impatient for the appearance
of another volume.
Tbe circle of readers of
the series is constantly increasing, and those
who are awaiting the seventh volume, now at
hind, must be very many. It bears tbe title
"Romance,” and will be found quite as entertaining as any of its delightful predecessors.
The

The selections are five ia number.
The volopen3 with Dr. Holmes’ tender and beautiful “Story of Iris,” from the "Professor.”
Following this is Miss Muloch's "Rosicrucian.'
The third of the selections is “The South
Breakers,” one of Harriet Prescott Spofford' a
characteristic and thoroughly captivating stoume

The fourth in order is

Professor John

A Handbook for Households and Schools
ward Smith, M. D. New York: D. Appleton Co. For sale by Bailey & Noyes.
The Messrs. Appleton have entered upon the

“The Proud Lady/’ in her anger, ordered the
wheat to be thrown into the sea at the mouth
of the harbor; but it sproured under the sea
and grew, and all kinds of drift were entangled with it until a bar was formed, upon
ouip-s

destroyed.
Misunderstandings arise; she worries and
pines away, he being too thick-headed to see it;

should have

By

And chance sometimes to our notice brings
The unguessed qalue of common things.
Gracious Lady,” the Adm.ral said,
“The one best thing in the world is bread**
Dumb with amaze sat the Proud Lady
In the ill-starred town, Stavoren.

uci

done. Then she discovers early and seeming
love letters which in common prudence be

Health :

But nothing can take the place of bread,
The food most precious is that, no doubt,
We find it hardest to do without,—

wuiuu iui

Cnristina,

sensitive disposition, feels that she has
disappointed the family’s expectations, and is morbid and unhappy instead of quietly suubbiug
them, as a girl of her superiority should have

Wilson’s short, simple and pathetic "Snow
Storm.” The concluding sketch is Allan Cunningham’s "King of the Peak.”

fed.

richly

When the fortune eluded
them, as expected
fortunes have a way of
doing, tire Laird is himself again and views matters with
unprejudiced
eyes, but A\ alter, being very much in love
takes his future in his own hands and marries
the maid of his choice.
who has a

ries.

at

msb

the raging sea broke down the dyke and Stavoren and its lamous lady were overwhelmed.
It is a charming poem.

EI

publication of la series to be called "The Popular Science Library," the scope of which is
sufficiently indicated by the title. The first
volume has just been issned under the title of
"Health,” The name of the author, Dr. Edward Smith, is warrant that the subject is understandingly and entertainingly treated. He
has furnished a popular mannal, the information in which is based upon accurate knowledge
and professional experience. Among the matters treated of are solid foods, clothing, movements of the body, rest and sleep, cleanliness
and bathing, dwellings, atmospheric condi-

tions, the mind and mental work, the special

a

his costs.

and Manufacturer.

feL’l

in Casco Bnnk Bnildinz. Apply to
WM. H. CONANT, Treasurer’s Office,
Portland & Kochester Kailway, 191 Middle St.

10 Kris. New Orleans molasses.
—

qnd

Z. SARGENT,

Photograph

think to be due them.

they made, is simply ridiculous,
since it places the value of a human life at
$300. It is more probable, however, that
the jury concluded that the accident was not
chargeable to the neglect of the city but rather to driving cf those who met with the accident, but as thirty thousand people would
not feel the expenses of the suit, it was
agreed to give the plaintiff sufficient to pay

the Fnrnace doors.

Please call at the above named Office
see for yourselves.

Proprietor

we

the award

contrived to clean your fires with-

opening

We

in

to

SAWYERS

CAFT.

rfifflllar

1873, when

call attention to it. We refer to that case
in which a verdict of $300 was rendered
against the city of Portland for damages for
injuries which resulted, as theplaintiftclaims,
in the death of a lady. Now if the jury was
satisfied that the plaintiff proved such a fact,

at

Deake’s Wharf, Commercial Street,

ocl2

3 Floors fitted up for

to

seen

t.hfi

jury of twelve good men and true in
our own midst, but there wasjone rendered in
the Superior Court Thursday so manifestly
against common sense that we feel at liberty

Cram’s Improved Crate Barr,
to be

fnrffflts

the case in

It may be out of order to criticise

subscriber would call the attention of'the

public

as was

making the
Dingley,
nomination, will fully consider the points
here briefly stated, and give them th e consideration

LET»

dtf

TO

frpmipntlv

trust that Governor

FOR

—

Room in the Second Story of the
Primers’ Lxchange. with power it
required. Apply to PRESSOFFICE
or to B. THURSTON A CO., Ill
Exchange Slreel.

WEB>J>IN« CAKE.

Tip

he voted for Mr. Williams for Governor,

GOOD MEWS

STREET. OFFICE

Vermont

thrmorh

dfcd

Wednesday Matinee.

marl6

dis-

should not be counted oat because he fails ti
entertain the same political views as tbs
party of the Executive making the appointment. Mr. Strout is not objectionable on
political grounds from the fact that he is not
a partisan.
True, he is classed as a Democrat, and usually votes with that party,

ARTISTS,
45
PEOPLE
IN ALL.

—OF—

at No.
No. 142
BURNING, AND WOOL HOUSE
Street. This rent lias been recently
MATTOCKS &

Choice

—

A Grand Corps of
| SPECIALTY
I H
Ik

House.

FEW more steam heated lodging rooms to let
NO. 12 TEMPLE ST.

TO

MACHINERY,

85

AT

Representing a world of Fun, Tricks, Trials and
Tribulations. Everything complete as played iu New

ma2tt

place.

AND

al43m

FOX,

ORIGINAL

THE

Extraordinary Kates offered to Clubs.

A

Luton

VARNISHES

FORE

ENTIRETY.

—

Call at 17 Brown Street
maldtf

FINE residence on Tyng near Danforth Street
contains 15 rooms, has Furnace, Sebago Water
and Gas, handsomely finished throughout, would he
rented furnished if desired. Apply to W. H. SimonmaSdtf
ton, Commercial St., Holyoke’s Wharf.

Manufacturer of

119 EXCHANGE STREET.

~

ITS

GEO.

To Let.

LADD,

&

insurance. Can be used toM. G. PALMER.

mar6

Wholesale and Retail.

QUANTITY OF
Piling, Spars and Hackmatac Knees, by

or

singly,

To Rent.

octlS

FOX’S

E.

Humpty Dumpty Troupe.
IX

dtf

208

unanimous endorsement oftan able and

Geo. H. Tylfr...Manager
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
The Great King of the Pantomimic Art, and Only

out

NEW house rents at Woodford’s Corner, 5, to
Handy
9, rooms, will he ready last of March.
to cars. In a good neighborhood and splendid 'ocaT. H. MANSFIELD,
tion, Inquire of
at Woodfoid’s Corner.
ma4tt

Successors to James H. Baker.

ANY

Spruce

or

s

!y

New York

point.
Realizing this necessity, the Cumberland
bar, with entire unanimity, has petitioned for
the appointment of one of its leading members, Sewall C. Strout esq., who has
been in active practice in this city for nearly
twenty-five years. Mr. Strout is a gentleman
of high character, wide experience and the
criminating bar. without his solicitation, is
the most ample guarantee of his eminent
qualifications and legal attainments.. In addition to this, Mr. Strout is -singularly free
frem those peculiarities of mind and judgment
which unfit, to a certain extent, otherwise
able lawyers for the bench.
We are aware that many of our political
associates declare, with some vehemence,
that the Executive should not appoint a justice from his political opponents. In general
we admit the correctness of party appointments, but the Judiciary of a state should
not be made up from a partisan standpoint.
Even in New Hampshire, neither political
par'y has done this, and there is every reason why an able lawyer and upright man

Twenty-five Per Cent of the Fuel,

well Picked 5

feb!2

WE of Wedding

OC25

myl9dtf

For Rent.

are

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

for the County of
THF.Hon. oodge of Probate
to receive ami *'Xan,,[,e

berland, commissioners
claims of creditors against t lie estate of Sila8A.C9i"
ttn, late of Freeport in said county, deceased, represented insolvent, hereby give notice that six montns
from the second day of' March inst. are allowed to
said creditors in which to present and prove their
claims, and that they will be in session at the office
ot Samuel A. Holbrook in said Freeport on Saturday,
the tenth day of April, and on the second days of
..June, August and September, 1875, at two o’clock
P. M., for the purpose of receiving the same.
SAMUEL A. HOLBROOK, I roTnmiSHinner.

BY-

HOWE & GOODWIN,

aeegsir

gether

malldeodtf

And Dealer In

EDGAR S. BROWN,

can

class Board and

rpHE suit of rooms over my store formerlyforocculawX pieil by D. H. Ingraham, Esq., suitable

Screened,

and

dlw

TWO NIGHTS,
Wednesday & Thursday, March 24 & 25.
WEDNESDAY MATINEE.

and i.

FURNISHED
Best

Stockbridge’s.

at

rft-

other

;

WARD’S OPERA HOUSE,

To Rent.

PORTLAND, MAINE,

motrOCdi#

Gentleman and his Wife

TO LET.

OF THE

lalesroom

PORTLAND, MAINE.

oc5tf

be accommodated with first
TWO
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.

253 Fore Nt*, J. F.MEBRILL.
Manufactory, Rear of No. JO Cross Nt*

below Cana Bank,)

Friday,

commences

roll'iph

familiar with it for years, is most desirable.
this, the time of one justice is
sufficiently taxed by business in chambers in
this city, renderipg the necessity of another
resident justice more pressing than at any

with crowded houses in New York, PhiladelWashington, Boston and other
during the past two months. They

of Seats
mal7

htKinPQtl

In addition to

Eastern ciiies

SAIL FOR ENGLAND AGAIN
in May, and this will be the only opportunity for the
citizens ot Portland and vicinity to hear them.
Admission 50 cents. Reserved Seats 75 cents.
Doors open at 7. Concert commences at 8. Sale

pnmmorpiul

quires a judge who has been conversant with
practice in that department; and
for that reason alone, a lawyer who has been

phia. Baltimore,

To I.et.

Dry Air Refrigerators Baker &

It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of Mauasement, Durability, Drf ness and Purity
of Air and ECONOMY «rf ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers* Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buy-

or a

rtf

the law and

This is the original band of singers whoso concerts
so popular in this country two years* ago,
previous to their year’s tour through England and
Scotland, and whose return to this country has been

now

Board.
of our

THAT

feblleod3m

Largest and Best Assortment in the State,
combining all the latest Improvements, called

tf

CUMBERLAND ST., comer

at

NICE
malO

RUFUS RAND, Agent.

The

Street.

S23J
BOARDING
Wilmot, Also table board.

New Custom House

—

HALL,

were

Boarding.

and will sell them horses

can

cheaper than they can be obtained at any other stable
in New England, having constantly on hand heavy,
draft, cart, dray, coach and coupe horses, matched
pairs and gentlemen’s driving horses. My horses
are selected by the best Judges with special care aa
to temperament, deposition, soundness, with good
bones and muscle, and adaptation to the wants of
this market. Please give me a call before purchasing.
I hope to make t an object lor dealers to buy of me.

62 Free

no30

Harleigli Lehigh Coal
Coals,

CITY

dict of

To Let.
Board, large, pleasant Rooms, famished

satistactien: they are
For parlor Stoves and

to the preparation
and will seil at the lowest cash prices.

a

umnnnf

a

PLEASANT

our

give special attention

Of Fisk University, Nashville, Tenn., will give
Concert in Porffcnd, at

nominations,

To Let wtth Board.
Front Room on lower floor at
40 PLEASANT STREET.

John’s and Hickory Coals!

We

FAMOUS

Jubilee Singers,

boarders can be accommodated with
private family. Rooms newly furInquire at 44 St. Lawrence Etreet.
*lwtf

mined far Winter use.

We will warrant them to give
durable and tree from slates.
Furnaces, the

During the past twenty year3 Bangor has
had.three of the justices while Portland the
greater part of the time and sometimes has
been without a resident judge.
Locality, as an argument for an appointment of this character is only valid, so far as
it affects the local requirements of the courts.
At this point, for instance, ‘there a large

TUESDAY EYENING, March 23d.

three

or

TWOboard in
nished.

VERY BEST COALS
Cooking Stoves and Ranges, try

land may well consider that its claims are
not second to any ocher sectiou of the State.

HALL.

IN ALL.

FEW

some

THE PEERLESS.

&

a great deal of care and expense, seon hand a large stock ot the

are

CITY

Board.

supply weekly throughout
season, I feel confident in assuring my former patrons
that I

75 FREE

gentlemen can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms and board at 58 Pleasant St.,
table boarders.
also
High,
lw*dtf
feb9

A

a

public

and side
ST.

room

Dear

We have with

mar20d3

BOARD.

room

lected and have

door.

—

CO.

60 COMMERCIAL

OR EXCHANGE.

ami the

yesterday

with board at
PLEASANT
marlOdtf

Wholesale and Retail, Nearly 0pp.

an

address

FLALSTED,
Commercial St.
Portland, Maine.

THE

d9m

urged on personal grounds. It seems,
however, that the question of locality is one
which should be considered; and if the appointment is to turn on this question, Portbe

can

Society oil
Tuettdny Evening, March 23rd,
at 7J o’clock. Tickets 25e to be had of S. H. Colesworthy, 102 Federal St., W. H.Sargent, Congress St.

greeted

Avail yonrsell
or

person who picked up the SEAL-OTTER
atterBOA, at the Museum matinee
-noon, will please return to the Advertiser Office,
malldtf
or 48 Park Street.

311 Broadway, New Work.
FAIRBANKS
fe24

—

TUESDA Y EYENING, March, 23d.

Miles’ Patent Alarm Safety Money

Randall & McAllister

SALE

FOR

as

will be given in the vestry of the India St. Church, in
behalf of the Ladies* Social Circle connected with the

and at the

reserve commu-

Current Notes.
The Legislature of 1875 adjourns over, after a session marked by more excess of
ignorance in the performance of
duty and recklessness in the disregard of obligation than
have been displayed by any similar body that
has been assembled in the House of Representatives lor fifty years oast. In reviewing

■

READINGS
BY

or

not used.

are

The Judgeship
If we mistake not Judge Cutting cannot be
re-appointed even if his health permitted,
having passed the age which the constitution
specifies as the limit for justices of the Supreme Court. For many yeai'3 he has filled
the honorable and responsible position, with
distinguished ability and conspicuous fidelity.
Several lawyers of ability have been recommended by the bars of their respective counties for the position, against whom nothing

IIENRV J. MURRAY, Esq.,

mar9d&wtd

LOST.

—

Boston.

DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.

We cannot undertake to return

nications that

*

) Cape Elizabeth.

Agents Wanted.

NEVER FAILS TO SUIT.

*

Sylvester,
Counsellors at Law,
(2nd

ALSO

sent, post-paid, for retail price.

HOUSES

Me.

JylT___

84 MIDDLE

of Poor

THE

UNITED

Designed for and adopted by the
STATES GOVERNMENT.

For

THE
CHOICE I RION* or
THE MONO MONARCH.
These books are for High Schools and Academies. The Hour of Singing [$1.00] by L. O. Emerson and W. S. Tilden, is arranged for 2, 3 or 4 voices.
Choice Trios [$1.00] by W. S. Tilden, for 3 voices, are
choice in every sense,and The Song Monarch L75 cts.]
by H. It. Palmer, assisted by L. O. Emerson, unexcelled as a book for Siuging Classes, is equally good
for Higli Schools.

In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.

Residence Cor. Market & Congress St

O’Donnell

}

above reward will be paid for tbe arrest and
conviction of tbe thief or thieves that broke into
the Schooner Ej. IV. Pierce during the last week,
which has been lying at anchor above Portland Bridge
during tbe winter.
inarl5dlw
EDWIN LEWIS, Master,

—

Fairbanks’ Postal Package Scales,

SATE THE ADVANCE ON ICE

KEELER,

Portland

ALSO

marl9

GEO.

In every respect worthy of the most implicit confidence

that

CHAS. H.
mar 9

the public that I have taken
business ot Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
I shall ento all jobs entrusted to me.
eavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held for so

farnfly-

ELISHA N. JORDAN,
FRED’K HATCH.
Elizabeth, March 8, 1875.

$10.00 REWARD.

equally

respectfully inform

jon, Mum.

A

LOST AND FOUND.

THE MOST CONVENIENT.

50 cts.

BLOCK.

KO. 16 MARKET

at

[35 cts.l

Afterword, take up
HOUR OF MINCING,

do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.

J. A. DIRWANGER,
Congress, foot of Dow Street, Portland.

THE

Board.

For a companion book use
Cheerful Voices* A large collection of genial
School Songs, by L, O. Emerson. A popular book.

PAINTER,

L*

BOOKS

has a charming course for Primary
attractive
Book II [50 cts.l has one
for Grammar Schools, and Book 111 [50 cts.l is fitted
Tho
for higher Grammar classes and High Schools.
very p*actical, interesting and thorough course in
these books was constructed by L. O. Emerson and
W. S. Tilden.

Office at Schumacher Brothers,

W»

Center St., Portland, Me.

Union Pudiilers at Troy, N. Y. Onr works
in operation running twenty-two (22)
Puddling Furnaces night and day. Apply by letter
to either of the undersigned
H. BURDEN & SONS, Troy, N. Y.
ERASTuS CORN'NG& OO..Tror,N.Y.
feb3dtf
JOHN A. GRISWOLD & CO., Troy, N. Y.

American School music Readers.

OLIVER DITSON &

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

DEEBIHG

CO.,

W. H. MANN &
34

are now

Drawer.

Commence your instructions with

All books

*

FRESCO

address,

or

MAN and his wife to take charge of the Almsheuse and town farm at Cape Elizabeth.
Application received at the Selectmen’s office until Sat
March
1875
27,
urday,
THOS. B. HASKELL, )
Overseers

THE MOST DURABLE.

feb4d1meodl1m&w6w

Book I

Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Black" .itlis.

180

Call,

NON

Pnris in 1867.
Vienna, Montreal, 1873.
Philadelphia, 1874.
THE MOST ACCURATE.

Highest Prizes

FAIRBANKS. BROWN & CO.

Schools.

Engineers,

n

chance.

Wanted.

IN' 3 BOOKS.

MACHINEWORKS

—

AGENTS

wanted by Agents.
this opportunity. See sample
FORot something
S. C.

THE STANDARD OE THE WORLD.

PORTLAND.

dly

PORTLAND

mv 9

WASTED.

Wanted.

Fairbanks' Scales,

WAREHOUSES—3 Milk Street Boston.

SCHOOL MUSIC

Tickets for Admittance 25 cents,
which entitle each holder to a premium the saifte

a

We

Having
considerable extension to my green
houses during the past year, I do not think that those
who favor us with a call will go away disappointed.

—

lew table boardNO. 34 FEDERAL ST.

to sell one of the best selling articles in
the market. A good man can make $10 to $15
Will pay
a day, and work only six or eight hours.
commission or salary to the right, kind of men. This
and
we
a
man
a good
is something new
can give
good

Cape

HOBBS, Rec. Sec’y.

Office 166 Fore Street,

....

feb8

wTllUNGER,

JOHN

CORRESPONDENT,!

BROKERS.

108 WALNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

DATS

ot

SELECT

feb24*lm

percent

IN THIRTY
PAID
AFTER PROOF.

Flowers !

Monday March 22d> until Friday,
March 26th, inclusive.
made

Wanted.

Portland, March 19, 1875.ma!9dtd

J. D. JONES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t.
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

II. L. GREGG & CO.,

80

given.

marl6*lw

Franklia Family School
Tops ham, Me,
Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor. Oscar L.
%
Billings, B A. Rector. Send for circular. oclOtf

pany.

LOSSES

THE

MY FOURTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION
will be open to the public from

marl7

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,

Policy holders in this Company obtain perfect security, costing less than to insure in any other Com-

»&ll NASSAU ST., NEW YORK

SHIP

years’ good
G.,

TWO
ers, at
marl7

G. M. BODGE, A. M., Principal.

W. H.

Dividend to Policy Holders oe
Premiums terminating in 1874,

Lovers

Wanted.
gentlemen hoarders, and a

INSTRUCTION.

BOARD OF

P. M.

$16,003,584.74
40

BABCOCK.

myl9

**

March

a steadv man a situation to drive a Baker’s Cart
refFour
or In a Wholesale Store.
This Office.
erences
Address
G. H.

BY

157

JOBBER,

Watch nn«l Chronometer Makers’ Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, &c.^

Parlor

Tuesday,

Wanted.

commence on

BIBLE SOCIETY OF MAINE.

ACiCpTC

P. BABCOCK,

MODEL MAKER &

I
the

BY

A
WATER Cargoes, Freights & Vessels
Annual Meeting ©1 this Society will be held
THEat the Young Men’s Christian Association
by the year or passage.
PIPING.
Library, THURSDAY, April 1st, 1875, at 4 o’clock

C.

S

man

POSITION to sing in church as soprano in a
quartet choir. Address Post Office Box 1991,
mar5tf
Portland, Maine.

nn21_**

AGENTS

Wanted.

AND

GAS

IV.*.

three good rooms, well located, unfurReference exchanged. Address
X, BOX 1557.

TWO
nished.
marl9tf

—

5 Doors East of Temple 8t.t

and the Farce of
-A. DEAD SHOT.
active preparation JLosc in Londou. feb22 f

TO

Room? Want«;d.
or

regular attaclie of the Press is furnished
Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal, as we have information that several ‘•bummers’* are seeking couifesits in the name of the
Press, and we.have no disposition to be, even passively, a party to such frauds._
Every

with

in former years.

of this Institution will

For

INSURE AGAINST

STREET,

FEDERAL

103

or

Good
and wife a situation on a farm.
references given. No children.
marl8*lw
ISAAC WICKSTROM.

TERM

SPRING

and wife

ME.

PLAINS,

Removed to

‘Will practice in Androscoggin and Oxford Countde9eodtf

L. Llill

THE

ATLANTIC

e

W.

STEVENS

C
a tenement of from 3 to
unfurnished. Two of the
Refrooms
large
facing south or west.
erences satisfactory. Address
marl9tf
L. R., Press Office.

gentleman
furnished
BY rooms,
must he
and

There are ten regular teachers employed, giving
ample instruction in every branch.

OF NEW YORK,

In

Tenement Wanted.

Seminary,

HALL.

CITY

THE

KATHLEEN IWAVOl'BNEEN,

mal9

MISS E. D. SOUTHARD,
116 Spring Street, City.

Westbrook

Marine Insurance I

(in Canal Bank Building,)

PORTLAND,

i)2w

mal0d2w

missioners
malSdtd

ilil Insurance Company

—

203 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

MISS

to

Counsellor at Law,
88 MIDDLE STREET,

B?

W. S. IttAOS,

29th,

FRENCH.

W. W. THOMAS, Pres.
Portland, March 13th, 1875.
On the foregoing petition it is ordered that a hearing be had on Tuesday. March23d, at 4 o’clock P. M.,
on Portland Pier, and that notice of the above
petition together with this our order thereon be given by
publication in two daily papers printed in Portland,
for seven days preceding the hearing.
JACOB McLELLAN, ) Harbor
ALBERT MARWICK,}
Cora-

)

—

SOUTHARD, from Dr. Sauveur’s School
Boston,can receive a few more pupils in French.
Conversation a specialty. Address

same

C. H. FARLEY,
March 13th, 1875.

ME.

SATURDAY MORNING, MAR. 20, 1875

This Afternoon and Evening,
the beautiful Irish Drama

_

Cortland Harbor:
of

OPPOSITE

PRESS.

THE

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

Bottles

EATON, Principal.

HAMLIN F.
marl6

ENTERTAINMENTS.
_

Champagne, Pints. Quarts, and Brandy

—

commence March

Spring Term will

To the Harbor Commissioners of

Proprietors
liberty
their wharf, continuing at the
THEextend
width to the Harbor Commissioners’ Line.

AT

NOBRIDOEWOCK)

c
commute

dim*

S.

—

DAN’L CHASE, J
Portland. March 13, 1875.
On the foregoing petition it is ordered that a hearing be had on Wednesday, March 24th, 1875, at 4
Cong Wharf, and that a notice of
o’clock P. M.,
?he above petition together with this our order thereon
be given by publication in two daily papers printed
in Portland, l'orseven days previous to the hearing.
JACOB McLELLAN. ) Harbor
ALBERT MARWICK,}
ComC. H. FARLEY,
) missioners.
marlSdtd
Portland, March 13th, 1875.

3§ Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

mal7

permission to ex-

IN

—■——■■——————^

Imediaiely.

Bottles Wanted

for Boys

and continue*fourteen weeks, closing June 10th.

COUNSELLOR -AT-LAW
has

of Long Wharf ask

School

Eaton Family

to the Commissioner’s line.
THEtend their whaif
HENRY CHASE, )

Portland,

Thomas, Jr.,

W. W.

To the Harbor Commissioners ol
Portland Harbor:

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM

1875.

20,

MARCH

__

__WANTS.

EDUCATIONAL.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

MORNING,

PORTLAND, SATURDAY
__

the

•

Recent Publications.

and the sick room. The illustrations
many and of aid in comprehending the
text. The volnme is handsomely gotten op,
and is a worthy initiation of what promises to
be a valuable series.
senses
are

Goethe’s Hermann UsdDokathea. Edited by
James Morgan Hart. New York: G. P. Putnam’s
Sons. For sale by Goring, Sboit & Harmon.
The Putnams have bad ior some time in active preparation a series of German classics
for American students, and for those who wish
to possess in neat, attractive, handy volumes,
the masterpieces of German literature. It is
intended that each volume shall contain an in-

troduction, setting forth the circumstances
under which the work was composed, the materials used, and its relative standing in GerThis is followed by a running
man literature.
commentary, explaining peculiarities in the
use of words and difficulties in the grammatical structure oi sentenced, and discussing allusions to the personages and events of history,
to the author’s contemporaries, to national or
provincial peculiarities of manner, customs,
and opinion. The series is edited by Professor
Hart,—sufficient assurance that the work will
be undertaken in a faithful, understanding and

comprehensive

manner.

The first of the series,) Hermann Und Dorothea, is out, and amply fulfills the promise of
the publishers. The text, remarkable for its
accuracy, is that of Kurz, modernized in spell-

As the editor says:
and punctuation.
“The fitness of Hermann und Dorothea to serve
as the initial volume of such a progressive seThe student, or redder,
ries is self-evident.
having to deal with only a few characters and
incidents, can take the time to master
thoroughly the niceties of diction which mark

ing

the poem. With a view to facilitatingjhis ef‘
fort I have introduced a novel feature—which
will not be repeated in tho subsequent volumes of the series—namely, a brief glossary
and an analysis of certain grammatical peculiarities.’’
The volume is neatly gotten up, and is excellently adapted to the wants of students, public or private. We regret to notice that the
It will
notes are a little blurred in printing.
be followed in the series

by Schiller’s

Piccolom-

mi.
luc AJ£W uwuuiivrEK utsi ts.iiAL,

1874.

By

T.

H. Haskell.

aepwjuium

I,

Portland: Hoyt, Fogg

& Donliam.
This attractively gotten-up volume contains a
fall account of the celebration of the New
Gloucester Centennial, in Septemper of last
year. The account embraces Mr. Haskell’s historical address,—a clear, concise and entertaining history of the town from its earliest beginnings down to the prosent time,—and the proceedings at the dinner, where letters of great

interest, and abounding in reminiscences, were
read from the Hod. P. IV. Chandler, the Hon
S. C. Fessenden, and others, and speeches
were made by many sons of New Gloucester.
Not the least entertaining of these is the full and
satisfactory account of the Shaker settlement
given by Elder Otis Sawyer. An appendix contains the record of the Falmouth convention of
1774, a roll of the soldiers of the revolution, of
1812,and of the rebellion, a list of senators and
in the legislature, curious exfrom the old records, and sketches of
many of the old inhabitants.
Mr. Haskell has done his work thoroughly
and well, and has gotten out a volume which is
of great interest to every past and present in-

representatives

tracts

habitant of New Gloucester. He has been materially aided in his work by the verbatim reports made by Mr. Iteuel Small, the accomplished stenographer in attendance on the celbration.
In

Honor Bound. By Charles Gibbon. New York:
Bros. For Bale by Loring, Short & Har-

Harper &
mon.

“In Honor Bound” is a vigorous and wholenovel, having many excellencies and few
defects. It is surprising how effective a natustory can be made by an au

some

ral, unpretending

thor’s good taste and careful management.
As this book opens, a fortune is going a begging, which materially influences the action
and tenor of the story. By.its alluring glamour, the Laird graciously becomes democratic
and condescending and consents to the marriage of his son with Christina, the beautiful
daughter of a fisherman, tLus abaudoning the
cherished matrimonial projects of the

long
family, namely, a union with a cousin Grace,
nice, unselfish girl with much lucre.

a

Longevity:

Means or Pbolonging Lira
Age. By John Gardner M. D.
Third edition, revised and enlarged. Boston:
William F. GUI & Co. For sale by Lorlng, Short
after

The

Middle

& Harmon.

The third edition of Dr. Gardner’s valuable,
entertaining and practice work on longevity
will be very acceptable to those acquainted
with former editions, and will be eagerly read
by those to whom the book is entirely new.
It is really the only practical work on the subject. The views advanced are the result of
long continued observation, and convey information and suggestions of great value. The
revisions and additions made to this edition
have increased its interest and usefulness.
The

Straw-Cutter's Daughter,

and

The Por-

trait in MY Uncle’s Dinino-Boom. Translated from the French, New York: D. & J. Sad-

& Co. For sale by T. P. McGowan.
This little volume contains a careful and vivacious translation by Lady Georgiana Fullerton, of Raottl de Naveiy’s Straw-Cutter’s
Daughter, and of The Portrait in my Uncle’s
Dining-Room. These tales are very pleasant
little stories, not drawing too heavily upon
credulity, entertainingly told, and well calller

culated to while away the tedium ot a leisure
hour.
_

Books Received.
Seventh volume. Romance.
Little Classics.
Cloth, 230 pp., price <1. Boston: J. B. Osgood &
Co. Portland: Bailey & Noyes.
Health. A Handbook for Households and Schools.
The first volnme of the Popular Science Library.
By Edward Smith, M. D. Cloth, 198 pp. New
York: D. Appleton & Co. Portland: Bailey &
Vawoo

The French Revolution and First Empire.
By William O’Connor Morris. With an appendix
on the bibliography of the subject by Arnlren D.
White. Volume five of “Epoch* of History.” Cloth,
New Yoilr: Scribner, Arm306 pp
price $1.
strong & Co. Portland: Lorlng, Short & Harmon.
a Library. By Leslie Stevens. Cloth*
pp.,price$1.75. New York: Scribner,Armstrong & Co. Portland: Lorlng, Short & Har-
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mon.

Brand. A Romance ot the Capital.
By
Riddle, author of “Bart Kidgely." Cloth.
384 pp. New York: D. Appleton St Co. Portland:
Bailey ,£ Noyes.

Alice

A. O.

Mloanoming of nn Aloe. A Novel. By
Cashel Hoey, author of “A Golden Sorrow.”
Paper, 117 pp., price 50 cents. New York: HarPortland:
per & Brothers.
Lorlng, Short St

The

Mrs.

Harmon.
Vaticanism I An Answer to Reproofs and Replies. By W. E. Gladstone. Paper, 96 pp. New

York: Harper St Brothers.
Short St Harmon.

Portland:

Lorlng,

The New Gloucester Centennial, September
By T. H. Haskell. Reuel Small, Steno7, 1874.
grapher. Cloth, 139 pp. Portland: Hoyt, Fogg
& Donham.
and Barathea. Edited
introduction, commentary, &c., by James
Morgan Hart. One of a series of German Classics
for American Students. Clotb, 155 pp., price $1 40.
Portland:
New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons.
Loring, Short St Hannon.

Goethe’s Hermann

with

an

The Means of Prolonging
Middle Age. By John Gardner, M. D.
tion, revised and enlarged. Cloth, 191
$1.60. Boston: 'William P. G1U St Co.
Loring, Short & Hannon.

Longevity t

Life after
Third edipp.,

price

Portland:

Miraw-Cutter’o Banghter and The
Portrait in my Uncle’s Bining-Room.
Two Stories edited by Lsdy Georgian;! Fullerton.
Translated from the French. Cloth, 235 pp., price
$ I. New York: D. .S J. Sadlier St Co. Portland:

The

T. P. M’Gowan.
has 900
Nevada, with a population of 5500,
a ratio of
licensed retail liquor stores, making
In
to sixty-ono inhabitants.
one ntmseller
is
in
Stacy county alone 84,680,000 spent yearly
drinking and gambling saloons, which is equivalent to the lobor of 8250 miners daily at the
Twenty gambling houses are
rate of 84 a day.
licensed in the county, and if the industry is as
great iu other parts of the state, as it is there,
it is no wonder that the Legislature has failed
to break it up.

*

fair to be
The fruit crop of New York bids
the best for years.
Astor family has
The old homestead of the
been sold for $97,500.
a
suit for
A Yale law student has brought
for relibel agaiDst the New Haven llegister
trial
flections upon him iu a report of a mock
in which he took the part of the criminal.
Mine: Bonaparte has been seriously ill in
Baltimore, hut there are hopes' of her eutire

Peterson’s Journal of Popular Literature for
number.

Among

the
the following.-/The Price
stories we may note
the mischief which
of Her Folly, illustrating
of married ladies; La-'
comes from the flirting
Romaine’s Dame de Campagnie; What was

April is

an

interesting

dy

Her Fate? showing the result of female wilfulness; Madge’s Sacrifice,a very pretty story of
generosity; A Terrible Wedding-Trip,

girlish

An Old Sea Story, Her Letter, a well told story in verse; Monsieur S’Amuse, a touching little love story, &c.
Among the more solid matter we may specify England’s Folly—America’s Warning, in
which John Smith gives tho history of the
English Resumption of Specie payments in
1823; Is Prayer any Use?” in which this im-

restoratiou to health. See seems confident that
she will celebrate her 100th birthday.
The wife of

opposition

Sneezing,

Hon. H. A. Lamberton of Harrisburg, Pa.,
the
is mentioned favorably in connection with
of
next Democratic nomination for Governor

The April Atlantic is of unusual interest,
of the papers being worthy of special at
tention. Dr. O. W. Holmes furnishes an article on Crime and Automatism, which is a

that state.
bill the
Since the passage of the civil rights
has received
Pennsylvania Colonization Society
fron 88 negro families of Alabama

some

applications

careful treatment of the psychological problems of criminality. It is a summary of the
opinions of Despine’s Psychologic Naturelle, reinforced by observations made and conclusions
drawn hv Dr. Holmes himself. It is held that
many of the worst criminals are not morally
responsible for their acts, being quite wanting
in the moral instincts. In treating this matter we are governed the writer thinks, by in-

for transportation to Liberia.
The name of Senator Cbristiancy is pronounSenced in three, not four syllables. In that of
not the
ator Ivernau the accent is on the first,
second syllable.
Old Bull, the celebrated violinist, celebated
bis 65th birthday at Bergen, Norway, on the
5th of February, The genial old master is in,
fire health.
The identical chair used by Gen. Washington at the council of war in Trenton in 1777,
has been deposited by Mrs. Geu. Styker in the
National Museum at Philadelphia. It is owned

stinct, law, and theology. Iustinct urges to
hasty retaliation, law deals with expedienc,, •
with relative justice, for of absolute justice it
knows nothing; theology insists on treating
the subject from a supernatural standpoint.
All these ways of treatment Dr. Holmes objects to. Of theology he says: “Testing all
humanity in the scholastic vacuum left by
pumping out tho whole moral atmosphere, i*
Bees two souls, one freighted wilh the burden

by the Trenton Hose Co.
Hot

C

vniiof

Kn fennlml

0(1

Uix

tn >1 no

stocks and stones by the naturalist who comes
the study of man, as Huber gave himself to
the study of bees, or Agassiz to that of tortoises.
Savage instincts, barbarous usages,
ancient beliefs, will all find themselves confronted with a new order of facts which has

to

been studied, and with new interpretations
of facts which have never been hazarded.”
Another article of great interest is by Allan
B. Magrader, and is a chapter ol the secret
history of the rebellion, telling of President
not

Lincoln’s attitude toward the Virginia convention of 1861.
Mark Twaid continues his reminiscences of
a cub pilot, and has something very funny and

philosophical to say about chills and fever. The
history of the inception of the John Brown
campaign comes to an end, and we are to d
who were in the secret of the expedition. The
instalment of Henry James’s serial is devoted
to the bringing out of some weaknesses of his
hero's character. T. B. Aldrich contributes A
Midnight Fantasy, in which ho imagines that
Hamlet wandered to Verona, met and married
Juliet, and that Romeo traveled

to

water

baths

are

to

mark the season

Cape May.

faction.
A young idiot of

and reach the bot-

_J

sea

They are now being arranged
and constructed for CoDgress Hall, Mr. J. F.
Cake, proprietor, at an expense of $10,000. Hot
ocean baths at Long Branch gave great satisat

of fourscore guilty years, the other chargeable
inonly with the lightest petulauce of pulpy
same swiftness into the
the
with
drop
fancy,
abyss of boundless and endless retribution, just
as the feather and tho guinea fall side by side

of the criminal must be studied calmly, exhaustively aud independently of all inherited
prejudices; the idols of the market,of the bench

as a

Europe.

&c.

in au exhausted bell-glass
tom at the same moment. Theological speculatiou has thus climbed out of sight of the
facts of human nature, to find itself
‘Pinnacled dim in the intense inane,’
and the anthopologist of to-day must request it
to stand aside as the geologist of yesterday has
done with the old cosmogonies;’’ and further
says: “The subject of crime and the character

aspi-

Sartoris,

to the views of certain leading editors and Professor Tyndall; au interesting account of Socrates; Superstitions about
in

tlio senatorial

colored woman, is
rather whiter and purer blooded than the average Louisianan.
Mr, George W.Childs of Philadelphia, is announced to give a reception in April to Mr. and
on the eve of their return to
Mrs.

rant, although classed

portant question is considered by Henry Peterson,

Pinchback,

|

practical joker at Carlisle,
Canada, a few days since, jerked a chair from
beneath a young lady, who in falling injured
her spine so severely that convulsions ensued,
and the injuries are expected to prove fatal or
a

to result in mental derangement.
The London Telegraph thus compliments intelligent Englishmen: “If a body of one
hundred Englishmen4 possessed of ordinary intelligence aud education, were to be selected at
hap hazard, we risk little in saying that not
five out of the number would be able to state
UlL-UaiJU

11U W

iiiniij'

st.uo3

tugio

*uo

»*•«

American Union.”
A Tennessee farmer, who had emigrated to
Texas, and had solved for himself the southern
abor problem by the employment of Mexicans
In a letter to a Tennessee journal
as laborers.
he siys that the new hands, while slower than
negroes, do their work much more efficiently;
that they are steady and industrious, and that
the cotton raised and paeked by them commands a higher price in the market than that
grown by negroes.
Washburnc’s moral show exhibits in country
villages, and travels in sleighs While crossing
the Green Mountains from Ludlow to Rutland,

Vermont, ajshort time ago, the company were
bound for three days in a farm house.
The baggage sleigh, which they had preceded,
did not arrive, and as soon as the storm abated,
The sleigh was overa search was made for it.
turned in a drift, and the driver was frozen to

snow

death.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.

Denmark,

and met and married Ophelia. Rose Terry has
a good short story, The Thing Which Hath
Been Shall Be. George C. Waring contributes
an an entertaining sketch of a cavalry campaign. T. S. Perry tells us of William Blake.
The number is strong in poetry. Mr. Whittier
has The Two Angels, “Pity and Love.” Mr.
Aldrich has a tender little poem reproduced on

Efforts to
Concluftiou

Mr. Holliday’s
examination-

of

Cross

New Yobk, March 17.—In theTilton-Beecber suit to-day the cross-examiuatiou of Mr.
Halliday was continued fiom yesterday atternoon.

f

He testified:—After being banded a copy ot
the West charges they wye presented to the
examining committee in a completed form, the
dal not give them any advice in regard to
ot
charges. I was directed not to serve a copy
The meeting at which these
tho charges.
■1
charges were presented was in July, 1873.
did not state at that meetiug that it was not the
desire of Mr. Beecher that the charges should
he presented. I did not speak to Mrs. Bradshaw about her appearing as a witness beioro
to
this committee, and Mrs. Bradshaw spoke
me on the same subject.
The witness was asked what Mrs Bradshaw
had said on that occasion, but Mr. Evarts objected, as it was a conversation at which Mr.
Beecher was not present, and the court ruled it
out.

The witness then continued :—I only told the
committee what Mrs. Bradshaw told me. 1
think I said to tho committee that Mrs. Bradshaw would not appear befoie them. I did not
Mrs.
say that Mrs. Tilton .had been to see
Bradshaw. I think 1 stated to the committee
that Mrs. Bradshaw had seen Mrs. Tilton, and
that she had said to me that she could not nor
would not appear before the committee. I told
the committee this, because Mrs. Bradshaw
The committee were discussing
told me so
the discipline of Tilton when I told them this.
I think 1 told the committee that Mrs Bradshaw told me that she would not add one paug
to those Elizabeth already suffered by appearsaid
ing against her, aud that Mrs. Tilton had
to her, “Mattie, how can you appear against
Mrs.
aud
me?” I made no reply whatever,
Bradshaw said she would write to the commitas
tee and tell them that she would not appear
a witness.
BradMrs.
with
I had some correspondence
shaw about this time.
At this poiut the cross examination diverged
into enquiries regarding tho history of Mr.
Halliday before he entered the ministry, the
evident intention of Mr. Fullerton being to
make the witness coutess to having been iu
financial difficulties with certain corporations
and institutions with which he had been conMr. Halliday, however, denied all
nected
such

States government in reference to tliis matter.
A'l that could be doue at present was to protest.
Mr. Flys said lie trusted something more
than a mere remonstrance would be m ule.
Mr. Mackey of Cape Uretou, said that tlm
duty would seriously affect the lower provinces.
It would be absurd to Say that tbeiins in which
lobsters were.conveyed were of commercial
value in the United States, and therefore there
The
were no grounds for imposing the tax.
discussion there ceased.
discussed
the bill for
The Senate yesterday
the regulation and maintenance of naval telegraph cables, in committee of the whole. ElevOa the
en out of It) clauses were adopted.
12th claose au amendment was moved to fix
the maximum rate for messages at 50 cents per
word. A question of order was raised on this
point as it was a question of revenue, and it
had not been settled when the Senate ad-

MASSACHUSETTS.

THE SCANDAL.

Sews and Other Items.

Magazine Notices.

questious.
Bessie Turner.

Elizabeth A. Turner was the next witness
called to the stand. She testified in answer to
I became an inmate of Tilpi- ludire Porter.
ton’s house in April, 1884, and remained tuere
then boarding with Mrs.
were
ten years.
They
Morse iu Lexington street. I never was there
I assisted
ser.ant in receipt of wages.
as a
Mrs. Tilton in the care of the children and in
with the
I
affairs.
slept
usually
household
children iu the next room to Mrs. Tilton, aud
Mr.
was always treated as one of the family.
Tilton always treated me very kindly. He was
in the habit of kissing tbe children aud also
I used to comb his hair, and he
kissed me.
would take me on his lap as he did the children. He would also read aud converse with
Mrs. Tilton was very loving towards her
me.
husbaud aud children, aud fond of her home.
She would pray over the children when they
them rewere retiring to rest, and would give
well as
ligious instructions on week days as
kind in
aud
Sundays. Sbe was always gentle
es ecially
and
to
of
her way
people,
speaking
In the earl.er days ot
so towards her husbaud.
kind to his
my living there Mr. Tilton was very
wife, but* as time progressed there came a
Mr. Tilton
change, which visibly increased.
was
always very variable iu his moods. He
would be very restless i n one of those moods,
aud with his hands in his pockets would walk
about the house making every person very unOu these occasions he was excomfortable,
acting. When at the table his manner to his
wife was very unkind, but hers to him was
always geutle. She would sit down beside h'm
if he lay on the sofa and try to soothe him. Ou
one occasion Mis. Tilton refused to take auy
meat, and he said it was all her mother’s d—d
orthodoxy. Ou another occasion he reproved
her at the table before the children and me
Oo
about the horrible grammar she used
articles
some occasions he objected to certaiu
being on the table, aud other times reproved
Mrs. Tilton for not having them there.
The witness was asked if many such instances
occurred.
Mr. Beach objected and the court ruled out
tbe question.
Witness continued: I remember ou one occasion at a Woman’s rights meeting at Mrs. Tilton’s, when Mrs. Tilton was standing by Mr.
Tilton’s side, he said, “Elizabeth, don’t stand
beside me for the comparison is too great, and I
do not wish people to be making comparisons.”
Mr. Tilton had also a frequent habit of changing pictures on the walls attired ic his night
clothes. He would take the pictures down and
hang them up again. He was also iu the habit
of trying all tbe beds in the house before he
could make up his mind to remain in one. I
remember one occasion I changed my bed twice
said he wanted to try the beds to see
as be
which was softest Mrs. Tilton followed him
around with a pillow iu her arms. Mr. Tilton
was in the habit of wandering around the house
in his night clothes.
Mr. Beach objected to this last answer, but
the cout allowed it to remain in, and the usual
recess was taken.
After recess Bessie Turner’s examination
She testified at length to Mr.
was resumed.
Tilton’s treatment of his wife, said Blie had
heard him scold her before the children aud
before strangers, and that he once told the
children that their mother was the most selfish
She said Mr. Beechwoman that ever lived.
er’s manner was always gentlemanly when he
called aud she never saw anything improper
Witness then
between him and Mrs. Tilton.
detailed two occasions on which Tilton visited
Ou the
her room after she had gone to bed.
first he was somewhat familiar aud entered inatfinof
to a discussioo of his marriage theory

Fru lrate

Pardon* of ibc
Pomeroy Boy.
Boston, March 1<J.—Attempts have been
made lately to procure the pardon of Jesso
Pomeroy, the boy murderer, by offeriug petitions signed by ladies iu various sections of the
city. A counter effort was made to-day by a
delegation of ladies, numbering about twentyfive, who waited upon the Governor at the
State House auil urged the execution of Pomeroy as a measure of safety to society.
Ncwburyport Silver Alines.
Newburypokt, March 19.—This lias been
the greatest mining day si lice the silver discovery iu this section. Large salts of laoii have
been made, iu all covering full $100.00(1. The
heaviest purchasers were from New York, and
There are many
are well known capitalists.
strangers in town—parties who bring their own
and
experts—and still larger
mineralogists
sales are pending. The discovery of a new
vein involving the Chipman lode creates much
excitement to-night. Suit of Jayques vs. Adams has been settled by compromise.
Iiutnoi
says Jayques, the origiual proprietor, gets

$20,000.

n

journed.
The government

__

WASHINGTON.
Claims Conn.
Washington, March 19-The following
cases were deci 'ed by the Court of Commissioners of Alabama Claims to day:
Case G23,Chas, Peters,Edward James Peters,
and Arthur Fuller Drinkwater. vs. United
States. The complainauts belong in Bangor,
Maine, and Were owners of the brig Dunkirk,
destroyed by the Alabama Oct. 7tb, 1802. Cbas.
Peters auil Edward J. Peters, claim for the
loss of the brig and freight $8,882, and Arthur
F. Drinkwater $592 with interest from date of
loss.. Judgmeut was rendered in favor ol
Charles Peters and Enward J. Peters for $5,025; and in favor of Artlinr F. Drinkwater foi
for $375. with interest in eacn case from Oct,
7tb, 1802.
Case 150, James Smith Cooper of Maine, vs.
the United States, was submitted upoe the testimony and argued. Judgment was rendered
in favor of the complainant for 33,988.75 with
interest from the 2d of March, 1803, the date
of the destruction of the ship John A. Parks,
of which tile claimant was mate.
There being no other cases ready, the court
adjourned till April 8th.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances for

All the clansvs of the eccleasiastical bill were
in the German Landtag yesterday, and
the bill passed to a second reading.
Cabriyas’ convention with the Alfonsisls has
on the Carlists.
produced a deep impression of
Several officers suspected
favoring Alfonat
arrested
Estella.
been
so have
The French ministers state that the question
of the dissolution of the As^mhly is subject
soielv to the decisiou of the Assembly, but
that "it would be dangerous to foreigu and domestic relations td fix the date long before the
event.

adopted

_

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Richard Hearn has been expelled from the
Essex county (Massachuselts) bar for embezzlement.
The drivers of the Third Avenue horse cars
(New Fork) struck yesterday, but their places
were

j

_

Gross, March & Co.. New York, tea and coffee jobbers, suspended yesterday.
Timothy Dame of Guilford, N. H., committed suicide yesterday.
The bond holders of the Chicago, Danville &
Vincennes railroad have appointed a committee to investigate the financial condition of the
company.
Considerable anxiety is felt in Gloucester for
the fate of the fishing schooner William C. Endicott of that port.
Twelve spinners ic the cotton mill at Great
Falls, N. H struck Thursday, but their places
were at once filled by new men.

j

below zero.
At a meeting of the Hudson, county, N. J.,
board of free holders, Thursday afternoon,
keeper MeQuade of the county jail was removed for selling liquor to prisoners, and a committee appointed to investigate charges of
drunkenness preferied against the chairman of
the board having charge of penitentiary matters.
A North Carolina special frrm Raleigh states
that tho Legislature passed the bill Thursday
calling a coustitut'onal convention, the delegates to be elected.next August.
William Cunningham of Jersey City, an
agent for a New York grocery firm, has been
arrested for conspiring to assassinate his wife.
He was to pay $100 for the job.
The Tribune says it is scarcely possible that
the proposal to accord to Roman Catholic parochial schools the benefits of the common school
system, without placing them under the con'
trol of the common school authorities can be
Its adoption would be
seriously entertained.
the beginning ot the end of the common school

system.
The liabilities of Gross & March, the insolvent New York firm, are $500,000, and assets

8:sr>o,ooo.

SPRING FLOODS.
Further Particulars of the

died in New

The weather throughout the northwest is exceedingly cold. At Bismarck, Dakota, at midnight Thursday, the thermometer registered 9°

ate.
Various tinner*.

immediately supplied.

A daughter of Gen. Hancock

Ynrk vesterdftv.

made and finally the caucus agreed with but
two or tl ree dissenting votes, to a reso ution
substantially the same as Senator Frelingbuysen’s, approving the action of the President
in Louisiana aflxir*,and expressing the opinion
that he should continue to sustain the Kellogg
government, the questiou to be determined at
the adjourned caucus to-ruorrow is whithei
the Republican Senators will remaiu in session
until the resolution can he acted on by the SenPaul Godfrey and Victor George, who came
to this country to buy land for grape culture,
to be followed by large numbers of neighbors,
nave been in prison here for moutbs on a false
charge of horse stealing. They were released
to-day and with fuuds renewed by the French
minister and Freucli residents have again start
ed south on their mission.
The President sent the following nominations to the Seuate to-day:
Henry M Atkinson of Nevada to he Commissioner of Pensions
J.
\V.
Biker
vice
confirmed to-day Assayet
General of Minnesota, Cbas. O. Shepard of
New York to be consul of the Uuited States at
Leeds. Eng., ex-Cougressmon Joseph D. Wood
to be U. S. Attorney for the northern district
of Illinois
Internal revenue receipts to-day, $272,397;
Customs receipts, $562,327.
The district of Columbia will this year follow
the same policy as last. No new improvement
conntract will be made, hut there are over fifty
old contracts yet outstanding, aud whatever
work is done during the coming season will be
under some of these contracts.

third read-

convention.

to-day:—Currency, $7.125,905 00;special deposit
of legal tenders for redemption of certificates ol
deposit $47,700,000;coin, $78,384,800, including
coin certificates, $22,774,100; outstanding legal
teuders, $380,374,350.

n

a

dance of the harvests of last year and the general prosperity of the province.
C. Rancetti has left Rome for this country
to confer the beretta on Cardinal McCloskey.
John Mitcbel is worse and his life is despaired of.
Belgium aud Portugal have ratified a postal

Alabama

Menntorial Caucus.
The Bapublican Senators held an adjourned
caucus this alterooou, continuing an hour aud
t.
C
D__: •___l:
:,!

has carried to

ing the bill to release the lien upon the Northern railway of Canada for the sum of £200,000
sterling.
Foreign Notes.
Prince Edward’s Island Legislature opened
yesterday. The Lieut Governor iu a speech
referred to the goverument railway opened last
year, and the great advantages expected from
it He expressed congratulations at the abun-

Damages

Rev. Dr. Upson of Albany, has been called
to Dr. Adams’ church in New York, at a salary
of $12,000.

gold for Kin. Sugar is dull at 7| @ 7|<: cash for fair
to good refining; 7} gg 8c for time; 8c for prime; 8}c
tor time; Centrliugal 8}c; refined dull at 5} @ 9£e for
hardgrades. Rcodull. Petroleum easier; crude at
7}c; refined 14§e on spot and balance ol month. Twllow firm at 8 9-16c. Naval Siors— Rosin 2 07-} @ 2 15.
Turpentine is quiet at 38c. Pork firmer; sales 500
bids ot mess at 20 70 @ 20 75; 500 bbls seller March at
20 60 ; 5000 bbls seller Aprli at 20 50 ; 4000 bbls seller
May at 20 60 @ 20 70. I tressed Hogs are quiet at 9}
Beef quiet. Lard firmer and dull at 14} lor prime
steam; 500 tes seller March at 14}c;750 seller April at
14}c. Bui ter is heavy at 12 (u> 22c for Western; 17 (aj
18c for State. Whiskey unsettled; salts reported at
1 15; spirits 1 14}.
Freights to Liverpool—the market is quiet and
steady; Corn per steam at 3-16d; Cor 11 pi r steam at
7d; do sail 6£d; Wheat x>er steam at 7}d; Wheat per
sail Jd.

Cl«l 18th, uch .Jus Slater. Hawkins, Boston
NEW ORLEANS—Ar I8ih, ecb OM Chad, Heed,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Baracoa.
Ar op 17tb, shlj s L H Gilchrist, Enters ,n. and Golden Rule, Hall, Liverpool: barqne* Gem, Coie, Calbaiieu; Scotland. Rogers, Boston; seh Olive H Kobiuson, Craig, Ruatan.
Below 18lb, barque Almira Robinson, Tarbox, fm

Liverpool.

Ar HUb. shin Southern Chief,
KEY WEST—Ar 18th, ship

LiveijiooL

NEW

Orleans, March 19.—Cotton Is firm and the

tendency up; Middling uplands at 15§c.
New York, March 19.—Cotton is tirm; Middling
*

uplands at 16jfc.
Savannah, March 10.—Cotton is quiet and irregular; Middling uplands at 153c.
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PRICES.

WHOLESALE
WII.I.

we

KELL

1000 Doz. Clark’s 0. N. T. Thread,
White Spools, best Tnread made,
for .O ceuln

on

Dozen.

n

100 Doz. Combination Shirt Fronts
.Manufacturer*. Price.—f'heape.l and

at

*

Heal front

All

our

hare

we

erer wen.

White Goods at about one-half
their value.

One Case

more

All ike IVcw

Arlington Poplins,

Shade,. Price only 31 cento

All of Our Dress Goods Marked Down.
aud Embroidered Table
Covers

One Case Piano
al

a.loni.binKly l

I7G Dozen Towels oniy
AVO

•lb

Price..

ow

$2.04 per Dozen,

33.4J.

E. T. ELDEN & CO.
STREET, PORTLAND,

5 FREE
ja2»

E.

nutf

BURNELL,

A.

215 NIDDLL STREET.
Has

received the Spring and Summer Style

SILK

BROADWAY
and

SOFT AND

a

nice

HATS,

line of

STIFF

HATS.

SILK HATS
made lo order, and
cont'oi

filled

by the French

inert'-r.

HATS MADE TO ORDER IRONED FREE
OF CHARGE.
mdlw

roalG

Consumptives, Take Nolice.
delay makes yonr cure more
Every moment
hopeless, aud much depends on the judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor ot
Dr. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a euro for consumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to support the pretensions of any other medicine. See Dr
Schenck's Almanac, containing the certificates of
many persons ot the highest respectability, who have
been restored to health, after being pronounced in-

by physicians ot acknowledged ability
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrnp alone has cured many, as
these evidences will show; but the cure Is often promoted bv the employment of two other remedies
curable

which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose.

Carry the We .▼».
natural for people suffering with Consumption, Coughs, Severe Colds, or any other disease of
the Throat and Lungs, to put oft* from day to day
buying an article that they know has cured their
or

#

1st.

APRIL

MARK DOWN OIK PREMENT KTOC'R

These

additional remedies are Kchenck’- Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. By. the timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck cer-
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Mobile, March 19.—Cotton market quiet; Mid-
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We have ibi. day flai.hed
hare
of our .lock aud Bad we
iiii<1 I m .floury

SAVANNAH—Ar 17th,sclis Matthew Kinney. Barter, Baltimore; B T* Crocker. Hnrd!Pg. Porto Rico.
CM 18tli, seh E A Hayes, Smith, Darien.
PORT ROYAL. SC—SM 17lb, Sell B F Earn ham.
Breu>ter. Havana.
BALTlNlGKE-- Ar 17th, sch Almarctta, Merrill,
Providence.
1
CM
18th, barque Florl M Halbert, Dudley, Cork;
CHICAGO, March 19.—Flour is in light demand
and holders firm. *Wheat excited and higher at the | seb Uriah B Fisk. Crowell, Boston.
PH
1
LADEJ.PU I A—Clu 17th, sehs C C Bear»e,
opening, closing easier; No 1 Spring at 97c; No 2
Blaiwlell, Sagua; Eva May, Shepard. Cardenas.
Spring at 95}e for strictly fresh; 94}e for regular on
Below
17th. ship Martha Bowker, from Liverpool.
for
3
seller April; 98Je for seller May ; No
spot; u5$c
Passed down 17th. seh B J Willard, tor Matanzas.
Spring at 89 @ 89|c; rejected at 81}c. Ciru is quiet
NEW YUKK— Ar 17th, sehs Mary E Van Cleat.
and weak; No 2 Mixed at 66}c on spot; 66gc bid for
seller April; 728c bid for seller May; rejected at 63 @
Thornoike, Wilmington NC; Lucy Ames, Bishop,
63}e. Oats in light demand and holders firm; No2 Rockland.*
Ar 18th, sch Sarah R Smith, Grifli.i, Grand Meat 53}c on spot; 53gc seller April; 56} bid seller for
nan. NB.
May. Rye in light, demand and holders firm; No 2 at
CM 17th. brig E H Rich. Paine, for Caibarlen; sch
97 (u) 98c
barley in fair demand and advanced; No 2
Me Loon, Keen, Cardenas.
Spring at 1 09 @ 1 10 on spot; 1 03} @ 3 04 seller for Hanuah
Cld 18th, brig A H Cuttis, Merriman.for Cardenas;
April. Seeds quiet and unchanged. Dressed Jlogs
8c‘h
are In good demand; light at 8 50 @ 8 60; heavy 9 00.
Maggie Dal ing. Dulling. Sagua.
Sid 17th, brig Annie & 1
Provisions—Pork firmer at 19 75 011 spot and seller for
illy, tor Sagua: .7 M Wislor Montevideo; Mary Fink, for Corona; HS
20
00
seller
for
l.ari
20
25
seller
June,
w§ll,
April;
May;
Bishop, tor Havana; Mattie B Russell tor Cardenas;
steady at 13 70 on spot; f13 70 @ 13 72} seller April;
sehs Nellie Sliaw, tor
13 90 seller May.
Bulk Meats quiet and unchanged.
Kingston. *1: Hannah Me Loon,
for Cardenas; Helen G
Whiskey 111.
King, for Key West
bbls
62.bush
PROVIDENCE—Below
18th, sch VV R Houston,
Receipts—3,000
flour, 43,000
wheat,
Gardiner, from Hoboken.
000 bush corn, 20,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 500
Sid 18th. sehs Armida C Hall. Hall,
bush of barley.
Sagua; BF
Waite, Aylward, Orient, (see Mem.)
Shipments—7,000 bbls flour, 3,100 bush wheat 13,000 bush corn, 13,000 busu oats,15,000 bush rye, 4,600
**av» ®ch F H Odiorne, tor Baltimore.
NEV\ PORT—SM 1Gtb, sebs Helen M
push Parley.
Condon, ConNew York) tor Portland; Wm R Page,
On the call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat
Hilliard, East port for do.
unchanged. Pork at 19 65 seller Aprii. Lard is unIn P°rt- 17th, William
changed.
Doming, Adams. Providence
for New York ; Mary Shields. Sicilian .Weehaw ken.
St. Louifl, March 19—Flour is firm and steady;
Ar 18tL, brig A P Pennell, McFarland, Pm to Rico
Superfine \\ inter 4 00 @ 4 25; extra 4 25 @ 4 50: dou26th uL ter New
London; Kolon. McKown. Hoboble extra at 4 50 @ 4 85; treble do 4 85 @ 5 10. Wheat
fro,n Newcastle for Providence.
firm and inactive; No 2 Red Winter at 1 12; No 3 do
NEW BEDFORD—Ar
17th, seb Georgia, McClure,
at 1 06 @ 1 06} :No 2Spring higher at 92 @ 94c. Corn
tor Orient.
Hyaunis
active and higher; No 2 Mixed 66@66}c for cash;
lyth» barque Caltalpn, Richmond,
68}c seller May. Oats higher; No 2 at 59 @ 60c. Bar
ley—No 2 Spring at 1 20 @ l 21. Rye is at 1 02. WhisCid 19th. barqne Nannie T
Bell, Fitts. Matanzas;
key is dull at 1 12. Pork excited and higher at 20 50
JJ Lawrence, Kemp, Sagua; Ella M Watts,
cash; 20 37} @20 50 tor seller March. Dry Salted
Watts, Pensacola.
Meats are S'rong and advaueing; shoulders s| @8}e;
clear rib sides at 11 }c cash; 12}o seller June; clear
FOREIGN PORTS.
sides at 12} 011 sx>ot; 12 45 seller June. .Lard is firm
..f 1Q7R
Sid fm Bombay 17th Inst, ship Chandos, Ross, for
Havre.
Hogs—sbinpers C 00 @ 6 57; common to fair packArat Antwerp 17lh inst, ship Jairus B
ing at 6 75 @ 7 50; good to extra 7 75 (a) 8 25. Cattle
Lincoln,
Musaus, Callao.
firm and active: good native steers at 5 874 @6 00;
Ar at Queenstown 18th inst, barque Clara, Nichols,
common to medium mixed steers at 4 75 @ 5 15;uative
Portland. O.
Stockers s»>ud feeders 4 00 @ 5 25.
Sid fm Newport, Eng, lGth inst, barque Sunshine,
Receipts—5UU0 bbls flour, 5,000 wheat, 12,000 bush
Clark, Havana.
bush corn, 5,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush barley, 0000
At Baracoa 7th inst, sch Hattie E Smith, Lee, tor
do rye, 1300 hogs 0,00 head cattle.
Mo® Vnrl/
Milwaukee, March 19.—Flour is scarce. Wheat
At Demarara 25th ult, brig Silas N Martin, Brown,
firm; No 1 Milwaukee at 96fc; No 2 Milwaukee at
lor Baltim »re. Mg; schs Nellie. Perry, tor New York;
93}; seller April at 94Jc; seller May 984c. Oats are
Orri Vr Drisko, Drisko, f om New York.
scarce and higher; No 2 at 524c.
Corn is quiet and
SM fin Cienfuegoe 15tb, barque Emma C Litchfield,
steady; No 2 Mixed fresh at 67c. Rye a firm and in
Ilaydeu, New York; brigs Caroline Gtay, and Pedro,
good demand; No 1 at 1 03. Barley is higher and in lor
New York.
Fair demand; No 2 Spring fresh in store at 1 06;No 3
SM fra Havana ,’I7ih, barque Ormus. Shack lord, tor
do at 86c. Provisions firmer: Pork—new mess at
North ot Hatteras; sch Ellen Tobin, Burnett, do.
19 00 @ 19 56 cash and seller April; prime Mess at
Sid fin Matanzasl7th iust, scU Lahaiua, Houghton,
16 50 @ 16 75; extra prime pork 13 5') @ 13 75.
Sweet
Philadelphia.
pickled hams 10} @ 114c. Dry Salted Meats firm—
Ar at Cardenas 14th. brig Perces Hinckley, Small,
sliouldeis at 74c loose; middles at 10} @ 114c; boxed
New York ; Jos Oakes, Parker, Kingston, Ja; 17th,
meats 4c higher for prime. Lard lirm; steam 13} @
sch
Telumab, Fosse't, Baltimore.
11c; kettle at 144c.
Sid 14tb, ech Nellie Cliase, Norton, Philadelphia;
Receipts—000 bbls flour. 19,000 bush wheat.
1/th. barque Norton Stover, Sberman, for BaltiShipments—1800 bbls flour,2,000bush wheat.
m<re; brigs Clara Jenkins. Coombs, do; J E HasToledo, March 19.—Flour is firm. Wheat firm at
kell, Haskell, and Long Beach. Blair, do.
an advance of lc: No 2 White Wabash at l 18; No 3
CM at St John, NB. 17th, schs Kittie Stevens, Audo at 113; No 1 White Michigan at 119; extra do at
dersou, Barbadoes; Lyndon. Cassidy, Boston.
118; Amber Michigan at 1 13; seller May at 1 16} @
1 17; do June 117A; No 1 Red 1 15; No 2 do at 1 14;
SPOKEN.
June 1 174> No 2 Red Wabash seller May 1 16; No 2
March 14. oft Hatteras, brig Ambrose Light, from
Dayton and Michigan 1 15; No 3 Red 1 09. Corn dull Matanzas tor Boston.
and declining; high Mixed at 694c; seller May 724c;
March 14, oft Hatteras, sch Emerson Kokes, from
Low Mixed 69c; no grade 684c. Oats nominal. Clover
Baltimore for Cardenas.
Seed regular 6 35.
Receipts—8,000 bush Wheat, 14,000 bush Corn, 00,000 bush Oats.
Ad Importnot Fact.
Shipments—0,000 bbls flour,3,0C0 bush Wheat,18,000
The voluntary testimony of thousands establishes
bush Corn, 6000 bush Oats.
beyond all doubt a fact of vital importance to the
Cincinnati, March 19.—Provisions—Pork is firm
sick and debilitated, viz., that Hostetter’s Stomach
at 21 00. Lard is strong; steam at 14 bid; 144c for
kettle. Bulk Meats active and higher; shoulders at 74
Bitters is an absolute specific for remittent and inon spot; 74 @ 7ge buyer March; clear rib sides at 10|
termittent fever, dyspepsia, constipation, billious
@ 10} on spot; 114 buyer August; clear sides at 114c.
ness, mental depression, sleeplessness, chronic diarBacon firm; shoulders at 84c; clear rib sides and
clear sides atll4@12c. Whiskey is steady at 1 12.
rhoea, and all diseases of the stomach, Kver and bowLive Hogs firm; common 7 00 @ 7 25; fair to medium
els. The unraedicated stimulants usually prescribed
at 7 50 @ 7 75; higher grades wanted but none otterin these cases only aggravate the [symptoms, instead
ed; shipments 1000 head.
of lemoving them. The Bitters, on the contrary, act
Detroit, March 19.—Flour quiet and unchanged.
Wheat active and higher; extra 118} @ 1 184; No 1
as a corrective and invigorant, without producing the
at 116}; Amber 1 114 @ 1 12. Corn firm and in fair
unpleasant and dangerous consequences of the old
demand at 71c. Oats firm and in fair demand at 59
school practice. The action is mild and soothing to
@ 62c. Barley—State at 2 00 @ 2 40 per centl. Clover
Seed 6 50.
theiriitated sfoirtach and bowels, promoting digesReceipts—3000 bbls flour, 6,000 bush wheat, 0,000
tion and preventing flatulence, nausea, headache and
bush corn, 1000 bush oats.
all intestinal irregularities.
A wineglassful before
Shipments—1000 bbls flour, 11,000 bush wheat, 2000
incals greatly assists digestion.
The convalescent
bush corn.
may use them with great benefit, as a means of reCharleston, March 19.-Cotton is firm; Middling storing strength and cheerfulness.

dling uplands at 154c.
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Higgins. Liverpool.
March C Day, Chase,
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AND SO
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tifies that most any case of Consumption may be
cured.
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
on the following Wednesdays, from 3 to 3 o'clock:
Jan. 13th and 27ih, Feb. 10th and 24th, and March
10th and 24th. Consultation free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Itespirometor, the
price is $5.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters ot advice must be

faith

If you will go to your Drugbottle of Boschee’s German Syrup,

iQ it until it is too late.

gist and get a
was congratulated by his
Havana Market.
last night.
your immediate cure is as certain as you live. It has
Havana, March 19.—Si>anish gold at 2 21 @ 2 25;
*
i
The Church of the Messiah, New York, celelately been introduced in tLis country from Germany,
American gold at 2 26 @ 2 27.
weak: on
Exchange
and Druggists and people everywhere are elated over
brated its semi-centennial last night William
Contiunation of the Evidence for the Pro*,
United States 60 days currency 83 @ 89 prem; short
Cullen Bryant wrote a poem fer the occasion.
ecation.
Port Deposit, Md., March 19.—The flood
sight at 90 (a} 92 prem; 60 days gold 115 @ 116 prem; its success. You can get a sample bottle for JO cents addressed.
short sight do at 1 18 @ 1 20 prem; on Loudon 141 @
mh 12
eod&wlvsnll
and try it. Regular size bottle 75 cents. Sold bv W.
here is fearful. The water is from 5 to 15 feet
onaries fi. lsullis, professor in a Jersey City
Bangor, March 19.—The fourth day of the
143 prem; on Paris 117 @ 1 19 prem. Sugar firm.
it
was
ever
in the streets. Nothing like
has been arrested for forgery.
F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agents.
Seminary,
deep
to
the
devoted
AND TRY.
BUY
Carson murder trial has been
READ,
TWICE,
the
whole
town
is
seen here before.
Nearly
It is officially announced that the Pittsburg,
TT&S&weow
oc2
*
continued examination of witnesses for the
flooded aud there is great destruction of propEuropean Markets*
Fort Way ne& Chicago Railroad Company have
V find your COMPOUND SYRUP OP
Other verses are by Edgar prosecution.
erty. Fortunately no lives have been lost so restored the old rates from St. Louis to New
The cross-examination of Mrs.
our iourth page.
London, March 19—12.30 "P. M.—United States
LUNGWORT to be the be»t cough medifar. The railroad depot is full of water as well
2 P. M. Consols at 92$ @ 93 for
5-20s 1867, at 107J.
the
York.
I ever u»ed.
cine
Helen
J.
M.
Mrs.
the
occupied
accuser,
Thompson,
Piatt,
principal
Fawcett,
Doherty,
as the telegraph office, which was abandoned
money and account.
if. F. PRITCHARD,
Gardiner T. Schwartz, Grand Master of the
Bostwick and M. B. O.
entire forenoon, she having been on the stand
The operator continues
last nigbt in a boat.
Liverpool, March 19—12.30 P. M.— Cotton market
Kuightville, Cape Eftizubcth.
Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows, died yesterday. I
the service from his house.
One who seems to know writes as follows
quiet and unchanged; Middling uplands at 7|d; do
daring the preceding afternoou. Her testimony
C. WAY & CO., Apothecaries.
Please tell the people that you saw their
Orleans 8 @ 8Jd; sales 10,000 bales, fuelud ing 20u0 tor
Hoar spoke at a Republiccn meeting
Baltimore, March 19.—At Havre de Grace in Judge
about Scribner for April: Miss Mary A. Hal- related particularly to the axe with which she
Corner Myrtle & Cumberland Street.
speculation and export; sales of tbo week 37,000 bales,
Hartford last night.
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulathe ice bas gorged about five miles below the
of which 6000 were for export and 7000 for speculation.
Portland.
de22sn3m*
lock, whose desigus in Scribner’s Monthly, and says the murder was committed, and other
town. The wharves there are all flooded, aud
Vasquiez, the bandit, was executed at Saa
tion of which, per month, exceeds 100,000,
several
of
The
The
last
testimony
poem,
accompanying Longfellow’s
Jose yesterday. No attemDt was made at respoints already given.
whole piles ot lumber have been swept from
NOTICE.—All officers, sailors
MARRIED.
cue.
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured or injured in
them, which a large number of men are enHanging of the Crane, have attracted so much witnesses who were examined this afternoon,
the late Rebellion, however slightly, can obtain a
gaged in saving. The street next to the river,
The trial of Cardozo, South Carolina’s Slate
VICKEKY & LEIGHTON,
attention, has a charming design, delicately disagreed with that of Mrs. Doherty in some
Pension by addressing Dr. E. B. JACKSON, Late
is completely blocked with
the
above
bridge
is
in
In
this city, March 12. by Rev. Geo. W. Bicknell,
Treasurer,
progress.
engraved by Marsh, on the first page of Scrib- particulars. The men who fcfirst saw Carson
Surgeon in United Srates Navy, No. 4 New ChamMIDDLE STREET,
Alex K. Morris and Miss Mary R. Bryant, both of
ice, wood and lumber. The water is about ten
bers St.. New York City. Communications proraptFouks, the murderer of the Herndon family, Portland.
ner’s fpr April. It illustrates The Proud Lady after the affair, gave the story of the alleged
inches deep in the street, but is falling slowly.
have some
*
was hanged at Brentville, West Virginia, yesoc29snly
y answered.
In this cily, March 18, by Rev. A. H. Wright, Jas.
The canal tow-path at the upper end of the
murderer as related at tbal time, and which is
of Stavoren, a poem by Elizabeth Akers Allen.
H. Beaulieu and Miss Mary H. Kuight, both of Portterday.
with
The
ice
is
at
is
covered
ice.
GOODS
town
present
Carson
told
siuce
as
by
Rrof. wens, wno writes aoout merman rarland.
FOR SALE,
essentially the same
stationary. There is no communication with
that arc wanted by the public. All
In Hiram. March 17, by Rev. I. J. Mead, Isaac S.
FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
liaments, was himself a victim of the famous repeatedly. The examination of the remainPort Deposit by telegraph from here.
PINE
FLOORING and STEP
Lowell and Miss Joliet Gould, both of Hiram.
DRY
GOODS
BUYERS
BOARDS in lots to suit purchasers, lor sale low
I
March Revolution, in the University of that ing witnesses for the prosecution will occupy
In Brunswick, March 15. Sinnett O. Johnson and
Harrisburg, March 19.—A telegraph man
would do well to call and see them,
to
close
a
consignment
Miss Eliza Stover, both of Harpswell.
who returned here from Bainbridge at an early
mar 19
snlw
city. This pleasant paper has a historic as to morrow and piobably tbe whole of Monday.
RYAN & KELSEY
In Freeport, March 10, D. E. Mitchell of BrunsPortland Wholesale Market*.
hour this morning reports a great amount of
tailed to the committee, wliec she was carried
Accident (o a Yarmouth Vessel*
No. 161Cominercial Street
well as personal interest. In the same nummy28
and Ada Perkins Soule cf Freeport.
wick
done by the ice and high water yesterMarch 19.—The grain market shows no
to Tilton’s bed room.
Friday,
damage
D.
Casco
THOMAS
M.
sleeping
D,
March
19.—Schooner
Lodge
In
Knox.
March
Silas
P. Bryant and Miss ElF1LLEBROWN,
13,
Boston,
ber of the Monthly Col. Waring gives us a
When Mrs. Tilton and 1 returned from Manday in that vieiuty. A warehouse containing change; prices still remain at 9J @ 91c for corn and mira Thompson.
Cough Worn Victims
SUCCESSOR TO
and full of water,
5000 bushels of corn was swept away, the depot the
chatty and pleasant Farmer’s Vacation paper; of Yarmouth, lumber laden
In Thorndike, March 11, Allen Files and Mrs. Maretta Tilton met us at the depot with a carriage,
is limited. Flour is unchanged; the lowWhose lungs are racked and torn with paroxysms
supply
HEALD Sc JO ST,
DRS.
forced across the track on a bill, the telegraph er
tha Hunt.
was
towed into Hyannis to-day by steamer
and we reached home about 7 or 8 o’clock.
the subject being Hollow-land, I like, eswhich threaten to choke them, find sure and speedy
grades are selling well and au advance is looked
In Ei'sworth. March 13, Geo. W. Butler of Mt Deoffice completely demolish ed, four canal boats
DENTAL ROOMS* NO. 203 MIDDLE ST.
Miss Ellen Dennis was at the breakfast table
for Portland. The
for as wheat has advanced several cents the past few
relief in the use of Dr. Morris* Syrup of Tar, Wild
pecially, his street and canal sketches in Am- Cromwell, from New York
sert and Miss Alice J. Gray of Bluebill.
mal6
sndlm*
and a frame house forced qu the track, and six
the next morning. She appeared to occupy the
Portland.
to
steamer
proceeded
sterdam. He seems to have been very favordays. The grocery market shows no change. PotaCherry and Horehound. It is a certain cure for
position of housekeeper, and Mrs Anthony or seven ba lly iujured. The track from Col
For Couchs, Colds anil Consumption,
Bangor Elects a Democratic mayor.
toes are iu good demand.
lins station to Chickies is covered with from
At dinner Mrs. T. took her seat
coughs, colds, hoarseness, asthma, and all diseases
was there.
ably impressed by the clean and thrifty Dutch
DIED.
the most approved and reliable remedy is the well
electhe
19.—At
She
went
in
March
ten
feet
ef
ice
for
a
adjourned
many places
beside Mr. T., and burst out crying.
Bangor,
eight to
tending to consumption. No other medicine acts so
known VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALSAM.
people. In his next paper we are to have the
Dennis
of
a
mile
or
and
Miss
lines
distance
and
M.
next
into
the
said,
more,
Frederick
room,
telegraph
tion held in this city to-day,
Be careful to get the genuine.
promptly and well in Croup and Whooping
orcigu Import*.
Price, large bottles
first detailed account, in English, of the treIn this city, March 19th, Louis Dennison, aged 48
destroyed for eight or ten miles,
“Well, this is strange conduct in Elizabeth.”
$1; small (old style) 60 cents. CUTLER BROS. &
Cough. Sold by A, S. Hinds, Preble Honse; T. G.
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Chase—4 packages skins years.
Laughton (dem.) was elected Mayor by 89 mamendous enterprise of draining Haarlem Lake.
A family ou an island above Bainbridge was
Boston.
Tilton said to me, “Bessie, don’t you think
Wholesale
CO.,
Druggets,
Proprietors,
69
F
merchandise
Lisfish
2
to
J
In
this
March
packages
packages
city,
19, of pneumonia, Mr. Edwin
Loring, Exchange and Federal St.; C. L.Holt, 653forced to the roof of their residence, the water
no25
snW&S&law34t4S
jority, defeating Thomas G. Stlckney, the ReElizabeth is demented?” and I replied, “No, I
The first of the illustrated series of papers on
comb.
Churchill, aged 63 years.
Congress St,; C. B. Woodman, Saccarappa; Dr
do not, but your conduct is enough to have
having risen to the second story. They remainpublican candidate. The total vote was 3209,
[Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
American senery .is also given; Mr. Edward
ed on the roof until the water receded and
Keen, Gorham; and E. P. Weston, Fryebnrg. «J
at his late residence, Spring street.
driven her into a lunatic asylum long ago.”
€• R. GRANT
195 on last Monday’s vote, and
Daily Domestic Receipt*.
I
In Buxton. March 18, Mrs. Sally Mayo, aged 51
King writes enthusiastically about Baltimore, an increase of
On another island the family
were saved.
W. Perkins & Co., General Agents,
oclOeodtf
Tilton followed her into the other loom
Will receive a limited number of pupils in Oil Paintwater conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
was divided as follows: Laughton 1G49: StickBy
10
months
27
and
doors
barn
for
days.
took
to
the
the
bouse
years
the
stood
at
folding
which he styles The Liverpool of America.
and
fearing
safety,
followed,
True »& Co.
In Brunswick, March 12, Miss Sabrina Moody,
ug, Charcoal Drawing, &c., from life and objects
over
73.
in
her
face.
was forced for
hand
The
barn
would
move.
a
dis(rep.)
Laughton
his
cleuched
scattering
him
saw
1485;
ney
Trades
shaking
on
Mr Rideing’s article
Death-Dealing
aged 72 yea»s.
Apply at Studio, room 8, Casco Bank Building, 91
tance of 100 yards or more. The family were
89. The
He said, “You have brought this girl back to
In Topsham, March 16, Mrs. Roxanna T. Blake,
Boston Stock JLiat.
should be read by everybody—especially the Stickney, 1G3; Democratic majority,
Middle Street.
octlsneodtf
rescued. It is reported that a man who atme.” I stepped forward and
THE
testify
41
5
months.
the
agaiust
with
dissatisfaction
years
to
aged
is
attributed
result
af
the
March
19.
(Sales
Brokers' Board,
law-makers. There are three short tales: a
interfered in her behalf, and he sa d to me,
tempted to g“to the rescue of the latter family
lu Augusta. March 15, Mrs. Achsah K. Kimball,
candidate
Portland
1897...
the
City 6s,
964 aged 81 years 11 months.
Republican
was carried dowu the river by the ice
and has
To Be Eet.
BOARD
OF FIRE
“Leave the bouse, d-n yon.” I said that I
NATIONAL
remarkable sketch of life in the North-East- manner in which
Boston & Maine Railroad. 1244
radioal prohibinot been heard from since.
In.Bath, March 17, Capt. Benj. Delano, aged 58
would not, and he struck me with his clenched
was brought forward by the
On and after Jan. 1, 1875, the chamber in second
Eastern Railroad.
49
ern woods, entitled Young Moll’s Peevy,a
10 months.
UNDERWRITERS
years
down.
F.
M.
Kaler
&
on
the
knocked
me
now
Co.,
fist
and
Then,
stepping up
story
occupied by
tionists and nominated over tbe officiating
Marietta, Pa. (eve.)—It is impossible to Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R....105
In Ellsworth, March 11, Mrs. Lillie, wife of Calvin
thoughtful and suggestive story; The Statue of
corner of Cross and Middle Sts.
Apply to
to me, he said in a bland manner, “Bessie,
Hereby offers a reward of Five Hundred dollars for
imagine the scene presented here now caused Eastern Railroad.58$
Bunker, aged 20 years 6 months.
HENRY DEERING,
mayor, whose administration was generally
a Life, by George P. Lathrop; and Truls, the
the detection, conviction and punishment of the par
dear,
you have tripped aud hurt yourself," and
ice
the
to
comgorge yesterday. Nothing
by
No. 65 Exchange St.
de28sntf
reto
who
was
entitled
and
by
aud
he
had
seen
usage
time
again
ty or parties charged with the crime of arson, its
he said to me that
pare with it has ever occurred in this section.
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State Camp Fire—Bor* in Blue fi<»n -*1*
'Farts of the Slate-Au Army Supper-

Speech, Soug

aud

AdrertiiemeniH 1

Last night was one which will long he reI utmembered by the Grand Army of Maine.
l’ost
snaut to an invitation issued by Bosworth
met
to all the Posts of the state, 300 comrades

delegations
coming from Biddeford, Augusta, Lewiston,
Brunswick, Gardiner, and other places. After

represented by comrades, large

e-Hay.

the business of the Post was finished the comrades repaired to the upper room of the build,
ing, where plates were laid for an army supper,
which consisted of brown bread and beans,
hard tack, coffee, etc. Eev. Mr. Bickncll inafter which ample
voked D.vine blessing,
justice was doue to the field fare.
After the supper was over the comrades returned to the lower hall, where they were called
to order by Past Commauder Hanson, who in-

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Select Readings— India St. Church.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Only $2.75—Kendall & Whitney’s.
Galvanized Ship—Thos. Laugliliu & Son.
All old style—A. II. Coe’s.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Corsets, Corsets—Nelson & Co.

Machios—Spring Arrangement.

Mt. De-ert
Lost—Kid Glove.
Fi eight.

Receipts—Loring,

Sheriff’s Sale—3.
Wanted—Girl.
Manure—Wanted.

Short & Harmon.

Loring’s Specific—Thos. G. Loring.
ReligioiiN Noticed.
First Lutheran Congregation.—Y. M. C. A.
RoOms, Mechanics Block. N. Ellestad, pastor.
Services at 10-3J a, m. and 3 p. m.
West Cong. Church.—Sabbath School at 11 a.
m. preaching at 3 p. m. by Rev. J. F. Morgan. Evenng service at 7.
Bay Side Parish (Union Chubcii), Knightsville.
—Rev. 15. F. Pritchard Pastor. Sabbath School at 1
Preaching at
p.in.: Preaching at 2 and 7* p. m.
Kuightville at 104 a. m. Sabbath School at 11J a.
in.
Social meeting 5 p. m.
Williston Church.—Preaching services at 104 a.
Sabbath School at 14 P* ni.; Social
m. and 3 p. m.
Worship at 7 p. id.
St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—Rt. Rev. IL
A. Neely, Bishop ot the Diocese ot Maine.—Sunday
services' 10.30 a. ra., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
9 a. m. and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.

Bethel Cnuitcn—Services 104

a.

m., 3 and 7 p.m.

Prayer meetings on Thursday evenings at 74 p.
All from sea and land are invited. Seats free.
St. Paul4§ Churcii, corner ot Congress and
cust

Sunday 104

and 3 p.

Lo-

Services

street.—Rev. I)r. Pise, Rector.
a. m.

in.

on

m.

Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics’ Building, ConMeeting
gress street, corner Casco.—Religious
Wednesday and Saturday at 7$ o’c’k P. M.. ami Sunday at 9 a. m.; at the B.thel, 97 Fore St., at 10 a. m.
Second Parish Church.—Rev. Dr. Carruthers,
pastor. Services at 1C4 a. m and 7 p. m. Sunday
School at 3 p. m.
St. Stephen’s Churcii.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at I04 a. m.; and 3 p. m. Sittings free to all. and all are welcomed.
First
Rev. Mr.

Congregational Cijurch

Morgan will preach at 104
School immediately after service.

Deering.—

a. no.

111 trl4<w1

...

104

o’clock

a. m.

All

First UNiVERSALiST.Congress Square—Rev. W.
E. Gibbs, Pastor. Preaching at It} a. in., and 7
o’clock j). m. Sunday School at 3 [>. m.
Spiritualist Fraternity,at Arcana Hall. Meeting at 3 o’clock P. M. Subject for discussion—Tne
Seals
effect of Science upon Religious Revivals.
frte.

First Second Advent Church, 567 Congress
St.—Elder L. T. Churchill, of Brookfield, N. H., will
preach Sunday at the usual hours. Prayer meeting
at 9 a. m. and 7. p. m. Seals free.
Mouhtfort St. A. M. E. Church.—Rev. S.
V. Douglas, Pastor. Prayer and conference meeting
at 10} a. in.
Preaching at 3 and 7} p. m. All are
invited.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church.—Rev. S. F. Jones,
pastor. Services at 10} a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday
school at 1} p. in. Prayer meetings at 6 and 7 p. m.
Plymouth Church.—C. F. Dole Past* r, preaches
at 10} a. m. & 3 p. m. Prayer meeting in the vestry
at 7 o’clock.
Preble Chapel,

corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School 2 p. m. Preaching 3 p. m.
Temperance meeetiug at 7. All ate cordially invited.
Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. C. B.
Leeture at 10} a. m. by Bro.
Pitblado, pastor.
Burnham Wardwell.
Preaching at 3 p. m. by the
pastor. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Allen Missio#Chapel, Locust Street.—Prayer
meetings at 2 p. m. Sunday School at 3p. m. Sunday School Concert at 7} p. in. Temperance Reiorm
Meeting Monday evening. All are welcome.

India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.

Bicknel), pastor. Preaching service at 10} a. in.
Sunday School at 11.45 a. m. In the evening, at 7
o'clock, the pastor will commence a new course of
practical lectures. Subject to-morrow eveniug, “Putting oft things.”
Newbury St. Church.—Mr. J. P. White, wil1
preach Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock and evening at
7.
New Jerusalem CnuRcn.—Rev. W. B. Hayden
of Our
preaches to-morrow morning on the Meaning
Lord’s Riding into Jerusalem on the Colt; John xii.
Evening Lecture in the Vestry at 7}; The Jnternational Lesson: Joshua’s Warning! Josh, xxiii.
James
Church.—Rev.
Baptist
Free St.
McWliinnie, pastor. Preaching at 10} a. m.,and 7 p.
service.
of
at
close
School
m.
morning
Sunday
Casco St. CnuRCH.—Rev. C W. Perkins, pastor.
1 rief service preceeding Sunday School at 10} o’clock
Service
a. m. Sunday School at ll}o’clo<dc a. m.
with sermon by the Pastor at 3 o’clock p. m.
m.
General
at
6}
p.
meeting
prayer
Young peoples
are cordially
prayer meeting at 7 o’clock p. m. All
invited.
Spiritual Electioners at Fluent Block, Rooms
No. J & 2. Meeting to-morrow at 2} p. m. Entrance
on Exchange Street.
Municipal Court*
before judge

knight.

and seizure.
Williams.
Discharged.
Fined 850
Search and seizure.
James Curran.
Howard & Cleaves.
with costs. Appealed.
John Brophy. Intoxication. Suspended one week.
Probable
Eugene Christ. Larceny from person.
Ordered to recognize to State with sureties
cause.
Friday.—John

jn

sain oi

$duu.

cioniimtteu.

Austin alias Charles Pratt. For selling
to regoods without title. Probable cause. Ordered
cognize to State with sureties in sum of $500. Com
*
_

Brief Jolting*.

give
The types yesterday morning
credit to Miss Carle for the cradle song sung
by Miss Clarke at the Barnabee entertainment.
Mr. J. A Dirwanger will give his fourth annual exhibition of flowers at his green house
next week. Every visitor receives a present.
The railroad tax case did not come up yesterEox
day owing to the engagement of Judge
made us

and several of the counsel.
The ferrets have arrived at the Falmouth
and will commence their raid on the rats this

morning.

It is said that the papers in reference to the
Galt’s wharf have been signed by the Grand
T.
Trunk, city authorities and Sir Alexander
and will not
not
et,
have
hut
j
passed
they
Galt,
ntil some mortgages and other little matters
are

fixed up.

A special meeting of the Reform Club will
he held at their room this evening. Important
•

business will come up.
The sale of tickets for tiie Cary concert will
Tuesday morning at i) o’clock, at Stock-

begin
bridge’s.

not and
George C. Burgess, Esq., says he is
has'uever thought of being a candidate for the
position of Superintendent of Schools.
The temperance meeting last evening at the
inAllen Mission was very interesting. Very
B.
teresting addreeses were made by Capt. J.
Mr. Arno B. Wendnell and
N.

Coyle,

others.

Babsou,
The meeting

was

adjourned

to

this

Come all.
The C!ty Marshal would like to have “Heavy
looser,” the Argus correspondent, call at his

evening.

office.
The Turuverein meeting
adjourned for a week.

last evening was

A Slight Bow.-A little affair occurred in
the other
one of our first class billiard halls
night, wh’ch calls for a word of explanation.
all
Two young men were playing a little game
toe in selves,

to

wueu

uuo

^

-—

the
and struck the other a sharp blow over
head. The blow made a long, deep cut across
of a skilled
his right temple, and the services
The room
to sew it up.
surgeon were required
aud for a little while
•was spattered with blood,
but at last all became
looked

squally,

tilings

are npw in a quandary
quiet. The young men
The assaulter claims
affair.
the
settle
to
how
as
resented the inthat he was insulted and only
must
Each parly claims that the other
sult
not yet. The parties
do something or the end is
it is to be reboth stand well in society, and
that such a thing should have happen-

gretted

ed.

____

Ward Two
Cn v Government.—Now that
that the
is
it
probable
Alderman
new
has a
various committees will be announced Monday
and
It is understood that the Mayor
night.

constitute
Aldermen Gerrish aud Perry will
of that
the
on
purt
Committee
Street
the
Waterhouse
Board; that the Mayor and Mr.
Mr. Fox
■will take charge of the sewers; that
will ho chairman of tbo Fire Department
will
Committee, and the Mayor aud Mr. Gage
iliat Board on Public Buildings. The
represent

the
statement that the Aldermen will confirm
nomination of Mr. Swett for Marshal should
betaken cum r/rana sails. The knowing ones
gay that His Honor is quite well satisfied with
the matter as it is, and only made the nomination to satisfy intense party sachems who have

promised

“lots of fellows” places. <

Mpsuem.-“Kathleen Mavonrneen”
be a taking p'ay. There is some
fine acting, Mr. Caldor being noticeably good,
and tbe scene of tbe falls,paiuted by Bichards,
is one of tbe best things lie has yet attempted.
Tbe play will be given this afternoun and eveThe

promises to

ning.

__

Movement or Meuohanhise.— In the first
this month the Maine Censeventeen days of
east from Portland 1,072 car
tral railroad took
of freight,

joads

meaus of soldierly union (ban anything elseNon pattisan iu its aims, patriotic in its purposes, devoted to deeds of love and charity,
the organization is sure to meet general approval, aud will result in great good. As he
looked over the assembly he noticed that the
heads were growing gray; that in a very few
years there would be few young men in our

ranks. He urged the comrades to labor to extend the benefits of tlio organization to every
the country’s armyman who had served iu
Geu. Mattocks concluded his acceptable reuy exienuiug

a

nearly

nwwuio

10

mo

visiting guests.
The remarks of Gen. Mattocks were succeeded by the singing of the following song
prepared by Comrade Charles W. Bean:
Wc

are

afar,

Air—“Battle Ciy of Freedom.”
at our Camp Fire, with comrades from

sitting

Singing

We will tell ot

a

joyful

scenes

song of welcome;
passed through in the by-gone

days of war,
Singing a joyful

song of

welcome.

Chorus.—Our comrades forever, Hurrah, boys,Hur-

rah,

we a welcome to those from afar,
we rally round our Camp Fire, ralonce a jain,
a
song of welcome.

Shout
While

ly
Shouting joyful
Fraternity

Tn

we

greet

you,

true,

Singing a joyful
And we grasp you by the
and blue,
Singing a joyful
Chorus.—Our comrades,
Let Charity bo
less ones.

song

as

soldiers tried and

of welcome,
our old red, white

hand, for

s

song of

welcome.

&c.

shown towards the maimed and help-

a joyful song of welcome,
stand linn—whatever trial comes,
Singing a joyful song of welcome,
Chorus.—Our comrades, &c.

Singing

And

Loyalty

our

To every stranger comrade wc give our hearty cheer,
Singing a joyful song of welcome,
And we wish life’s blessings to tbe soldier everywhere,
Singing a joyful soug of welcome.
Chorus.—Our comrades, &c.

The Post Commander then introduced Comrade J. O. Wioship as Toast Master of the
occasion, who filled the bill to perfection.
The following are a few of the regular
sent.ments:
guests: We know their gallant record at
their initiation amid the smoke of battle, their wealth
of manhood as citizens contributed materially to the
prosperity of our laud ; we feel honored by their presTo

our

ence; and “here’s to them and their families; may
they live long and be prosperous.”
The President of the United States: In the hour
of our national peril he gallantly led us safely through
the wilderness of threatening dangers to national
life and power; may he long live to receive the nation’s gratitude for his valued deeds in the field and
his honest efforts in the councils of the nation.
The Grand Army of the Republic: Next to loyalty
to the flag, sacred to them is the duty they owe and
cheerfully accept to tenderly care for the widows and
orphans of fellow comrades. In this labor of Christian benevolence they will never falter or grow
weary.
The State of Maine: God bless her; her sons and
daughters have always been true to her motto—Dir-

igo.
Wm. Shakespeare, Esg.: The immortal bard enwrapping the grandest thoughts in the magnificent
ot his own poetic genius: He immortalized
drapery
himself and them in the devine power of his poetic
conception, he had no peers save one, our own Post
Poet wiio in the in-mortar-lies Inisiness could dis\
count S. W. ^ two to one.
Department of Maine G. A. R: As its members

were among tbe first to answer the call of patriotism
when national life was in danger, they have proved
true to every social and political duty; may they be
as fortunate in the future as in the past in the selection of their commanding oflicers.
The> T.aAu>a? Man’s truest friend in nrosnerif v and
adversitj; their kindly ministrations to our sick and
dying comrades at liome, in the hospital and even on
the field of battle present to the world the grandest
example of heroic self-sacrifice. The debt we owe
them shall never be forgotten, although we cau never
repay it.

Our Patriot

Search

Burke.

Moses

niitted.

ent Posts together and cementing them in a
stronger union. He still looked ujjou a cup o(
coffee, a hard tack and a “T. D.” as a surer

Sunday

St. Law rence St, Church.—Rev. A,H. Wright,
Pastor. Preaching services at 104 and at 3. Sunday
School at 14.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
St. Preaching Sunday at 104 a. in. and 3 p. m. by
Elder E. A. Stockman. Prayer meeting at 9 a. m„
and 7 p.m.
Sail Loft.—A fre6 meeting of Divine Service will
be held at the sail loft, Commercial Wharf, until further notice every Sabbath at

troduced Past Department Commander Mattocks, who in a neat speech welcomed tli9
guests of Bosworth Post to the festivities of
the occasion. He hailed the Camp Fire as the
best means of bringing the members of differ-

murKS

Dead:

Take them Btew England, gently; other days.
Peaceful and prosperous shall give them praise.
How will our children’s children breathe their names
Bi iebt on the shadowy muster roll ot fame,
Take them, New England, gently, you can fold
No purer patriots in your soft brown mould.
So on New England’s bosom let them lie
Sleeping awhile as if the good could die.

Decoration Pay: While we annually gather at the
graves of our departed comrades, strewing them with
the tokens ot love and the emblems of affection, may
we not forget to plentifully bestrew the pathway and
firesides of their dependent ones with the comforts
aud sympathies of friendship.
The G. A. R. Relief Fend: The interest due our
absent comrades, payable in case of death to their
heirs. The principal held m trust is the wealth of tho

nation.

The first sentiment was responded to by Gen.
Selden Connor, Department Commander, wbo
was, greeted with three cheers. Gen. Connor
made an elegant speech, in which he commended the zeal of Bosworth Post, aud predicted
that the order in Maine had just entered upon
a new era in its work cf charity and fraterni-

ty.
Col. F. M. Drew responded to the second sentiment In a speech in which he paid a fitting
compliment to the President, and reviewod the
days of the war, which, he said, seemed a dream
but for the scared veterans before him.
Injector General Joel, of the National En-

campment, responded to the third sentiment
by a brief review of the work the organization
was

accomplishing

in the various states.

Comrade R. K. Gatley responded to the
Shakespeare sentiment, and was followed by
Comrade Maxwell of Dexter, with a poem entitled the “Defenders of our Northern Border,”
a hit at those who went to Canada during the
Col. A. W. Wildes of Skowhegan, responded to the sentiment, “The State of Maine,” in

feeling remarks.

responded to the next sentiment in
pertinent words, and Z. A. Smith re.

Gen. Beal
f6w

iu the musical appreciation of our citizens.

The concerts, without exception delightful,
have been throughout characterized by a liberal and artistic spirit; the programmes includnumbers from the older composers as well
modern, the Italian and the German
schools; and tho performers, while proving
themselves able virtuosi, havo shown that they
also possess the rare merit of postponing personal display to the higher interests of music.

ing
as

the

No form of composition admits of greeter
perfection or of finer effects than the string
quartette; the extensive compass, from the
deep tones of the violoncello to the exalted
notes of the violin, gives scope for full expres-

sion, and toadisplay of elaborate contrapuntal
writing and exhaustive thematic treatment.
Without the brilliant and distracting variety of
the grand orchestra—where the sudden introable to cona novel instrument is
ceal poverty of musical thought, and where
the rich instrumental coloring may render less
defined an admirable idea, even while heightening its beauty—the timbre of the strings,
alone, allows no imperfection, no fortunate

duction of

pass unnoticed. Among string quarsuspass those of Haydn. He fully
appreciated the relations of tho instruments
and their individual capabilities; and produced
compositions in which the four parts blend in

trait,

to

tettes,

none

genial and sympathetic—independent, yet so closely woven together that perfec-

a manner

tion of balance and proportion is tho result.
Want of space compels us to indicate very
briefly some of the many enjoyable poicts of
the evening’s performance.
The Haydn quartette was admirably rendered. The finale with its theme, so characteristic ol the composer, was particularly eajoya
hie. the beautiful menuetto was played with

unexceptionable skill aud fine expression,
though, had it been taken a shade slower,
the peculiar charm of the minuet movement
Mr.
would have been more perfectly telt.
Ado>f Belz played a “Song without Words” in
a most refined and expressive style, and in reply to a cordial encore, gave Abt’s “Goodnight,
O my dearest child.” The principal feature of
the programme was the Chaconne by Bach. A
violinist can propose to himself no nobler task
than the adequate rendition of this great solo,
which combines the severest technical difficulties with intellectual requirements of the highMr. Listemann acquitted himself
est order.

finely in every respect. His playing was sure,
vigorous aud unflagging; his intonation excellent; he gave the polyphonic passages with
clearness and ease; and his phrasing and manMr. Euner were thoroughly musician-like.
his facile
gene Weiner gave great pleasure by
and brilliant performance of Briccialdi’s concerto upou themes from IjO. Sonnumbuld. He
received an encore.
The second part of the concert opened with
the Tema con variazioni by Beethoven. The
theme, noble and pathetic, was vaiied in a
manner characteristic of Beethoven’s deep and
thoughtful genius. It was exceedingly interesting to compare this quartette with the G
major of Haydn, and to note the differences in
the styles of the two composers. The solos for

sponded

to

that recalling the devotion of the

ladies in time of war.
Col. Taylor of the Boston Globe', in a very
effective speech, responded to “Our Patriot
Dead.” Major Laud responded to “Decoration
Day;” and in response to the sentiment recnonfinrr
rplipf work of the order. Comrade
Yeaton made a detailed statement of the work
of Bosworth Post, by which it appeared that
since its organization $G0G3 had been expended
in relief to needy soldiers and their heirs. Of
this amount $4871 had been devoted to persons
not connected with the Post. It also appeared
that 821 persons and families had been assisted,
728 of whom were not members of the order.
Department Commander Merrill of the Lawrence American responded to a sentiment eulogistic of Massachusetts in a speech, humorous,
sentimental and patriotic.
Kev. Mr. Bieknell responded to a sentiment
in honor of the venerable Kev. Zenas Thompson, who was obliged to leave early in the evening. Mr. Thompson is the oldest member of
the order and was styled the right guide.
Bemarks were made by Dr. Brickett of Augusta, Major Brown of Boston, Major Shaw
of Lisbon. Poems were read by Comrades AV.
B. Smith and H. C. Huston, and Comrade \V.
H. Sargent served history in the form of chronicles. Comrade AVinship read with fine effect
Bret Harte’s poem entitled “SecondTieview of
the Grand Army.”
The exercises were

interspersed with music
and
by Messrs. Douglass, Jordan, and others,
the audience joined in the choruses of familiar

pieces.

Among other gentlemen present were Gen.
AY. A.
Boynton and Dr. Lapham of Augusta,
AAToods of Biddeford, Levi Goodwin of Gardi-

numerous to mention
ner, and many others too
hat
At 2 o’clock this morning the exercises
affair was a great
the
whole
the
On
closed.
not
credit upon the com
success, reflecting much
in charge:mittee having the arrangements
AV. H. Green, L. G.
Messrs. Chas. AV. Bean.
and
James Hawley, H. C. Houston

Jordan,

s. S Kaight.
and it is
The utmost good order prevailed,*
of men are called torare that a finer body

getlier.

Posts was
Conspicuous among the visiting
Sheridan of Biddeford, which marched into
town in a body, eliciting most favorable com*
went.

Tbe boys voted to have frequent state camp
fires, and it is probable that another will take
place in the summer, when an island in Casco
Bay will afEord sufficient room.

beautifully played by Mr.
The “Evening Prayer” displayed
tone and large phrasing, while the

violoncello
Hartdegen.

showed his fine mastery of his instrument. He received an encore, to which he
replied by playing a very interesting morceau,
in which his fine use of the tempo rubato was
noticeable. The notturno for vio-

“Caprice”

particularly

lin, flute aud horn, was romantic and beautiful. A rather commonplace composition by
Lumbye introduced the zither, which was skilfully played and with good effect.
In conclusion, we would, in behalf of the audience, express a sense of obligation to Mr.
Kolzschmar for the care and judgment, the dewotiou to the cause of godfl music, with which
he has arranged this series of concerts; and offer congratulations aud thanks to the artists,
who have so adequately and heartily seconded
his design.
JWVU1II U1
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One by one our prominent citizens are leaving us, and this morning we are called upon*to
record tlio death of one of Portland’s most
prominent merchants—Captain Edwin Churchill, who died at his residence yesterday at 11.45
a.

m.

Capt. Clurchill was the eldest of six sons of
the late Capt James C. Churchill, ex-Mayor of
Portland, and of the well kuown firm of
Churchill & Carter. He was born in 1S12, thus
being 63 years of age at the time of his death.
When quite young he became master of a vessel, and continued in this capacity until 1832,
when he went to Cuba to act as agent for his
lather’s firm. He remained in Cardenas and
Havana until 1852, when he returned to Portland and entered that firm as a partner. Upon
the death of bis father he succeeded to its busij
ness, and became the head of the well known
firm of E. Churchill & Co., which is now one
of the most substantial West India importing
houses in the city.
Capt. Churchill was a Whig in the day of
that party, and afterwards a Democrat. He
was a member of the Common Council from
Ward Six in 1852. He was chairman of the

Committee on Public Grounds at that time,
and spent a great deal of pains in setting out
trees on the Eastern and Western Promenades,
and in the care ot trees in different parts of
the city;
Capt. Churchill will be severely missed by a
large circlo of friends and by the business men
of the city. He was an active and upright
business mau in all bis dealings. He was twice
married. By the first wife—Miss Carter—he
leaves four children, Mrs. Kinsey of Savannah,
Mr. Edwin Churchill, jr., of New York, Mrs
F. Willard Libby, and Miss Isabella Churchill
of this city. His second wife, nee Miss Hoole,
and two young children'survive him.
Owing to feeble health, Capt. Churchill has
spent the past winter in Savannah, where his
daughttr resides. He imprudently returned
home a few weeks ago during the severe
weather, and probably the change of climate
was injurious to his feeble health, although he
His disease was
was out on Saturday last.
double

pneumonia,

and his death

was

quite

__

Jubilee Sixgebs.—Of the Jubilee
Singers, who are here next Tuesday evening,
the New York Evangelist has this to say:
The Jubilee Singers were favored with a very
large audience on A onday night,- at Steinway
Hall, on the occasion of their first appearance
in New York since their prosperous absence in
The

Ureal Britain.

The occasion

was

one

or vuor-

ough enjoyment. Their songs are delightful to
the ear as fraught with the very soul of harmony; and while appealing in about equal measure to laughter and tears, the are withal stimulating to every good sentiment and hope.
Some of the pieces convey the high lessons of
Christian experience in imagery that is rather
grotesque, considered apart from the antecedents of the singers, but there is really no incongruity in the underlying truth; and that

addressed to all in such a subtle and
way that the discerning audience
could not refrain from calling for frequent rep
etitions, albeit the programme was not at all
deficient in length aud variety.
was

charming

Real Estate Transfers,—The following
are the real estate transfers in this city recorded the past week:
A parcel of land situated on Washington
street, from W. G. Murray to John Caughliu.

Consideration $900.

A lot of land on Marion street, from Charles
Consideration
B. Merrill to James P. Baxter.
»5.
street, from
on
land
lot
of
Washington
A
ConCharles B. Merrill to James P. Baxter.
sideration $1.
Park
on
thereon
with
buildings
Lot of land
street, from Geo. P. Talbot to James P. Baxter.

Consideration,

not

given.

Portland Fraternity Llceum.—At a regular mec ingof the Portland Fraternity Lyceum, held last evening, Miss Lizzie Dority,
was elected president, and Miss Annie Kilfedder vice president.
The subject of debate was ‘‘Does anticipv
tion afford greater pleasure than possession.”
It was discussed in the affirmative by W. H.
Pearson, and in the negative by L. L. Bean.
The question was decided in the negative.

given by W.

Select readings
son and Annie Kilfedder.
were

H.

Pear-

Tiie Singing Campaign.—The Jubilee singers of Fish University have issued a book giving an account of this troupe in England. It
also contains a number of the slave songs which
The book is very interestthe company sing.
ing reading and well gotten up. It can he had
at Stockbridge’s music store up to the night of
The sale of seats for the concert
the concert.

yesterday

Personal.
a
Dr. Gilman and wife leave here to-day for
short trip to Aiken, N. C., where they will join
J. 15. Brown and parly.
Miss Alice Carle has been engaged for the
•‘Drummer Boy,” to be given in City Hall

April

13th.
Hon. John Ware of Waterville i3
Falmouth.

was

very large.

Horse Thief.—Some time last fall Moses
Austin alias Trip, stole a horse from a Mr
of it in the viLing of this city, and disposed

The horse was recovered
cinity of Raymond.
but the thief could not be found. A few days
at work in Sacsince the man was discovered
Shercarappa, and Thursday afternoop Deputy
iff Parker went out and arrested him,

at

some of the fruits of the revival which commenced in December. A goodly number are
^expected to uuito with the church at the next
commuuion.

Seven persons were received to
tional church at Boothbay Harbor,
sion of faith, March 7.

Congregaprofeson

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per mouth, exceeds 109,000.

MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

STATE NEWS.

the

Akt Notes.—Mrs.

.White Rose,”

now

Murray’s
on

picture,

fine

the

TIMA

MORE

exhibition at Hale f,

will be removed this no m, as it is to be forwarded by the Peruvian to the London annual
exhibition. It merits an inspection from all
in-art. A beautiful girl clothed in

interested
while, stands before a mirror braiding her long
Ibe
hair, which is of the true poetic shade.
of
style of coloring is quite different from that
former pictures by this artist, and shows mark
ed improvement, aud the painting throughout
is admirable.
Holy Week and Eastek.—The services at
St. Luke’s Cathedral next week being the week
before Easter, will be as follows: Morning,
prayer at 9 a. m. on Good Friday, with sermon
m.; evening, prayer with sermon at 7&
Saturday at 5 p. m.; Holy CommunThursday at 11 a. m., and Easter Day at
7 and 10J; other services on Easter Day at 3
aud 7 p. m.; confirmation at 30J a. m.

10i a.

at

m.,
ion on
p.

on

Ferry Village.
Haunted House.—Last Saturday our quiet
village was thrown into commotion by a report
that a house on Sawyer street was receiving
nocturnal visits from the denizens of the unknown world. Various reports had been cir-

culated and so exaggerated that the inhabitants of the bouse were alarmed for their safety. On Monday we called on Mr. Landy, one
of the tenants, and from him we glean the. following story: The house is a one story frame
building on Sawyer street, is owned by a Mr.

NelsoD, and occupied by Mr. Landy and Mr.
Harmon—men of good repute. On the morning of March 1st, at twenty minutes to four
o’clock, Mr. L. and wife were aroused by hearIll”

LlllCC 1UUU
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wait

V/t

their room. Nothing was thought of this at
the time, but ou the following night at the
same hour and minute the raps were repeated
with doable force. This led to an investigation; every room in the house was thoroughly
searched, every board in the unfurnished attic
securely nailed; still the manifestations continued at the stated hour. Up to last Saturday
the families had kept their own counsel, and as

skeptics in regard
phenomena they thought to

they

are

to the
account

spiritual

for the
disturbance by natural laws. Therefore it was
agreed between the tenants and landlord to
hold a watch meeting and see that the house
was thoroughly guarded outside and in, but

notwithstanding their vigilence the rapping
begun at twelve o’clock; it then ceased until
twenty minutes to four. While they were all
up and the lamps lit and every one at his post,
the raps came, one, two, loud as if struck with
a hammer.
This was the fifteenth night, and
made cut of
as nothing satisfactory had been
their investigations they concluded to invite in
few friends of the spiritualistic persuasion
and get their version of the matter. They met
Sunday evening, but no satisfactory solution
was arrived at.
The raps still continue, but
A.
the producing cause is still a mystery.
a

asserted that such is not the fact unless a
prominent stockholder in the Kennebec valley
disposes of his three thousand shares to the
Eastern interest. If it is true that this one
is

man holds the balance of power between the
homo and foreign interests, let us hope that he
will not forget that he is a Maine man and
throw away a peace which he labored to nego-

tiate.”

Although you do not mention his name, it is
well understood that you refer to Col Alden.
The intimation that he may, in any contingency, dispose of his large amount of stock in
the Maine Central to the Eastern interest is
was

cently shipped

to

parties engaged

in

O N E

At the annual meeting of the North Franklin Agricultural Society William H. Dyer of
Strong was chosen president. The next annual
fair will be held iu Phillips.
KENNEBEC

COUNTY.

Benton is the banner’town of Maine on the
women’s lights question, having at a recent
town election chosen three women as S. S.
Committee.
KNOX COCNTr.

A subscription paper is going the rounds of
Tbomastou to purchase tile gallows erected for
the execution of Gordon and Wagner, and have
the machine used as a musical baud stand.
Warren lias raised by subscription the money
the town refused to vote for the high school.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

The annual meeting of the YViscassot Savings Bank was held on Tuesday, the 16th inst.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:—William P. Lennox, President;
Andrew Xap.v. Vine-President: F. W
Sewalh
Treasurer and Secretary. The affairs of the
in
a
bank were found to bs
satisfactory conThe deposits have increased about
dition.
$20,000.00 during the past year, aud now
Reserve fund $2,703.00.
amount to $203,031.25.
Profit and loss §3,960.53. Total assets $209,694.78.
There is a temperance revival in many towns
in Lincoln county.

at

the

its capabilities anil by his energy and persist#
ent efforts induced men of capital, character,
and ability to unite with him in lifting it out of
the slough.
The has taken an active part in all the movements that have led to the reuovation of that
road and the consolidation of the various lines
that now compose the Maine Central; and it is
doing no injustice to others.to say that no one
individual has done more than he in bringing
up the Maine Central to its .present prosperous
condition.
She has always had faith in the road and in
the prospective value of its stock—has opposed
all entangling alliances with foreign roads—and
has advocated the policy of maintaining its independence and of trusting to its own reNor have his views charged. Col.
sources.
Alden never goes back upon his record on his
•
friends.
But will all the Maine Central stockholders
Is there no danger from
as faithful as he?
any other quarter? Are there no other stockholders, large or small, who may dispose of

their stock to Eastern interests? We shall see.
Kennebec.
A Remarkable Story.—A man rises from
liis coffin.—The Kennebec Journal publishes
the following story, leaving its readers to draw
their own references. We infer that the story
is of the marine order, but give our readers the

Cornville people are making war on tobacco
and the Somerset Reporter calls for such reformers in Skowhegan.
Two barns and a stable belonging to Fifield
Mitchell of Canaan were consumed by Are
Sunday evening, the 14th inst. The barns
‘contained about 15 tons of hay and farming
tools were consumed with them. The loss is
about $1500; insured about $1000. Origin of
the fire unknown.
Henry Caswell of New Portland had his
thigh broken by the upsetting of a load of
shingles which he was driving. He was resceed by a woman who lived four miles from
any neighbor. The accident occurrtd on Eustis
S. P. Porter, formerly of Paris, but recently
sewing machine agent at North New Portland, died of a rupture of the large veins
a

which enter the heart.
The United States authorities paid Mercer a
visit a short time since and brought parties to
grief who had been selling cigars without
license.
A. K. Snell of Fairfield has just patented a
self-adjustable bracket, intended for use by
which is cal
masons and house carpenters,
eulated to do away with the old-fashioned

“staging.”
Mr. O. C. Couillard of the Boston Herald has
accepted au invitation to deliver the oration iu
Fairfield the coming decoration day.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Wild geese flew over Lubec northward the
14th inst. Silly geese.
The directors of the Shore Line Railroad
meet at Eistport Saturday, the 27th inst.
E. It. Heath,keeper of Nash Island light, Addison, while ou his way to the shore, the 20th
ult., was shut in by the ice some ways from
land, where he was obliged to remain 48 hours
in cold aud storm without food. He broke ice
nearly half a mile iu that time.
WALDO

COUNTY.

JamesDurham of Belfast, who will be 90
years olu next June, is now cuttiLg his third
teeth—three uew ones having already made
their appearance.

Attention is called to the strong testimonial to Dr. Loring’s specific in the special notice column, from one of our most prominent
citizens. It reinforces the very favorable testimony to its merits borne by many others.

_

appalled

ed.

_

Nominations by the Governob —Thejfollowing nominations have been made by the
Governor:
Justices of the Peace.—Stillman L. Howard,
Leeds; Joel Valley, Blaine; Llewellyn Pow-ers,
Houlton; Josiah Chase, Jr., Portland; Melville
P. Frank, Portland; Henry \V. Swase.v, Standish; Charles H. .Fuller, Wilton; Charles A.
Davis, Rockland; Roscoe G. Lane, Grafton; 0.
C. Cushman, Hebrou;
D. Lowell Lawson,
Fryeburg; Henry McGlaughlin, Bangor; John
Thompson, Prentiss; Ignatius Sargent, Macbias.
Trial Justices.—Daniel F. Moody, Pittston;

Stephen Bean, Lee; Joseph Jordau, Palmyra.

Religious Intelligence.
Congregational Church at Wliitneyville will be dedicated on Wednesday, the
24th inst. Dedication sermon by Rev. Mr.
The

new

Bowler of Machias.
There has been quite a religious interest lately at West Pembroke, where Rev. Mr. Rogers
is a laborer.
An ‘old fashioned revival” is reported in
progress in the town of Unity,
Rev. C. C. Foote of Lubec administered tho
ordinance of baptism, Friday of last week, to
Rufus B- Myers, by immersion at the house of
the latter. Mr. Foote has been unable to step
his left loot to the ground for tho
past eight
months on acccuut of injury to his anklo by a
miss'.ep from the sidewalk.
Rev. Henry Hale of Ellsworth writes the
American an interesting account of his journey to Burmah, whither life has goue as a mis-

Galvanized Ship, Yacht and Boat Trimmings, Tackle Blocks, Anchors, Chains, Hard16 and 18
ware, at Thos. Laughliu & Son’s,
tf
ContTfl street.
All old stylo hats worn after to-day will he
shot at. You can find the nobby ones at A. H.
Aloe’s.
_

A Frightful

Chorus.—Nothing

strikes so

unpleasantly upon the ear of au affectionate
pareut as the wheezing, snuffling, coughing
and hoarse voices of a family of children laboring under colds. A chorus ot this dismakkind
is kept up in some households the winter
through, simply because the fatlierand mother
are either ignorant of the means of cure or are
guilty of gross neglect. Hale’s Honey of Horenoun'd and Tar, will establish quiet in three
days. No cough or cold can resist its soothing
influence.

Pike’s Tooth Ache Drops—Cure in

one

_rnclD d&wlw

minute.

Twentieth year for Pyles Saleratus and not
successful rival. Everybody acknowledges
its superiority in all respects. It is always put
in
pound packages under my name, and'
up
Beware that you
sold by first class grocers.
are not deceived by the misrepresentations of
JAMES
dealers.
PYLE, Manuf.
crafty
one

mlil3-4lS

_

IMPORTANT TO TRAVELERS.
When you visit or leave the City of NEW
YORK, save annoyance-and expense of eariage hire and stop at the GRAND UNION
HOTEL, opposite the GRAND CENTRAL
DEPOT. It has over 350 elegantly furnished
rooms and is fitted up at au expense of $900,000
Elevator, steam and all modern improvements. European Plan. The RESTAURANTS,
Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms are supplied
with the best the market can furnish—prices
moderate. The cuisine is unsurpassed. Stages
and Cars pass the Hotel every minute for all
parts of the Citv. G. F. & W. D. HARRISON,
oclO lyS
Managers.
_

Now is the time to lake those knives, forks,
them respoons, &c. into the platers and have
plated as good as new at half the cost.

“T/fe Place,"

1874—being a gain of more than 1,000,the year previous; this, with the marked increase in the sales of the other numbers, show that
the superior qualities ot these Pens are being
more and more appreciated, and that they are destined to take their place as the moat popular
Steel Pens in the market. They are made ol the best
steel, by the most skillful workmen iu EuWere sold In
over

rope, and are a nearer approximation to the real
Swan Quill action than anything of the kind

hitherto invented.
The Spencerian Steel Pens are universally used
in the Commercial Colleges throughout the U.
S., more largely than auv others by the United
States Government, and quite generally I a the
Banks, Counting Houses and Schools of the
country; and are for sale by the trade generally.
We clai.n for the Spencerian, superiority over all
ether pens in durability, elasticity, flexibility, and in evenness of point.
*m*The Spencerian Pens are comprised in 15
numbers, varying in flexibility and fineness -of
point, and, for the convenience of those who may
wish to try them, we will send a card containing a
sample <>f each number by mail, securely enclosed, on receipt of 25 cents.
Address all orders to

Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor

Co,

&

138 & 140 GRAND ST., NEW TORE.

ALL SIZES,
White and Colored,
AT

38

—

Pair!

a

NELSON & CO.’S,
Just

tbe

above

BONDS
Portland
Hath
Belfast

•

6’s
G’8
G’s
G’J
G’s
7’s
8>s
7’s
7’g
7’s

•
•

...

Bangor

...

Lewiston
Cleveland O.,
“

•

•
•

Toledo

...

Chicago
Cook County ^
Looisville Ky.,

•

Maine Central II. B.
E. & N. AmerLau B. R. Gold
FOB SALE

SWA3I &

AND

lehlSeod

$30,000
To Loan on First Class mortgages
in Portland and Vicinity
in Sums to Suit.
Real Estate Securities, paving 8 to 10 per
cent, interest free of Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and Vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest inrxles of employing
capital. First class securities always on band. Interest and principal collected without charge. Guarantees perfect title and ample security in all its
Real Estate InvestReal Estate Loans.

and,Improvements made on commission
shares. Bankable paper bought and sold.

BROWN’S BLOCK-

H.M.Payson&Co.

eodtf

Pair!

FINE

GIMPS

FIND A

AT

—

*

—

—

Match !

&

Ruches,

VERY LOW

ALL AT

New Lot Hamburgs.

PRICES.

dlw

Friday, March 19th, at 9 1-2 o’clock,
Auction Roomn IN Bichangc Ml.

On

at our

•

at Ptfblic Auction, first claes
We ture, including
Chamber Sets, Lounges, Bedshall sell

steads, Spiing Beds, Tables, Chairs,

mal8d2t

FROM E. E. fJPHAAf, Esq.

cine I ever took iu my life. 1 have recommended it
to many of my personal friends who heartily endorse
it. It gives me pleasure to recommend it to all perafflicted with Dyspepsia, ladijgetitioii,
Constipation. *ick llcad-achc, Ac., as a
reliable remedy. WisliiDg yon every success in its
sale.
«
I am truly yours,
E. E. UPHAM.

sons

LORKNG’S

SPECIFIC is sold by all the
THOS. G
LORING, Proprietor.
Dealers supplied by J. W. PERKINS
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.
ma20dtf

Apothecaries.

STATE OF MAINE, l
f
Cumberland, ss.
filAKEN on execution and will be sold by public
A auction to the highest bidder on Saturday, the
2Jtb day of April, A. D. 1875, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, at the sheriffs office iu Portland in said
county, all the right in equity which Henry Taylor
of Portland, aforesaid, has or had cn the second day
of June, 1873, at four o’clock and thirty minutes in
the afternoon, being the time of the attachment of
the same on the original writ, to redeem the following described encumbered real estate, to wit: A
certain parcel of land situated in Portland, in said
county, fronting northwesterly on a passage way
from Washington street in said Portland to a proposed continuation of Poplar street, which is laid
down on a plan of property of Wm. H. Baxter,made by
Anderson, Bonnell «& Company in July, A. I>. 1866,
and recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds in
number 17, and the same as laid down on said plan,
and all of lot n; mber 18 adjoining the same, except
to Michael Lynch as apwhat said Baxter
pears by said Baxter’s deed, dated Aug, 1st, 188ft recorded in said Registry, Book 344, page 364. subject
10 all legal incumbrances now existing on said property above described.
Dated at said Portland the 17th day of March, 1875.

ss.
J
execution and will be sold by publio
auction to the highest bidder on Saturday, the
24th day of April, A. D. 1876, at ten o’clock iu the
forenoon, at the sliei id’s office in Portland, i" said
county, all the right iu equity which Henry Taylor
of said Portland, has or had on the ninth day of May,
A. D. 1873, at four o’clock and fifteen minutes in tno
afternoon, being the time of the attachment of the
same on the original writ, to redeem the following
A certain
described mortgaged real estate, to wit:
lot of land in Falmouth in said county, with the
buildings thereon, said lot containing one and one
half acres, more or less, lying on the northeasterly
side of the road leading by the meeting house and
Bucknam’s Tavern, formerly so called, and running
back from the road twenty-four rods and fourteen
links, and on the road northeasterly nine rods and 21
links; the northeasterly line to be parallel with the
southeasterly side line, and the back line to be parallel with the road, being the same premises conveyed
by W. N. Richards to Sawyer & Ricker, Jan. 18,1866.
■Dated at said Portland, March 17,1875.
MATT ADAMS, Dep’y Sheriff.
w3w!2

lOO BOZEiV SETS

Ladies Embroidered

Collars & Caffs,
At 25 cents per Set.

Sheriff's Sale,
STATE OF MAINE,)
ss.

parallel

OWEN & MOORE,
CONGRESS ST., COR. BROWN.

jail

Rev. Mr. Goodenough has received and accepted a call from the Universalist society to
supply the pulpits of Belfast and Stockton the
present year.
Tho Congregational church at Wilton, at
their last communion, received nine persons to
their fellowship, all by profession. These ate

TO THE LADIES

Like regulars on dress parade the teeth
should always be scrupulously clean and tree
from blemish. Keep them in this condition
with the incomparable SOZODONT, and when
they are veterans in the service, they will still
I
uichl5dawlw
be as good as new.

d3t*

Manure Wanted.
take it imediatcly from public
stables and pay cash.

WILL

at
in a20

AT

F. 0.

as we

CO.,

will sell for

a

have

change
a

ex-

at

that time.

full liue of

HOSIERY,

mal9dtf

them.

all bills

LINEN BOSOMS,
HAMBURG EDGES,

fe v days only, fine Canary
for $3.00 each. Bultinches for

see

on

RIE GLOVES,
CORSETS,

a

Call and

$4.00 each.

regular prices
ceeding

shall make
We

BAILEY &

WE singing Birds

our

boughtof us before

ROOMS OF

THE

IS Exchange Street

and everything pertaining to

OILS !

Furnishing Goods.

Ladies’

the Bargain*.
PUTNAM,
Agent for Mason & Whitney’s Eagle L. C. NELSON & CO.,

F. L.

Call

AND

—

PORTLAND, MAINE.

<ltt

mar5

REMOVAL.
Agent for the Improved Weed Sewing Machine and Aline. Demorest’n Patterns,
remove! to

has

13

NO.

MARKET

OpponlU: the

SQUARE,

United Stale*

Sewing Machine needles

5

secure

cts. each,

lintel.

or

4

Doors

mar!8

abore Brown Street-

_d2w

GRASS SEEDS.
4000 Bags Herd Grams Seed.
»<
IOOO
Red Top Meed.
“
Northern New York
tSOO

EATON,

IV

S.

early aad

503 CONGRESS ST.,

—

No. 31 Commercial Street,

for 50 cts.
feb2Mtf

12

February 23, 1875.

Clarer

Meed.

Michigan Clorer Meed.

*c
««
«

500
400
400
400

45
400

**

400
400

“
“

400

“

Ohio Clorer Meed.
Pea Vine Clorer Meed.
AImike Clorer Meed.
While Dutch Clorer Meed.
Millett.
Hungarian Gramm.
Orchard Gran Meed.
Kentucky Bine Grams Meed.

large assortment Vegetable and Flower 9eeds.

Also

For sale at the lowest cash price.

WM.

M.

MARKS

& Job Printer

Book, Card

100 EXCHANGE ST.,

Kendall &

-AND—

SEED
fub25

ICK
CARGOES

PURE

* C E
N. O CKAlTIf
de9distf

FOR

and Red

SALE BY

Top,

Cape "Elizabeth,

are

requested

Town Hall in said town, on
2 o’clock P. M., to nominate
for the ensuing year.

Saturday, March 20th, at

candidates for Officers
Por Order
REP. TOWN COMMITTEE.
mal5dtd
Cape Elizabeth, March 13,1875.

Wilson’s

Superphosphate.

for above S. P.
TXTK have been appointed Agent
YY Lime, and will receive orders at our office,
will
15 Exchange Street. Orders lett immediately
will arriv e in a few days.
be held from the Car, which
F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

ma15_ti6t
Bonds and Hoitgages.
selected Western Municipal Ronds

CAREFULLY

and Real Estate .Mortgages and Trust. Iieetls.
Inquiries. Collections ntui Remittances promptly atCHARLES M. HA W K ES,
tended to.
SSMlddleSt.
augl7TuTb&Sly2ap

In

PRESSED

HAY

small quantities.
FOR SALE BV

large

or

Women’*

Flannel-lined

I .need

Rubber, worn with or without l.eathcr
Shoes, 55 cents, at HAIjIa’.*! RUBBER
STOKE, under Falmouth Hotel.

D. BECK,
Cumberland Ilousc.

anting the trouble of showing onr
WARRANTED nud FERE GUM Boots
nnd Shoe., wl.ru yon only require the
CHEAP one., which are jasl ns warm
and water-proof, bat not »o durable
dtf
mhl5

llins

SIGHTS

OU

OF^ SPRING7

You may know that Spring has come when you

see

the

NE'VV GOOES
—

THAT

—

W. C. BECKETT
is spreading out to entice his customers and th
public. Please come and see for yourselves.

W. C.

BECKETT^ Merchant Tailor,

137 OLD, 237 NEW NUMBER,
MIDDLE STREET.
nml7

PORTLAND, MAINE.

<13w

^COCHINS.”
Cochins

Partridge
from my PremiVERY choice
Cock. “SMUGGLER,” (i»38) mated with
um

perior hens.

GEORGE
ftbl2

$2.50,
$1.75,

Call for Advertised Goods,

CATE ELIZABETH.
of

Rubber Boots
Youths’

$2.00,

Women’. SI 50, Mimes’ *1 !*3, Children’s
* Arctic*
$1.15, Men** ( Ulh
Top Ovcrwhoc* $1,00, Women’* 75 cent*,
Men’* Rubber* OO cent*, Women’* 40
cent*, Children’* $5 cent*. Men’* V.ong
Cnvnlry Rubber Root* $.*i.OO, Hip or
Wilding Bool* $11 30, Rubber Com*

—

143 Commercial Street.
mal8isdtt
Portland, March 17, 1875.

THEto Republicans
meet at the

Boys’

$2.00,

QRASS SUM*.
Grass, Clover

lit!

Sl.OO, Men

Furnished and Shipped by

Herds

STORE,

1*11KTLAND. NIK.

Men’s

OF

Whitney,

AGBICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

Every Description of work promptly and careftillj
cecuteil, aud at the lowest prices
ap22

pMvate

WM, THOMPSON,
office of Mattocks & Fox, 183 Middle St.

—

Ninety-nine Cents
APRIL 1st,

CANARIES,

500

GOOD
or

OF

Portland and Vicinity.

Birds, Birds, Birds!

Lost.

mar20

<ltf

10 PER CENT

with the line of sai 1 Cove street 50

A

EACH.

3 CENTS

will be given from

HARRIS & LITTLEFIELD,

)
fllAKKN on execution and will be sold by public
JL auction to the highest bidder on Saturday, the
24th day of April, A.D. J875, at ten o’clock iu the
forenoon, at the sheriff’s office in Portland in said
county, all the right In equity which Henry Taylor
has or had on the twelfth of Sept., A. D. 1873, at five
o’clock and thirty minutes in the afternoon, being
the timo of the attachment of the same on the origiual writ, to redeem the following described mortgaged real estate, to wit: A certain lot ot land with
all buildings thereon situated on the southeasterly
side of Washington street in Portland, in said county: beginning at the westerly corner of said Washington and Cove streets; thence running in a southeasterly direction on the line of said Cove street 50
feet to a stake: thence running northeasterly 30 feet
to another stake; thence running nearly northwest
line

NEW~L0T HAMBURGS,

N. R.—Collars and C«A sent to Troy
foundry every Tuesday. Returned following week Wednesday. Cost only

fe!8_dtt

—

on a

Cheapest Yet.”

"The

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

on

Cumberland

MORGAN A CO., Auctioneers.
dlt

A DISCOUNT

COMB AND SEE

MATT ADAMS, Dep’y Sheriff.

Cumberland

SALE.

-OF-

conveyed

Sheriffs Sale.
STATE OF MAINE, I

GO., Auctioneer*,

WE

BUT

OTHER LUBRICATING OILS,

Sheriff’s Sale.

&c.

Mattresse s,

shall sell at Auction, March 20, at Salesroom
18 Exchange Street, at lOJ o’clock, a general
assortment of N« w and Nerond hand Furniture, a tew Chromos and Paintings, and a sma’l
Invoice of Gent’s Furnishing Goods. Also, A lot
of Ilouse Plant*.

*3m

Not Sold Oat !

Portland, March 19, 1875.
DR. LORING—Lear Sir:—I have given your
valuable SPECIFIC a faithful trial and can truly
say that it has done me more good than all the medi-

TAKEN

MORGAN

A

SATURDAYS

M. A. BOSWORTH.

—

Loriug’s Specific

w3wl2

Furni-

&c.

FLITTERING TESTIMONY

Price §1.00.
& CO., and

MORGAN A COm

LARGE SALE OF NEW FIRST
CLASS FURNITURE,

169 MIDDLE STREET.
jai2eodly

STREET,

BLOCK.

inar20

FOR

tt

i

NELSON & CO.,
MORTON

—

At Private Nnle.
M. & Co. are agents for the sale oP'Herring & Parrel’s champion Safes. “Wiegands” Pateot Sectional
Steam Boiler, “Haskins” Steam Engines, “Blakea
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant” Chemical
Fire Engine.

—

WEAR.

495 CONGRESS

AND

At 20 and 25 cts* Very Cheap*

—

Fringes, Trimmings

FRINGES,

SPUING

—

Commission Merchants,
No. 18 Exchange St., Portland.

ALSO, A

IN

to

MORGAN & C0„

AUCTIONEE RS

NOVELTIES

SWEETSIR& MERRILL’S

Buttons

PURSUANT

ASSORTMENT

—

WITH

to a license from the Judge of Probate, I shall sell at auction, on Saturday, the
10th day of April. 1875, at 10 o’clock A. M at the
office of George P. Finery, Esq., in Gorham, the farm
recently owned by Elisha St rout, late of Buxton deceased. Said farm is situated at East Buxton, about
two miles from Gorham Village, consists of about 130
acres of land, has on it comfortable buildings, a young
thrifty orchard and a large amount of wood and
growing timber; cuts about 25 tons of hay and can
bo made to cut 50 tons,
Terms can be made easy.
Inquire or CHARLES H. OSBORNE or GEORGE
WHITNEY, near tne premises, or of the subscriber
BANJULC. EMERY, Admr.
marl7d&w3wll
Gorham, March 6, 1875.

ma20

WILL

tr

Auction.

Fai m nt

Agency,

oc272peodly

TOP

at 10 A. M.

Every Saturday

oc2o

DAVIS,

Real Estate and Loan

NEW PATTERNS

—

Street, Portland, Me.

MORGAN A CO.,

FRINGES,
WORSTED

Plum

auld

BARRETT,

-OF-

—

AUCTIONEERS,
Horse and Carriage Mart,

G’s

100 MIDDLE STREET.

on

.vTor,

0. IUlLEY

F.

BY

scp24

-AT-

BEADED

™a18_03t

7’s

my27

sionary.

mchlS—lw*

iua20tltfNo. 71 Brackclt Street.

PORTLAND.

DRABS,

GENTLEMAN left a pair brown KID GLOVES
trimmed ^ith fur in the Spring street car
Wednesday evening March 17th at half past 7 o’clock.
The finder will please leave them at this offie-*.

_

A

Wanted.
GOOD steady girl to do general housework.
Apply imedia'.ely at

32EXCHANGEST.

Dr. Fitzgerald will visit Portland at United States Hotel, Wednesday and Thursday,
March 24 and 25, remaining two days only.
dtf
Examinations free of charge.

Express office.

Square.

& HARMON.

REAL RID GLOVES,

a

,wo Chamber Sets,
Etargee
Sofa, Cook
Magee Parlor Stove, Sewing Machine.
Feather
Beds. Hair Mattresses, small lot ot Dry and Fancy
y
y
Goods, Crockery and Glass Ware.
*'••» Auctioneers.
^‘t^*

House.

Preble

One Dollar

ua.‘lor
WK Lounge. Hat
tree,

Move,

Auction Sale

unbound, for sale by

Bankers & Brokers,

Another largo lot of those

ELEGANT BROWNS &

lore Street.

iHaiue Central Railroad,

G. R.

—

Saturday, March 20th, at liooins 175

ndiiO_(liot

and

It. M. Jordan & Co, have this day removed
to No. 31 Plum street, opposite the Eastern

TTh &S-tf.

H. Atwood, 27 Market

particularsTuquire

LORING, SHORT

ments

feet to said Washington street; thence southwesterly
on the line ot said Washington street 3J fbet to the
first mentioned bounds.
Being the same propertv
eouveyed to Alexander Edmund by Wm. B. Osgood
bv mortgage deed dated Oct. 28, 1867, and recorded
in said Registry, Book ?35, Pago 501,
w3wl2

A.

-"-

hound and

PENS

C. W. ALLIN.

General Merchan-

and

LEWIS- !
salesroom, 176 Fore street,
commencing at 9 o’clock a. in.
i'horlr*
Consignments solicited.
leave Railoc3dtf

and

and

STEEL

F. O. IiAILEY.

»*« of
.i«£eLu,ar
.Fnroltura
every Saturday at

Portland, Bangor & ITIachian
International Nteatnahip Companion

For

Double-Elastic

Fore Street,

Exchange Hired.)

iiiite

FREIGHT RECEIPTS

FOR

A soldier at tlie National Home at Togus.
near Augusta, writes:—“Noticing in a B.ddef jrd paper some very unkind remarks in regard
to the officers of the Home, I w ill state most
emphatically that it was entirely uncalled for,
and is utterly false. Our rations are good, and
in every respect we are well cared for. Gen.
Tilton and Dr. Winn are kind and efficient
officers, who are ever alive to the needs of
those under their care, and who have become
dependent by the fortunes of war.”
Gov. Dingley has just renewed the commission of Hon. Job Prince of Turner as Justice
of the Peace and Quorum for the State, the
commission having been originally granted by
Gov. Smith in 1833, and renewed by Gov. Fairfield in 1810, Gov. Anderson in 1847, Gov.
Crosbv in 1854, Gov. Washburn in 1861, and
Gov. Chamberlain iu 1868. Judge Prince, who
was 80 years old on Wednesday, has held sixteen commissions for various positions.

XV EEK.

p i; R

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t.
inar20tf
Portland, March 5,1875.

SPENCERIAN

YORK COUN1Y.

A Buxton correspondent says that the Reform Club pledge lias received 500 signatures in
that town since last fall. They take the “iron
clad” pledge.

(Dllirc

Vread Wharf, foot ol Slate Si
every -r |fl (J ic ,«j D A V
EVEN IN €2, AT IO OMLOCH, Romiuenc»«« Thur-day, Hard, !!$. Fur Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Castine, Deer Die. Sedgwick, So. W.
Harbor, (Ml. Desert,) Millhridge, Jonesport and MacliU-port, (or as ice will permit)
Returning will leave Macliiasport everv Monday
Horning ni 5 oVIoctr, touching s above, arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting with
Pullman Train, and early morning Trains lpr Boston aud the West.
^
For further
at Railroad Wharf,

Portland.

SOMERSET COUNTS.

Mr. II. M. Bodwellof Solon, in losing a valuable cow a few weeks since, came into possession of a monstrosity in the form of a calf
with two heads.

benefit of reading for themselves:
Those Corsets at Nelson & Co’s for 38 cents
A young man in the town of Vassalboro’ was
a pair are just the thing for
morning wear.
suffering in the last stages of consumption, the
Every lady should have one. Call and see
disease which had insiduously and stealthily
them.
brought him to the verge of the grave.
For several weeks he had been entirely prosThe wing of the American House, Boston,
trate aud uuable to speak, even to articulate a
syllable. He became so oppressed for breath that damaged by fire in November, has been rehe compelled his attendants to raise the winmodelled and improved by a fire-proof French
dows in his room, put out the fires, and resort
roof. The new rooms have been refurnished in
sto every means to obtain fresh air.
a manner reflecting great credit on the proprieOne day last week (Thursday, wo underFriendly hands
stand,) the young man (lied.
tors, who seem never wearied in supplying
prepared the poor, emaciated body for the bur- « every convenience for the comfort and pleasure
ial; but just as the attending friends were arthus retaining their wellranging the temains for the casket, there ap- of their guests, and
peared unmistakable evidences ol returning earued hold on the favor of the travelling pubmcl9 2t
lic,
The ear of an attendant was
mass of clay.
beut down to the side of the dead man, and it
was discovered that the heart had begtfn again
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
its slow and measured palpitation, the pulse
throbbing, and the young man arose from the
Only $2.75 for a Brass Bird Cago at Kendeath snrouds, opened bis month aud spoke in
2t
dall & Whitney’s.
clear aud distinct words to those who stood
in the death chamber. There was no
buskioess in his voice; be appeared lively and
said
he felt not the slightest pain, but,
active;
to use his own language, ‘‘I t'eel just as well as
1 ever did.” At his request the neighbors were
called in, who crowded the house for hours, declaring that the recovery of the man was equal
to any miracle recorded in the Scriptures.
He
told this startled assemblage of bis friends and
as
he
all
died,
neighbors that,
things seemed
dark, but only for an instant; bis eyes suddenly
opened to a new world, the real Heaven which
had been so many times in his thoughts and
had given him so much comfort in his last weeks
He stood upon an emiof pain and sorrow.
nence which overlooked a vast and beautiful
plain; the magnificent plain stretched farther
than his enlarged vision could penetrate, aud
he described it language which, to his mortal
auditors, seemed extravagant in the extreme ■
But the revivified life of the youug man was
Before night he again
not to continue long.
resigned himself to death. The body was kept
of
a reasonable
length
time, and buried on
Sunday last, the funeral being largely attend-

Justly

Celebrated

000

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

TRIP

■,

Salesroom 170

ARKAIVREiIIENT.

The Steamer

Of One Number Alone of the

F. O. BAILEY A' CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

ft"' .TON, tapt.
Pv^-AX'1
It '~t 3 Dferin*, will
c* >V..i

lumbering

in YVest Virginia, wood working machines to
the value of about §1500. Kicker & Sons’
machines, on accouut of their supeiior workmanship and low piice, are in great demand,
and they are unable to keep a supply of their
various machines on hand.
They contemplate
an enlargement of their
present works.
Horace I. Gibbs ami E'bridge G. Nason made
tlie trip to Bridgton to Brownfield and back,
with their heavy horse teams, loaded each way,
between 5^ a. m. and 3 p. m., the other day—
the quickt st time on record.

plantation.

The Impending Railroad War.
To the Editor of the Press:
Your editorial under the above caption, pub'lisbed on the 15th inst. contains the following
passage making allusion to a well known gen“It is by no
tleman residing at Augusta.
means certain that the Eastern people hold a
majority of the stock of the Maine Central. It

without the slightest foundation.
When the “lower Kennebec road”

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
Capt. J. P. Singer of Brunswick hag been
confirmed as Captain of 1st IT. S. Artillery.
The Brunswick Telegraph looks exceedingly
neat in its new dress. The
publisher can afford
to congratulate himself on hs tasty appearance.
The Methodist Society of Brunswick hold a
fair next Tuesday evening in Lenient Hall.
The Bridgton News says that on iast Monday
Geo. YV. Taylor, sou of Geo. Taylcr of the
Fore9t Mills, had his ieit hand shockingly cut
and mangled by a circular saw iu Mider &
Go.’s machine shop. One finger was cut entirely through to the hone, and the other fingers
and thumb were badly used up. The wound
was dressed by Dr. Kimball.
T. H. Kicker & Sous of Bridgton’ have re-

SALKS

_AUCTION

First Trip for tlic Season.
SPRIER

__

were

IPs smooth

sudden.

war.

a

degree experimental, and the result has fully
the confidence placed by Mr. Kotzschmar

Grand Army Hall to participate in a state
iu the state was
Camp Fire. Nearly every Post

ANP VICINITY.

K.nst

justified

Sentinifirt.

at

~CITY

Philharmonic Concert*
With the performance of last evening closed
the brief series of coucerts given by the Philharmonic Society. The undertaking was in a
The

su-

Also superior Light and Dark BrahA few fine breeding Cockerel*
mas at $10 per Trio.
$3 to $5 each. Eggs from above $3 per dozen. Send
CHARLES E. PERKY,
for circular.
Wollaston Heights, Mass,
uiarlQU2w*

POETRY._
Across the Street.
BY T. B. ALDRICH.

I do not know i‘ if she knows
I wat’li her as site comes and goes;
I wonder if she dreams of it.
Sitting and working at my rhymes,
I weave her sunny nair at times
Into my verse, or gleams of it.

was not

behaved badly.
IVhy they drew me in caricature once,
1 Were you
jast as'if I wasn't respectable
dear? It is to
ever drawn in caricature, my
rutbe hoped not, for its an experience that
iles one's composure. 1 dare say, those girls
have passed through their own vicissitudes
since then, however, aud I’m none the worse
for having been caricatured.
“I hear that Madame Hand has depai ted
from
long ago tor “where the weary cease
”
(Miss
troubling and the wicked are at rest’
in all
De Brooke’s own transposition, made
1
innoceuce); “and kind Heaven forbid that
madthe
should sneak ill of the dead! But
black-eyeil
ame had a daughter, a handsome,
to exercise
gill that gave me more occasion

Upon her window-ledge is set
A box of flowering mignonette;
Morning and night she tends to them,
The senseless flowers, that <1q not care
To kiss that strand of loosened hair
As prettily she bends to them.
If I could

once

contrive to

Fortuiiatespaciousness of my present abode.
was in the top
ly, however, my little nook and
it afforded a
story, quite out cf the way,
lhe pity
commanding view ol the heavens,
of astronomy. But
was that I was ignorant
if I had
all things are equalized tor our good;
known astronomy, I might have caught my
death studying the star, out of my window.
madame
Yet I managed very well,|though the
and the girls often
a saint exactly,

get

Into that box of mignonette,
Some morning as she terms to them !—
Deaf me! I see the sweet blood rise
And bloom about her cheeks and eyes
And bosom, as she bends to them!

—April Atlantic.

thau any other bu-

spirit of forgiveness
man being in the world.
“I’m naturally of a nervous organization,
ot
and to say that Euphemia took advantage
constitutional defect is to
my unfortunate
characterize her treatment of myself very
the

I From Appleton’s Journal.]

Grapes of

Thorns and

Figs

of Thistles.
It pleased Heaven, in denying to Miss
Honoria De Brooke other good gifts, to endow her liberally with what old Jeremy Taylor calls “a festival spirit,” so that, despite
her dumpy figure and rusty dress, her colorless lace and pale, gray eyes, and her poor
little wisp of carroty hair, the hal'it she had
of living in a kind of rapture of content rendered her always pleasant to look upon.
She seemed to be of no particular age,

she had a way of saying that she v;as
“about forty-odd,” and as those who had
knowu liar ten, fifteen, twenty years, could
detect no change in her, it was cheerfully conceded that she had a light to be vague on
this delicate subject. She certainly had attained to “forty-odd” before she came to take
and lot
possession of the very small houseeccentric
to her by her uncle, the

though

bequeathed

Major Samuel De Brooke.

The old gentlemau was in his day an oddity,
and something of a mystery. He used to
dress in semi-military fashion, blustering and
great dear
swaggering not a little. He had a but
of his
to say about the Mexican War,
his
laraily he never spoke; so that not one oi
Brooke
acquaintances had beard of Miss De known.
before his will made her existence
A more harmless creature than this old major
than
never lived, and he was no sooner dead
his eccentricities were all iorgiven. Everyniece when she
body hastened to call on his
a fancy to her,
came, and everybody took
though she was, iu her way, as great an oddi
whose memory she
ty as her old uncle, tor
cherished an unfeigned respect, al ways speakmajor.”
ing of bim as “My uncle the
“My uncle the major,” she would say to
each visitor in turn, “was a man of character,
but peculiar in his views. I will mention to
that our family name,
you in confidence
strictly speaking, is Brook; but my#uncle the
major revived in his own person our earlier
cognomen of De Brooke, by which our ancestors were known;'and I being the only surshall henceforth
viving member ot the
use the prefixed de in memory of my uncle
the major. Yet I must say, in all honesty,
that I never was ca4led De Brooke before I

famij^,

into my inheritance.”
This inheritance was a very small, threeroomed cottage, with a little low porch in

came

irons,

a

OIIJJ

UI

paasttgo luiuugu

and a narrow piazza at the
surrounded by a mere strip
small possession ever gave
complete satisfaction.
Verv little furniture had

t/Liv:

UIIUUII-,

back, the whole
of ground: but no
its owner more

Miss De Brooke.
“But what should I do with more, my dear,”
she would ask, “when I’m so fond of space ?”

Happily, Miss De Brooke’s imagination was
unbounded; her small house was “a roomy
abode,” in her estimation; the little circular
“a lawn,”
grass plot in front ot Ihe porch,
the stunted Cape-myrtle and the two hydranthe name of “the
gese were dignified by
shrubberies.” Her gardeu consisted of two
narrow borders, in which she cultivated
radishes and lettuces, and where she sowed,
and a row
every year, a row of touch-me-nots
of four-o’clocks. These two rows formed
what she called her “parterres,” and the air
of satisfaction with which the cheery little
body would gather (or some visitor a halfdozen of these short stemmed flowers and tie
them into a “nosegay,” was good to see.
But the little woman was of a saving dispogition, and, though she would give her friends
of the best she had right royally, she gathered
for her self only the (alien flowers, which she
would set about her window-sills in the oddest

little saucers with a gaudy border. She was
inordinately proud of these saucers, and was
often hearfl to say that in her estimation they
could not be surpassed.

Nor were these extraordinary saucers her
only treasures. Never was any one little
woman possessed of such a quantity of obbead-bags,
solete trash: buckles, necklaces
huge fans, gay parasols, and gorgeous shawls,
“redolent of the Orient,” Miss De Brooae
would say, as she proudly exhibited them;
and indeed they did exhale a strong odor of

camphor.

But the most astonishing as well as
most interesting of all her possessions were
the silhouettes that hung over the mantelpiece in her little parlor. Below these stood
a potichomania vase and an hour-glass, concerning which ornaments Miss De Brooke
would inform the interested visitor that the
vase was in every respect equal to the costliest china, except that it would not hold wawas
ter; and that the sand in the hour-glass
from the shores of the Red Sea, a statement
man
from
whom
not to be doubted, since the
she bought it had assured her of the fact; but
the sombre profiles that hung in a rigid row
above threw the vase and the hour-glass quite
in the shade, aud everybody turned with indifference (rom the Red Sea sand to inquire
about the old lady with the formidable cap,
the old gentleman with the cue, the mournful lady leaning on a tombstone, the young
gentleman with the high collar, the young
lady with the braids, the other young lady
with the curls, and the gentleman with the
the

eye-glasses.
Concerning each of

these Miss De Brooke
had something to Jell. The old lady and old
gentleman represented grandmother and
grandfather Brook, or De Brooke, upon
which statement would follow a volume of
reminiscences. The young ladies were halfsisters, for her mother had married twice.
The likenesses of the young ladies were ununpeacnauie,

even

m me

picocu*.

De Brooke would say, complacently,

unoo

for the

The gentleman
originals bad
with the collar had married the sister with
died young.

the curls.
“And did the gentleman with the eyeglass marry your sister with the braids, Miss
De Brooke?’’
“Oh, no, my dear!” says Miss De Brooke,
with an unmistakable access of importance.
“That gentleman was—ahem!—an admirer
of my own; but I couldn’t well be spared out
of the family, being tue eldest, and as it happened, he married my stepfather’s daughter.
We remained very good (riends, however,
Mr, Earl and I, until the day of his death.
De had one son, Andrew, an only child, and
a fine, high
a promising boy he was, with

of his own, for very soon after the death
of his parent he quarreled with those who
had charge of him, and ran away to sea, and
nobody knows what ever became of him,
doubt that, if he
poor fellow! Still, I dou’t
ever comes back, it will have been a great
advantage to him to have seen the world.
“And do you look for him ever Miss De
Brooke?’’ asks the sympathizing visitor.
“Oh, my dear1 who can tell what a day
may bring forth ?” Miss De Brooke replies,
cheerfully. “If he is not dead, and if he
should come back in my time, I shouldn’t be
at all surprised to see him. But it was years
1 shouldn’t know him
ago, and very likely

spirit

without an introduction. Yet, we shouldn’t
be as strangers, I’m sure, for we were a very
united family, though there were three sets

•

of us. My step-father had two of his own,
and there was I for my mother’s share, and
those two young sisters among us all. I was
the oldest, aud a mother was I to the family
in general, I may say, for neither my mother,
nor my step-father, nor the two girls, had
of. I’ve no doubt
any constitution to speak
have been living to this
my own father might
day if he hadn’t been killed in a railroad accident when he was a young man, for the
Brooks, oi De Brookes, are a hardy race after
arrive at about forty-odd; so I’ve out-

they

lived them all.
“We are originally from about Fredericksburg,” says Miss De Brooke, vaguely; “but
I’ve undergone many vicissitudes. When
our family lies were all sundered, I accepted
a position in Madame Rand’s school in
.Charleston. That title of madame was assumed, I suppose, for grandeur, aud it answered the purpose very well. It was my
office to see after the young ladies generally,
and it was no sinecure, be sure, for the madame was very strict, and the young ladies,
alas! were quite the contrary; so that, between my zeal to obey orders and my natural
disinclination to report on the young, ladies
I wonder my hair didn’t turn gray. As it
was, itfell out deplorably.
“I didn’t have an easy time, for what I did
to please the madame was sure to displease
the girls, and vice versa. Depend upon it,
it’s all a mistake about the tender-heartedIn all my dealings I never
ness of youth.
met with any thing more astonishing than
the arrogance of the young; but I have the
consolation, my dear, that their hardness
proceeded from their ignorance. It takes an
experience of the painful vicissitudes of life
to soften the heart! It is the want of this experience that makes young people so ready
with their gibes and their pranks. When
their turn comes to suffer, poor things, they
learn consideration. But small protection
was all this philosophy to me then.
Why,
many a time I’ve been all of a quiver at their
want of manners to me that was ever all complaisance ; and glad enough I was to shut
myself up in my little apartment, though it
was but a closet, and not be compared to the

I don’t bear mamildly, indeed. But I hope
has softened
lice against her. I dare say she
soon
under the vicissitudes of life; I heard,
she
after I came into my inheritance, that
ran away and married a very poor youug
man named Crafts, which was a foolish thing
to do; and yet it showed that she had a heart.
I don’t know what finally became of Eupbe-

efmia, lor the change in my circumstances
fectually severed my connection with Mait
dame Band aud her school; aud, after all,
is but fair to say that the trials I underwent
in her establishment fitted me to appreciate
see.
solitude; so nothing comes amiss, you
“Yet 1 fear I was a little uplifted by prosthat my satperity at first, I used to think
except
isfaction in file couldn’t be complete

to au actual, ex
Euphemia could be brought
of my independent conknowledge
perimental
I was in an

dition ; that is to say, my dear,
for evil ;
unchristian ferment to return good
blush
but I’ve overcome all that, and would
benefits.
to humiliate the poor thing by my
Not that I would not freely do her a kindto do it by
ness, my dear; but I should prefer
t
stealth, tor conscience’ sake. But I don
to the test,
suppose that I shall ever be put
the war
for it was years and yea- s ago, before
in this
in fact, and paths are widely divergent
world.”
Thus would Miss De Brooke babble of her
it was by
past, which, circumscribed though
the narrow limits of a

boarding-school,

was

and peaceyet more eventful lhau the calm
ful existence she had led since she “came inconto her inheritance.” Even the changes
little alsequent upon the war had made but
no
teration in her mode of life; for, owning
slaves, she had always performed her lighter
household duties herself, with some occasional assistance i and never was there a
in
neater house. But, certain sources oi
hercome lailiug, she undertook to support
self by her needle—not an easy thing to do,
certainly; but, fortunately, Miss De Brooke
had a host ot friends, and she wanted for
she
nothing—not even advice, of which most
stood in need rather oftener than
women of forty odd.
Yet, with all her admirable traits. Miss
De Brooke was no perfect character; she did
not like to take advice. But resistance was

foreign to her genial, obliging disposition that she must have foifeited her indeor*Hr»n if slio hail not learned to
elude the vigilance of her friends, and so
contrive to carry out her rash impulses before a sword of remonstrance could be uttered ; and thus it happened that, when she
felt .impelled to take that forlorn, eonsumpMrs. Tracy, under her roof to
done beor rather to die, the deed was

so

tive'stranger,
live,

fore her design was even suspected.
The deed was. done, and could not well he
Miss De
undone; but that did not prevent
exclaiming
Brooke's
many friends from
for Mrs.
against such precipitate charity;
Tracy hid come without any introduction
whatever, and nothing was known concernof
ing her except that she was a teacher
drawing in quest of pupils. But pupils'were

forthcoming, and poor Mrs. Tracy,
while, pined away in a close and comfortless
back-room at old Mrs. Haley’s until her
scant funds were welinigh exhausted. It was
at this crisis that Miss De Brooke, sitting in
meditative mood by her fire late one November afternoon, decided to take the forlorn and
friendless strauger under her protection.
“What a shame that I never thought of it
“I’ll go
before 1” cried she, springing up.
bring her this moment. It’s growing dark,
mean-

not

be sure, but I’ll run the less risk of being
intercepted; for, if my good Iriend Mrs. Fenkind
wick, or that dear Mrs. Averill, or those
souls the Bennetts, were to meet me, they
might discover what I am about to do, and
they wouldn't approve, I know they wouldn’t.
They’d be sure to express their opinions;
and, though somehow they always think contrariwise to me, I’ve a great respect for their
avoid,
opinions; on which account I'd rather
them. I’ve an inward conviction that Providence has sent this poor woman to be a comand
panion to me iu my loneliness. Trouble
expense will count for nothing; it’s winter,
and the fire can warm two people any day;
and, for the rest, we’ll see 1”
So Miss De Brooke, arrayed in her very
best shawl, pounced upon the friendless stranMrs. Haley’s relief,
ger, and, greatly to old
bore her away in triumph to her snug little
did not long redeed
home. But this good
main a secret, for, the next morning being
Saturday, old Aunt Cynthia Buggies, who
did Miss De Brooke’s washing, went the
basket, and spread the new3
rounds
to

with.her

over

town.

“We must remonstrate,” said everybody,
and everybody did remonstrate. Miss De
Brooke heard her course condemned on all
sides as she came out of church on Sunday.
“O, my dear Miss De BroOke,” said one and
another, “why did you not consult your
friends before taking this unprecedented
step
Miss De Brooke meekly acknowledged that
it was an unprecedented step, but hoped that
her friends wou.d forgive her for not consulting them; there had been no time.
“O Miss De Brooke 1” cried a chorus of advisers.
“You should have taken time,” said Mrs.
Fenwick, severely. “You have acted very
rashly. You. know nothing about this Mrs.
Tracey; she may be all right, and she may be
all wrong.
vrm

For anything that you can tell,
be eomDromising vour friends by

adventuress.”
Poor Miss De Brooke looked scared at the
thought of compromising her friends and
harboring an adventuress; but her constitutional tendency to look on the bright side

harboring

an

her over the difficulty.
“I don’t think she’s an adventuress,” said
she; “but,it I should find myself mistaken,
I shall reap the advantage of a lesson for life,
and, under all circumstances, such an experience is worth much.”
“It isn’t to late, dear Miss De Brooke,”
said the friendly Benuetts; “brother Jack
shall manage it for you if you wish to retract
the offer you've unguardedly made; and we
would strongly advise you to do so. No doubt
not think
you meant well, but we really do
that you’ve acted wisely.”
“Yes, I know I’m not wise,” said Miss De
Brooke, meekly; “wisdom couldn't be expected ol me, could it? But it is a good
thing to have somebody to talk to iu bad
weather, and we may have much rain this
winter; shouldn’t be surprised.” But this
palpable attempt to shirk the question met
with ignominious failure.
“The poor thing is in a decline,” said old
Mrs Averill. “You’d better consider. She’ll
probably be ill on your hands all winter, and
to speak plainly, you caut afford the

helped

really,
expense.”

“I dou’t much think she’s in a decline,”
said Mis? De Brooke, cheerily; “aud, if she
9houlJ be sick, ’twould be no disadvantage to
me.
As I’ve never had any experience with
sickness yet, I shouldn’t mind a chance to
learn the art of nursing. But never you fear,
my dear; she'll mend rapidly enough, you’ll
see.
And. as to expense, I’ve calculated it
all; two can live together and be a deal more
saving than one.”
Her advisers, therefore, had no alternative
but to retire: for what argument could prevail with a woman so bent upon gathering
?
grapes of thorn and figs of thistles
It came to pass, as old Mrs. Averill had
predicted, that Mrs. Tracey was ill all winter,
and Miss De Brooke had ample opportunity
to learn the useful art of nursing the sick;
but she did not have to bear the buiden all
Her friends, though they had expressed their disapproval unreservedly, stood
by her nobly, aud the sick stranger was freely supplied with everything that could conalone.

tribute- to her comfort
Nevertheless, poor
Mis9 DeBrooke, when the spring returned,
found herself in debt, while the stranger to
whom she had opened her heart remained a
stranger still, which was hard to bear. Yet
Miss De Brooke, according to her wont
made the best of it.
“Affection that is of sudden growth, is of
little worth,” said she complacently. “And,
indeed, I don’t think it’s her heart that’s
means
wanting, but her mind, and it’s by noheart—
as a bad
so bad to have a bad mind
so?” she
eh, my dear, don’t you think

^*“1

don’t know about that, Miss DeBrooke.
She owes you something—”
inter“Ob, pray don’t speak of owing/
rupted Miss De Brooke, nervously.
ble to think of the amount I owe. I that
never was in debt before; but, having lived
to be

old without debt, I ought
It might be worse, but the doctors—two such
noble men 1—they won’t
make out a bill, A very interesting case,
they say: so that's a relief, for, if one must
have sickness, it’s a satisfaction to know that
it’s something quite out of the common.
Aud, my dear, she is so lethargic—a big word
I heard Dr. Harriman use—but it doesn’t
half express, to my mind, her peculiar state.
The doctors say nothing can be done, but I
do think she ought to be roused.”

to be

forty

thankful.

“Indeed she ought to he roused to some
ense ot gratitude;” said Miss De Brookes
ndignant (riends.
„
“Oh, no; that’s not my meaning, my dear,
“but,
you
eplied Miss De Brooke, quickly;
silent all
iee, the poor soul just sits sad aud
he day, aud I’m not encouraged to relate
loss to
ny reminiscences, which is a great
aer 1”
“I am afraid she doesn’t appreciate your

said Mrs. Feuwick, and so sain
the Bennetts, aud Mrs. Averill aud every-

kindness,”

body.
“Oh, I'm

sure

she

r-

does,” said Miss

t»

De

Brooke. “She’s only lethargic-'Dr. Harria
man says so—hut she will develope, you

S66.”
And what might be called a development
followed speedily. As Mrs. Tracy lay weaks
and listless on the couch in Miss De Brooke
some tragroom one morning, she overheard
to hermeuts of a conversation in reference
bavself, two ot Miss De Brooke’s visitors
on the porch while expressing
lingered
ing
their mir.ds.
.,
“Have I seemed ungrateful?” said sue,
re-entered
Brooke
abruptly, when Miss De

the room. “But, indeed, I am not ungratehie is
ful. My only regret in leaving this
that I shall never he able to repay your goodness to me 1”
her
She stood confronting Miss De Brooke,
wasted hands trembling, her thin face flushwoman
ing and paling. A wretchedly broken
she was, and neither young nor pretty now,
been.
whatever she might once have
are not un“Oh, no, indeed, my dear, you
1 understand it; it is only lethar_

grateful.

gic you are,” said Miss De Brooke,
Fv with a sense ot comfort in Dr.in Harritime,
big word: “You’ll develop
aud—aud—just you never mind me, my dear.
I’m not greedy for gratitude.”
over the
A wan smile flickered an instant
covering her
poor woman’s pale lip*; then,
on the lit(lice with her hands, she sat down
her
tle couch, and the slow tears fell through
fingers and dropped in her lap.
“Ob, don’t, don’t my dear!” whispered
her pockMiss De Brooke, nervously turning
ets inside out in search of her handkerchief.
I d aland
“My feelings are so sympathetic, it has a a
it possible;
ways ratber not cry
tend— (sob)—ency to produce—catarrh.
“I am not crying now,” said Mrs. Tfacey,
her eyes; but Mrs. De
resolutely wiping

Brooke was.
„
tt^e—ne—never you mmd me, my dear,
would
weather
“This
she.
spring
sobbed
I
have given me catarrh all the same, and
You just cry on, if it s
it.
cure
what’ll
know
dare say it s a
agreeable to your feelings; I
breaking up of your lethargy.”
her
Mrs. Tracey smiled faintly, but shook

^“I’vebeen

burden on your hands a long,
but the end is
long time,’’said she, sadly;
,
coming, it is almost here.”
“Oh, my dear, don’t say that! Such a rich
a

experience!” sighed

Miss De Brooke from be-

hind her haudkerchief.
“And you don’t even know who I am,”
continued Mrs. Tracey, with leeling.
“VVe are just even there, my dear,” said
Miss De Brooke, consolingly, as she revealed
her tear' stained face; “for you don’t know
who I am.”
You
“Yes, I do,” was the quick reply.
it by
are one of God’s angels; you’ve shown
a friendless stranyour loving kindness to
her hands
ger;” and with this she put out
and drew Miss De Brooke down to her side.
“And she cried, and I cried, and we both
cried.” says Miss De Brooke, when she re-

laies

me

story,

as sue

is

uhuvu
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•‘and, wonderful to tell, it didn’t produce
tarrh. A little weeping, I suppose, is bad,
afterbut a good deal cleats tbe bead, and
at all.
ward I didn’t seem to mind my debts
but a
I knew all the time that I was nothing
but it was very
plain little body of forty odd,
an angratifying) nevertheless, to be calledit in digel, and I didn’t say a word against siiliourect terms. I only showed her the
ettesof my family, and told her, as I felt in
name was not
duty bound to do, that my
Brook.
originally De Brooke, but only ‘Iplain
knew it; I
“And then she cried out,
knew it from the very first, and I meant to
die without revealing myself to you, but I
can’t. Look at me, old Honor Bright, and
me?’
say whether you know
‘My dear, I felt my hair rise on end, for
Honor Bright was the name I went by among
those girls at Madame Band’s and it wasn’t
ca-

meant exactly as a compliment. I liadu t
hearu it for many a long day, but the sound
of it made me as limp as a rag, for 1 knew
without turther words that the poor, faded
hollow-eyed woman I had befriended was
find
Euphemia Band. It’s very solemn to
of fire
yourself unexpectedly heaping coats
head, and I hadn’t a word to
on an

enemy’s

Sa“*‘You weren’t thinking of

.,

name was

..

velopment?”

And, of course, after such a development,
nobodv could show just cause why Madame
Baud's daughter should not continue to
make her home with Miss De Brooke, especially as it was evident that she could not linlong.
Yet, though Miss De Brooke had some
ready and helpful friends, who did what they
could to lighten her self-imposed burden, the

ger

Dot find it so easy to
poor little woman did
bear it, for the invalid, as her strength declined, grew every day more querulous and
exacting; and Miss De Brooke, with all the
aid and sympathy she had, and with all the
she exercised, did
energv and management
not find her debts decrease; yet her courage
ever mounted with the occasion.
“1 don’t think i could bear the strain, my
dear,” said she, in confidence, to one friend
“if I were all alone as formand

another,”

is a new experience, and very inI never was conscious of the extent ot my extravagance when I lived alone;
but now I begin to understand tbe practice of
But this
economy. Such a useful experience!
is deeply confidential, for that poor child
a
tight place.
mustn’t suspect that I am in
She is too weak to be worried about trifles;

erly. Debt
structive.

X

must,

at

auj wsij

life, Mrs. Tracy died.
She left her benefactress a legacy of debt
that called for many a hard day’s work to liquidate, yet Miss De Brooke wept tears of genuine sorrow over her grave. “To think,”
she sobbed, “that nobody should weep for
Euphemia Rand—and 1 remember her such a
creagay, bright girl— but the poor, stupid
ture she made so much fun of! Such are
life's vicissitudes.”
But Miss De Brooke did not waste her time
in sentimental sorrows; she cheerfully resumed her usual occupations, and working
early and late, struggled bravely to repay
what she owed, but alas 1 the poor little worn-,
had become overtaxed, and she
•an’s
strength

fell ill very soon after Mrs. Tracey’s death.
Her friends, one and all, by way ot improving
the oocosion, said, “I told you so!” and,
having nursed her through her fever, they
felt entitled to give some sound advice.
“Dear Miss De Brooke,” said they, “before
ever you take an important step again, do
consult your friends; your heart is so apt to
run awav with your head.
“But I can’t be sorry for what I’ve done,’
said Miss De Brooke, with meek obstinacy;
and, not long after this, a very singular thing
happened, that confirmed her in this unretwo
pentant sentiment. One morning, about
months after Mrs. Tracy’s death, the postmaster sent a letter to Miss De Brooke, addressed to Mrs. Tracey. It had been forwarded from place to place, aud the irreverent postmaster asked facetiously whether it
slionld be forwarded again, or be sent to the

dead-letter office.
Now, to Miss De Brooke, who had no correspondents, a letter seemed a very serious

thing, aud this letter to a dead woman filled
her with a superstitious awe that impelled

as
her, for once, to consult with her friends
to what, she should do.
and ail.
“Why. read it. of course,” said one she
had
greatly fo Miss De Brooke’s relief, for affirmaprivately decided the question in the
So Miss De
tive before sbe asked them.
Brooke opened the letter, and old Mrs. Averill, and Mrs. Fenwick, and the Bennetts,
rustled impatiently around her while she

read.

“Dear Madame: lam sure that when
you learn the object of this letter you will
pardon a stranger for troubling you.
“Mr. Moses N. Kent, a friend of the late

husband,

informs
me that you are a daughter of the Mrs.
Rand who, some years ago kept a young ladies’ boarding school in Charleston, South
Carolina. I have long been endeavoring to
trace Mrs. Rand, hoping to hear from her
llonoria
some tidings of a certain Miss
Brook, who was engaged in her school, I
have forgotten in what capacity.
Miss Brooke was my grandfather’s stepdaughter, and, though not related to me by
ties of blood, I was very fond of her in my
childhood, and am anxious to know fyhere
she may be found if she still lives.
her that you
Any information concerning
be roost gratefully
mav be able to give will
Please address, ‘Care of Moses N.
Mr.

Stephen Tracey,

vour

received.
Kent & Co.. Galveston, Texas.
Your obedient servant,
Akpbew Earle,”
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“Instant Dress Elevator."

reasonable terms

a

A cosy home
J. G. BATES,

rooms.

family. Apply

Portland Dry Dock.
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FOU SALE.
FIRST class 2* Story Brick House, on one
of the best Streets in the western part of the
is
city, with a fine lot of land. This property
and one
beautifully located having the Sun all day,bouses
on
ot the best and most convenient arranged
exthe Market, 12 Rooms, Splendid Cellar, with an
cellant furnace, fine Bath Room, and water Closets,
for
Hot and Cold Water throughout the house. Sold
a
no fault, only that the owner is about making
residence in another State. A large portion of the
a
mortgage.
can remain on
kpurchase money
GEO. R. DAVIS,
Real Estate & Mortgage Broker.
ma4eod4w
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English Remedy!

M

g

$2,133.00
[

Syri-

The Cordial Balm of
cum

WITH

and Tonic Pills.

timately cored by bathiDg the afflicted

on

with each bottle,
cation to your druggist,
N. Y. Sold by

to 98

or

druggists._™a2t4w
HAVE YOU TBIED
.

ARE YOU

Weak, Nervous,
Are

quires

yon
more

Uangaid

so
an

of

Debilitated?

or

that anv exertion reeflort than you feel capable of

maxim??
Then try

JIIBI'BKBA, the wonderful tonic
and inviuorator, which acts so beneficially on the
secretive ergans as to impart vigor to all the vital

SALE-

It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, on.y to let the sufferer fall to a lower
deptli ol misery, hut It is a vegetable tonic acting directly on thS liver and spleen.
It reifolales the Bowels, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as
4-ex
nial-n tliA ilivnliti ffipl likP fl. nCW DerSOU.
11* operation Im not violent, but is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually

THE

esrx xv>

Sbop.

troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,

his

And silently steal away.”
This i*» no new and untried discovery, but has
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative known”.
Ask your druggist tor it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN Sr CO.,Boston, Mass.
marl3t4w

opportunity

ja!2____
Valuable Real Estate for Sale.

FOR

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

State street

containing about 12000 teet of land, with commodious dwelling house in good repair, is ottered for
sale. The houseCan be seen every Thursday and
Friday trom 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. H. MORSE,
Jal5dtf
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,
USE

_

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
PUT UP

SALE.

WIItL

OP

DIAMOND
RHEUMATIC CURE.
This statement is substantially a Fact, based upevidence in the possession of the Agents in the
of numerous testimonials from past sufterers
in all the walks or life, and particularly from some of
our most respectable and trustworthy families.

shape

Diamond Rheumatic Cure.
In its history, this invaluable Medicine occupies
the most honorable position possible for any remedy
to attain. A few years since It was known only to
the friends and neighborsand patients of the proprietor, and always sought for by them whenever
troubled witli Rheumatism. aDd in this way came to
the notice ot physicians generally, an t through their
favorable expression, and its acknowledged value as
Rheumatic Remedy, the demand for it became so
frequent and urgent as to oblige its proprietor to inIts reputacrease his facilities for its manufacture.
tion rapidly extended, and soon enters, totters of inof
certificates
praise were
quiry, le.te'rs of thauks, and
on

a

basis of its merit

alone—unaided by “tricks ot trade” or special efforts
—it lias risen to its present enviable position. Wherever introducer! it has received the most flattering
preference in the treatment of all rheumatic complaints. In tills we are really grateful and happy;
not alone because our medicine finds ready sale, anti
is consequently profitable to us do we say this, but
because we open a new field in medical science, and

at once what the best medical practitioners have
We fill a
for ages found so difficult even to relieve.
place heretofore unoccupied, We relieve the sufferlaborthe
we
restore
Goa’s
to
minister
poor;
ing and
ing man to the use of his injured limbs, and save
we
in
doctor’s
cost
its
carry
of
times
bills;
scores
him
contentment and gladness into the home ot the af-

cure

flicted. and consequently ar^rememliered by millions
of grateful souls.
This medicine is for sale at all Druggists throughIf it happens
out the United States dud Canada.
1 hat your Druggist has not got it instock, ask him
to send for it to the Wholesale Agents

ONLY IN’ BLUE BOXES.

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,

TRIED AND SURE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN <Ss CO., Boston, Mass.
A

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.

21

ma3_d-twt

This lot has a front of- about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, and plans have l>*en drawn by How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel ami convenient resi-

l»Ti"VTVT TA V easily made by selling TEAS at
MAJlN Hi I. IMPORTERS’PRICES, or getfor tbe oldest Tea
ting up clubs in towns and country
Company in America. Greatest inducements. Send
for circular. CANTON TEA CO., 118 Chambers St.,
ma4d4wf
I*. Y.

denees, and adapt*!

No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

Market
C.

Square, Portland.

II. MARTIN & CO.,

103 Main

George

Street, Concord.

C. Goodwin &

NO. 38 HANOVER STREET, BOSTON.
dcodCin&wljll

rnarl3

V F. G E T I N E

Co.,

Medical.
CLARK would respectfully inform bts

Strikes at the root of disease by purifying the blood,
restoring the liver and kidneys to healthy action,
invigorating the nervous system.

Is characterized by a general languor or weakness of
the whole organism, especially of the nervous system,
obstructing and preventing the ordinary functions ot
nature; hence, there is a disordered stata of the secretions; constipation, scanty and high-colored
urine, with an excess of earthly or limey sediment,
indicative of waste of brain and nerve substance, frequent palpitations of the heart, loss of memory, and
marked irresolution of purpose, and inability to carry
into action any well-defined business enterprise, or
to fix the mind upon any one thing any length of
time.

There is

VEGETINE

simply

Impressions,

tion in the use of them in order to overcome the
disease. Nervous Debility, or what is generally
regarded as such, is as protean typed in its peculiarities as are the dreams of the shipwrecked mariner
who, in his struggles for safety, lies down exhausted
for a momeut’s sleep upon the wreck upon which he
floats, with all the elements of destruction in mad
commotion around-him, when the first instincts of
his nature are a longing for a something solid upon
which he may find a standing place.
In some cases of this disease there are paroxysms
or exacubations, with extreme debility apparent in
everything; often conditionsof hectic in all its stages;
also all of tbe general symptoms enumerated, with a
local mani estation of it more frequently apparent in
the facial nerves, though it may be in any other part
ot the body, such as the thorax, abdomen or limbs,
with pains of a shooting, lancinating character. For
this condition an explanation is found in the fact that,
as the vitality of a structure decreases by age, overexertion or too frequent excitement at improper
times, its nervous sensibility increases; and if the
diminution is the result of irritation, as by disease or
local injury, there is a general decrease of vital
stamina or power; the least shock or irritation may
act as a secondary cause, the inherent or primary
cause being some one or all of those already mentioned, In can«ation, however, there are a groat
many others on the list, such as scrofula, malaria,
blood and wasting diseases of all kinds, fevers, sexual
excesses and the many forms ot pelvic and all chronic
diseases, where there is great irritation; this, being
reflected to the spinal marrow, produces a (“repression
of that great nervous centre, from whence a corresponding degree of nervous debility is distributed to
all parts of the system; a weakened condition follows, impeding, obstructing and paralyzing the
functional operations of every organ, muscular and
mental, necessary to carry on the essential duties,
business or pleasures of existence.
Tbis condition of the individual, distressing as it is,
may,

with certainty, be cured by

VEGETINE
prescribed in cases of Scrofula and other disthe blood, bv many of the best physicians,
owing to its great snceess in curing all diseases of

I offer free to every man and woman in New England who cultivates a farm, till* a vegetable garden,

Does not deceive invalids into false hopes by purging
and creating a fictitious appetite, but assists nature
tLe whole system, leading
in clearing and
the patient gradually to perfect health.

purifying

VEGETINE
looked upon as an experiment for some time by
of our best physicians, but those most incredulous in regard to its merit are now its most ardent
friends and supporters.
Was

some

has worked its
success by actual
blood, of whatever

as

a

terms to

I?!? SAMPLE to Agents. Endica ComJ- Xl/Ti JlJ hi nation Needle Book, with ChroF P. Gluck, New Bedford,
raos. Send stamp.

Co.,

SIIOT-GPNS, RIFLES, PISTOLSjl REVOLVERS,
Of any and every kind. Send stamp
for Catalogue*. Address Great Western Gan
and Pistol Works, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Dear Sir—About one year since I found myself in a
feeble condition from general debility. VEGETINE
was strongly recommended to me by a friend who
had been much benefited by its use. 1 procured the
article and after using seveial bottles was restored to
1 feel quite conti
health and discontinued its use.
dent that there is no medicine superior to it for those
complaints for which it is especially prepared, and
would cheerfully recommend it to those woo feel that
they need something to lestore them to perfect

4'ougb*. Cold*. BronSore Throat,
Croup,
Influenza,
Cough,
Whooping
Ilonixcne**, hirer

Pain* or
^omieH* in tlie Cheat
l>r Mi«le, Bleeding at
'the CuugK, and every
affection of the throat,
lukos and chest, are
speedily and permanent ly
cured by tie use ot Dr.
Wistar’s Balsam of
Wild Cherry, which does not dry up a cou$h and
leave the cause behind, as is the case with most remedies, bu1; loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation, thus removing the canse of the complaint.

.Complaint,

Respectfully yours,

Cincinnati, Nov. 26, 1872.
Mr. H. R. Stevens :
Dear Sir-The two bottles of VEGETINE lurnished
me bv your age.it, my wife has used with great bene-

fit.
For ft loug time she has been troubled with dizziness and costiveness; these troubles are now entirely removed by the useof VEGETINE.
She was also troubled with Dyspepsia and General
Debility; and has been greatly benefited.
THUS. GILMORE, 229* Waluut Street.

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED
a timelv resort to this standard remedy, as is
hundreds ot testimodials it has received,
None genuine unless signed *‘I. BUTTS on the
wrapper.
50 ct*. and $i a bottle; large bottles much the

by

proved by

FEEL. MYSELF A NEW MAN.

cheaper.

SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, Boston,
Sold by dealers generally.
eodeow&weow4
ja25

Natick, Mass., June 1st, 1872.
Mr. H. R. Stevens:
Dear Sir—Through the advice and earnest persuasion of Rev. K S. Rest, of this place, I have been
taking VEGETINE for Dyspepsia, of which I have

a

is sold

by

all

Druggists.
°dlmt

KENIgON,

CHIROPODIST,
from Dr. N.

Kcnison & Sons, 57
Temple PI., 37 Tremont St., and
St., Boston,

23 Winter

Dr. N. Kcnison

VISITS PORTLAND
Sons,
—AT THE

Chiropodists
LOCATED

U.

S.

HOTE L,,

the second Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,Saturday
in each month.
on

IN—

BOSTON
Since
1840.

All diseases of the feet treated
in tne most skilful manner without pain.
Examination of the feet

free.delOeodtf

WITT

HOUSE,

LEWISTON, ME,
Corner Pine and Park Streets,
II.

B.

are hereby notified that on and alter the first
day ot September, 1874. the new regulations
prescribed by the Government of the Republic of

W. CARTER.

VOU

Apothecary.

UK.

&

•

To Merchants and Shipmasters.

Practical Chemist and

Boston, Jan. 1, 1874.
Dear Sir—This is to certify that I have sold at retail 154 1-3 dozen (1852 bottles) of your VEGETINE
since April 12, 187" and can truly say that, it has
given the best satisfaction of any remedy for the complaints for which it is recommended, that I ever sold.
Scarcely a day passes without some of my customers
testifying to its merits on themselves or their friendi*.
I am perfectly cognizant of several cases of Scrofulous Tumors being cured by VEGETINE alone in
this vicinity.
Vety resppetfully yours,
Al GILMAN468 Broadway.
To H. R. Stevens, Esq.

Vegetine
ina2

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.

bottles and already feel myself
Dr. J.

Report from

Mass.

WINCr, Proprietor.

first-class Hotel in every respect, arranged especially with a view to the wants
of the commercial and pleasure seeking
A

public.

mar!3-dtf

|
!

S?am in regard to Consulai fees will take effect.
The fees for clearance of vessels are as follows:
For Veaaels with Cargo*
Certifying Manifest.
$15.00
Bill Of Health.„. 4.00—$19.0
For Veaaela without Cargo:

Certifying Manifest.$7.00
Bill of Health. 4.00—$11.0
THOMAS LOZANO,
Spanish Consul

se2dtf

Somethin? New and Important to Ladies.

MRS. DR.

PALFREY’S

World Renowned Remedy for all weakneui s incident to Female*.
This is the only medicine known that will, without
treatment, effec t a cure in all cases of Ulceration, I>eucorrbcea, Dropsy, Enlargment, Prolapsia,
Congestion, Inflammation and Weakness. It has
saved thousands to whom life was almost a burden.
Many who have been sutfering for years, with no
have been cured by this wonderprospects of relief,
ful medicine. Also Cancer, Humor and Piles cured.
ocal

OFFICE
Hours to

li

TEMPLE

A. M. to 5 P. M.

STREET.

Consultation free.

ja6d3mfm*

The Old Kelley Medicines
FOR THE

POSITIVE CUREOFEVERY DISEASE.
S

DR.
Temple
can

EDWARDS,

the proprietor, or DR. WOOD
be consulted at the Portland office, I !i
street, ever, day, t'KFK OF

CIIAKtHK._

febDdeodlf

Notice.
requiring work done please apply to
*■
Home” of W. 0. A., No. l&Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroidin

PERSONS

trv

amt tanov-work

wools. ,Vc.. Ac.

viBtf

Feed for Cattle.
of feed for Cattle and Hogs at Casco Brewery. opposite Cortland Co.’s
Works, Portland,
P. McGUNCHY. Prop.
Me.
novBSSm

LOTS

,

Catarrh killed them.
And if you doubt Ihe fact, look
back and call to iniud how it was
first a cold, then Catarrh, and last
Consumption. Why will people
when

sutter

Suffering.

cum

When a remedy is productive of such relief as to
excel ail other remedies in its curative results, it is
a duty to make it known as general as possible. This
WM. M.
consideration has actuated the
GILES, to bring before the public his LINIMENT

IODIDE AMMONIA.
The remarkablewcures it has effected classes it as
one of the most important and valuable remeaies
ever discovered for the cure and relief of pain in any
form. It cures Neuralgia, Face Ache. Rheu■iiuiiMiu. Gout, Fronted Feet* Chilblains,
Bruises and
Sore Throat, Erysipelas,

Woumis of every nature, in which the effects of
extenal applications are almost magical, and in
which its internal administration is found to be most
efficacious. Fhysicians prescribe it for their patients
and accord it their unhesitating approval as an in-

valuable discovery.
The LINIMENT IODIDE OF AMMONIA is an
essential appointment in all well-regulated stables,
and where large numbers of horses are provided for,
and where t here is a liability to the visitations of a

class of epidemic diseases for which this preparation
is a rtcognized remedy. No stable should be without it, for no stable can really be deemed safe that is
not supplied with it.
We append a few of the many testimonals bearing
testimony to the universal favor with which this
medicine has been received by the public.

TESTIMONIAL*.
fM V, QC <3
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and Lotlirop’s

the

ot

R^PER'a

GERMAN SNUFF,
*

horrid complaint can be
It may not be generally
cured.
known, but most ot our leading
this

are
Physicians
prescribing this
wonderful remedy, well knowing
that its results are so certain that
by its use the person will be
brought back to perfect health.
An old Doctor says:

RIDER'S

“GERMAN SNUFF
Is a perfect cure, and I know ot
notbiug better for Catarrh.*’ An-

well-known M. D. writes as

odic

follows; “W’heu oiiecomplaius to
me of a bad Cold or a Heavy Mead.
I at once advise them to procure a

supply

ot

for in a practice of near twenty
years I have daily been pleased
with its results.” A Doctor whose
word is authority ou all medical
questions, says: “I call Ihe com*
pound known to the world as

Medicine

Blood

the

to be the most Powerful
man. They impart.

Strength

people, and

Vigor

are

Rmiorcd,
A victim of youthfnl imprudence, causing premature decay, nervous debility, etc., having tiled In

to the

Body

saved

it

were from the grave,
witnesses ot its great virtue. At this season of the year,
when people, by undue exposure
and the sudden changes in the
weather, are liable to catch cold,
we advise them to carry in the
pocket a box of
are

as

liying

t*EKJHA.N

when they suddenly take cold
and leel all the organs ot the nose
and head slopped up. they can
promptly take a remedy to at once
loosen the mucous, which il allowed to stay becomes

so

LIQUID

to the Mind

MAN BROTHERS, CARTER, HARRIS Sc HAWLEY, WEEKS & ROTTER, Boston, Mass.
GEORGE L. CLAFLIN & CO.,Providence, R. I.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Me.
TALCOTT BROTHERS, Hartford, Conn.

POISON
IN T1IE

HEAD,
and passing to the lungs and stomach, simply adds that which time
may never remove, tor the system

has become poisoned, and all bethe individual did not take
proper care at the commencement.
How often do we hear pee pie say,
“tly head is thick and I cannot
think.’* Don't yoi^ know wliat is
You have Catarrh ;
the trouble !
it has just commenced to take possession of your body. Now, il you
take a few
are wise, you w'ill
pinches of the
cause

BJEDEE'S

GERMAN

not

box ot

For sale by all Druggists.
If you are remote from the city send 50 cents to the
Agents and receive a box by return mail. Genera
Agents for the United States, SMITH, DOOL1TTLB

143 Court Street,

&
mar 13

one

Price 35 Cents.

professionally

G. EDGAR LOTHROP, M. D.,

purchase

GERMAN SNUFF.

Everywhere.
Dr. Lothrop may bo consulted
mail free of charge, Address

SNUFF

and rid your nose aed head ot that
which in lime w ill kill you.
Do
you doubt it l Well, suffer away.
Use up three 01 lour handkerchiefs
a day ; go round a w alking mass
of rottenness, witli HEAVY HEAD.
DELL EYES, BAD BREATH, and
OE
DEPRESSION
SPIRITS a
curse to yourself and a nuisance to
cenlact
in
with you.
come
all who
if you must he so obstinate as to

For Sale by Druggists generally

BOSTON,

OIi Ur JP

—

GEORGE C. GOODWIN Sc GO., RUST BROTHERS
GIL& BIRD. SMITH. DOOLITTLE & SMITH,

vain every known remedy, nas found a simple selfcure, which he w ill send free to his fellow sufferers.
Address J. H.REEVES.78 Nassau street New York
d&w3m
feb2

PBINTIIKti of every description neatly
at thi* Office.

SNUFF

GERMAN

warranted

and with instant relief.
HARRY C. SHAFER, Boston

fVlaiiliooil

ot

SEDERS

Alterative ever originated by

—

till the present time, and I now find it nearly
removed, and think it will shortly disappear entirely.
From this trial of your remedy I cheerfully recommend its use to any one who has a horse or horses
afflicted m this way. I would further say that, while
using it for the above, the same horse started another bunch on the off* leg; the Liniment was applied immediately, and the bunch his disappeared.
J. H. HATHORNE,
Proprietor of Citizens' Line Loaches.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO, Agents, Boston, Mass
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents, Portland, Me
*
eod<&
del2

blessing to mankind, tor its low
price of 35 cents places it within
the reach of all.” We might bring

a

R.EDERS
Every placed before

rheumatic pains, I have experienced immediate relief
Giles’ Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
THOMAS BAKER, Wallack's Theatre.
For headache, neuralgia, sore throat, inflamed
the feet, Giles’ Liniment, Iodide of
of
joints
Ammonia gave immediate relief.
I. HENRY MAGONIGLE. Booth's Theatre.
AND
Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist, 451 Sixth Avenue:
I puttered with rheumatic pains in my limbs and
I tried
until
Linirelief
no
iound
and
joints,
your
ment Iodide of Ammonia, with immediate relief.
ROBERT H. SMITH,
Am now cured.
I
Head Pantryman on board Steamer Jesse Hoyt.
Giles Liniment Iodide of Ammonia is a sure
cure lor ague in the breast, and removes all swellings
A NURSING MOTHER.
and hard lumps.
New Haven, Aug. 7,1874.
Removing Morbid Sensibility, Depression of Spirits,
Dr. Giles:—While on duty as fireman on engine
Dementia and Melancholia.
47, about ten miles from this city, on Shore Line
Price $2.50. Large size, $5.00. Each package of
Road, was accidentally thrown oft against a rock,
train under full bead, about thRty-live miles an
the Cordial Balm contains one box of the Tonic Pills,
hour. Was very badly bruised. Your agent was on
wnich may also be bad separately at 50 cents per box.
board. He furnished me with two bottles of Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, from which I received
RECENT TESTIMONIALS.
the greatest possible benefit. In four days I was able
to sit up, and am now readv to commence work. My
Liniment
for
rheumatism
need mother also used the
Frewsburgh, Nov. 12, 1874.
JOHN GAPFNEY.
which it cured.
I have used the Cordial Balm ai.d Syricum and LoBarnum’s Hippodrome.—We have never found
a
as
Tonic
Pills
throp’s
preventive and cure for the
Giles’Liniment Iodide of Ammouse of ardent spirits and habitual intoxication, and
anything|ei|ual to
1 regard
nia.
bruises, wouuds stillness, lameness, pains in
liml them actually specific in such cases.
the muscles, swellings immediately disappear. It Is
them as mot>t invaluable medicines, and nothing
and
we now use nothing
we
them.
what
without
wanted,
me
to
be
induce
long
could
just
JACOB MESERVE.
else. In thirty years* experience in Europe and
America 1 have never met anything like It.
L. B. WOODS,
Tipton. Dec. 3, 1874.
Veterinary Surgeon, Bamum's Hippodrome.
We take great pleasure in informing you of the
New York, June 1st.
surprisingly beneficial results from the use ot your
Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist: Sir—Your new disEnglish Remedy, The Cordial Balm of Syricum and
Lothrop’s Tonic Pills in a case of great Nervous Decovery, Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, surpasses
iu the limbs or
bility and Prostration, by a member of our family
anything for splints, straius, lameness
on
hard
and
who nad been under treatment by different doctors
bony swellings
shoulders, &c., wind galls
for nearly three years past without any apparent benIt is truly marvelous.
the joints.
RALPH
OGLE,
efit therefrom; but your medicines have produced a
Yours very truly,
most wouderiul change for the better, and the paVeterinary Surgeon, 330 West 25th St.
tient now enjoys comparatively excellent health.
Boston, July 13, 1874.
MRS. HARRIET STUKGISS.
the
between
match
Mr. Wm. M. Giles:—In the
P s.— We tell ail with whom we are acquainted
Athletics of Philadelphia and the Boston club,
to try your medicines.
afflicted
are
who
similarly
and
I
displaced
play d July 13th, 1874, at Boston, fqll
my left knee cap. Your agent fortunately happened
to be present, lie instantly applied your Liniment,
WHOLESALE AGENTS:
Base Ball Club.
Boston, Sept. 14,1874.
Mr. Willtam M. Giles, Chemist: Dear Sir—
Your Agent. Mr, Guy S. Frazey, called on me early
in July last to introduce your Liniment Iodide of
Ammonia. Being a skeptic in legard to the great
variety ot articles patent for the cure of all sorts of
diseases, I hail no faith in your Iodide, but, after a
long discussion w ith your agent, it occurred to me
that l had a horse I was using for private that bad a
shoe bile on his near forward leg.
I told him if he
thought it would remove that bunch, I would try it.
Suffice it tot ay that I have used it very persistently

SNUFF

GERMAN

use

Medicines unrivalled for their wonderful properties
and remarkable cures of all Nervous Complaints.
Their efficacy is equally great in the treatment and
cure of Cancers, Nodes, Ulcers, Pustules, Pimples,
Tetter, Fever Sores, Ringworm, Erysipelas, ScaldHead, Barbers’ Itch, Scurvy, Salt Rheum, Copi»er
Colored Blotehes, Glandular Swelling, Worms and
Black Spots in tbe flesb, Discolorations, Ulcers in the
Throat, Mouth and Nose, Sore Legs: aud sores of
every character, because these medicines are the
very best

from

executed

use

forward hundreds ol testimonials,
but of wliat avail ! Its proud record is enough, and the thousands
ot people who have been by the

Tonic Pills,

proprietor

TT__

Ihe

RJEMR'S

Liniment Iodide of AmThe Cordial Balm of Syrimonia.
A Message to the

by

remedy,

GILES’

chitis,

U. L. PETTINGILL.
ofS.M. Pettingill & Co., 10 State St., Boston.

Respectfully,

J

4wt

marlO

Boston, Feb. 13,1871.

a new man.

sells at sight. NecesChang Chang Mfg
marl714w

Chang Chang
AGENTS.
sary
soap. Goods free.
Boston.

What is Needed.

suf :red for years.
I hr* ve used only two

marl7t4w

Mass.

as

ENGLISH REMEDY

Illustrated Cat-

ever

Is acknowledged and recommended by physicians
and apothecaries to be the best purifier and cleanser
of the blood yet discovered, and thousands speak in
its praise who have been restored to health.

Firm

large.

published. Send for circular and our extra
Agents. NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,
mal7t4w
Philadelphia Pa._

blood

cures, after

visited the laboratory

VEGETfNE

Mr. H. R. Stevens :

my

AGENTS WANTED ^e“

all other reme
failed,
and convinced myself of its genuine merit. It is prepared fr*>m barks, roots and herbs, each of which is
highly effective, and they are compounded in such a
manner as to produce astonishing results.”
I

lies had

garden,

WANTED AGENTS Everywhere, to sell our
popular “Life of Dr. Livingstone,” from his childhood to his “Last Journal.”
Full, Complete, Authent c, Attractive, People's Edition. B. B. Russell,
publisher, Boston, Mass.__marl6t4w

VEGETINE
Instead of being a pufted-up medicine

VEGETINE
Says a Boston physician, “has no equal
purifier. Hearing of its many wonderlul

flower

One
alogue of Vegetable and Flower Seed lor 1875.
hundred and fifty of the varieties of vegetable seed
on
Hew
seed
four
on
farms,
England
were grown
my
soil. I have made new varieties of vegetables a specialty for many years. As the original introducer ot
Hubbard. Marblehead and Butman Squashes, Phinney’s Melon, 4be Marblehead Cabbages and a score of
other new’ vegatables, I solicit your patronage. All
seed sold under three w arrants.
JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
marl6t4w
_Marblehead, Mass.

VEGETINE

way up to its present astonishing
merit in curing all diseases of the
nature.

plants a

or

this nature.

;

GERMAN SNUFF.

GREAT

THE

health.

Is now
eoses of

Yes. tlie medical records show
lhat in nine cases out ol
ten the disease know n as Catarrh
was the forerunner ol Consumption, which, when fastened on a
the grasp ot the
person. Is like
hideous anaconda. There is no
escape until death relieves them
tioin its torture and they are la>d
Friends may say
in ihe grave.
they died ol Consumption. *TDI
FALSE.

plainly

RIDER'S

|~VR. G. A.
I W lriends and patrons that he lias returned home
and may be consulted professionally at bis office, Cor.
Park and Congress Streets.Office hours from 2 to 4 p.m.
jaltttf
Portland, Jan, 15,1815.

Is not a vile, nauseous compound, which
which
vurge* the bowels, but a safe, pleasant remedy
is sure to purify the blood and thereby restore the

great sensitiveness to

though retained but a short time, with a fiickeiing
aud fluttering condition of the tnental faculties, rendering an individual what is commonly called a wbifThere must of
fle-minder, or tickle-minded man.
necessity be in each individual different symptoms,
his
to
according
peculiar organization, habits, pursuits aud temperament, which all seiye to shape the
manner of the manifestation of their nervous disturbances. constituting a difference as marked as are
their physical peculiarities dissimilar and peculiar to
themselves. These ditteiences, in tbe manner and
form of their manifestation, do not indicate any
necessary difference to be followed in Ihe treatment
of any case where disease has its origin in physical
injury; the same remedies being alike applicable to
the weak as to tbe strong; to the sturdy as to the
sickly, varied only in degree of quantity and dura-

DOOM 1

YOUR

by THE

ami Canada, aud in tins way.

be

Nervous Debility

Rheumatism

on

JURUBEBA

Iron Works known as the Portland Machine
This property ocWorks are ottered for sale.
an acre of land on tide water on Comabout
cupies
mercial St., in Portland, and comprises a large
Boiler
Machine Shop, Foundry and Pattern
Shop and Blacksmith Shop. There Is a full complement of Towls for heavy work and general Machinery
and a large assortment of patterns.
The concern having been long established has a
in
large aud constantly increasing list of customers on
New England, and Canada, and is now running
full time on orders. A more favorable
for investment is seldom ottered. For further particulars apply to the propnetor at the Works.
W. H. FESSENDEN, Proprietor.

mar29

Maiden Lane,

death

MAINE

and ulparts with

history and
D'«*E XT RACT.—Pamphlet,
and mailed free
appli-

SNUFF!
OR

IN

FRONTED l.lillBN.—Pond’s Extract mvnrinblv relieve" the pain and finally cures.
AnV, MFI;AMED
BOKKTHBOAT ,«| CI
are
TONNIL.N aud AI It PASSAGES!
use of Pond’s Extract.
the
cured
by
promptly
uses

Nervous Prostration.
It is of the highest Importance, then, that individuals should be able to judge for themselves by their
own feelings, if and to what extent they are attacked
by this in-idious enemy to ill-health, comfort, and
even life itselt if left to run its course unchecked, by
the early aud prompt application ot curative remedies.

DAILY

Poud’s Extract.

PON

G E R M A N

day
frightful

Cured

CHII.BI.AINN will be promptly relieved

Valuable Iron Works

FOR

HUNDREDS

—

disease.

However obscure the causes may be which contribute to render nervous debility a disease so prevalent,
affecting, as it does, nearly one' half of our adult popby day, and
ulation, It is a melancholy tact ihat
increase of
year by year, we witness a most
nervous attections from the slightest neuralgia to the
extreme
forms
of
and
more grave

maWw

Conn.

and change-KH CCitlATTS.TI.—During
aMe weather no one subject to Rheumatic pains
Pond’s
without
Jb'xtract,
be
one
should
day
wliieb always relieves.
CONSUMPTION,
li
UNO*,
SORE
COUGH** COUR*.—This cold weather tries
the Lun«§ sorely. Have Pond’s Extract on
the
hand always. It relieves the pain and cures

..

op

won-

severe

13 1-3 to :I5 cents per foot,
also water lots accessible by rail to all railroads entering tbe city. Apply to
MOSES GOULD. 55 North Street,
orJ.C. PROCTER,93 Exchange St.
ebl8eod2m

well-known Deane property

Col. Olcott’s

EDDY HOMESTEAD SPIRIT MANIFESTATIONS
Adfullv illustrated. Aqents wanted everywhere.
dress, American publishing Company,Hartford,

FACE
HANDS AND
Pond’s Extract should be in every Family
this rough weather. It removes the soreness and
roughness and softens and heals the skin

SAFE,

FOB

World.”

Other

prompt

CHAPPED

City;

FROM

The great sensation of the age.
derful report on tne

rATARKH— Pond’s Extract is nearly a Soeciflc tor this disease. It can hardly be excelled,
The relief is so
even in old and obstinate cases.
that no one who has ever tried It will be

From

FOR

914 Broadway, New York

The

RAEDER’S

Nervous Debility.

BURDETTE SMITH,

POND’S
EXTRACT

City of Portland,
EOTS

^

“PEOPLE

FOR THE LANDLESS.

health.

CATARRH

select your pro-

to

We.shaM^ivo^away

ItTiOOps the skirt In
a Tasteful and Fa-

TIAdd?eS8, Very plain,

mA

A

AnrjJT ftCCCD I

p. 0. Box 5055.

Cottage House In Knigbt-
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sbe regains
my financial embarassments until
her strength.” For, in spite ot the verdict
of the doctors, in spite of the evidence of her
own senses, Miss De Brooke believed in the
ultimate recovery of her patient.
“Please God, she shall not die,” said Miss
De Brooke, somewhat in the spirit of “My
Uncle Tobeybut neither watchful care nor
tender nursing, nor many an earnest prayer,
could avail; and one bright, beautiful day,
when all the world seemed waking into new
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“And then she told me her story, a sad,sad
and
story it is, ot tbe loss of two husbands,
poverty, and sickness, and suffering, poor
soul!—to think of Euphemia Band going
through all that, and then finding shelter
with me I Didn’t I say there would be a de-
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trouble at school; but wheu you came for me,
I hadn’t the heart nor courage to tell you
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differthrough vicissitudes, and you seemama to beent person now, and thankful I
friend you; out I thought your husband s
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“Heaven preserve us!” ejaculated Miss De
1 rooke, as, pale and trembling, she staggered
“My step-sister’s runB ack against the wall.
a way hoy!”
“O dear Miss De Brooke!” said her friend*
c ncertain whether to congratulate her or
c Diidole with her.
•‘•I must write,” said Miss De Brooke,
riih a long drawn sigh, proportionate to the
of so unusual an undertaking.
a rduousness
“O Miss De Brooke—dear, dear- Miss De
r Srooke!” cried her eager friends, “pray no.v,
Do be earee advised by us for your goodYou should let
f il not to commit yourself.
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De Brooke, with a
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think that Providence
s 11 opposition, “do you
\ rould have dovetailed my recent experience
I shall write to
s 0 beautifully for naught?
indrew forthwith. Dear boy! 1 do hope that
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